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37TH WORLD CONGRESS 

5, 6 and 7 February 2021 

REPORT 
 

  
 
     

 

1. FIVB PRESIDENT’S WELCOME  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA welcomed everyone to the 37th and first-ever virtual 
FIVB World Congress. He emphasised that with the significant rise of 
COVID-19 cases worldwide, holding the meeting online was the only way 
to ensure the health and wellbeing of all participants.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA informed everyone that the FIVB Executive 
Committee had appointed Stephen Bock, FIVB Head of Legal as the 
Secretary of the FIVB World Congress 2021. He also introduced the FIVB 
General Director, Mr. Fabio Azevedo. He then passed the floor to Mr. Bock 
to present the report of the Credentials Verification Commission. 
 
Mr. BOCK stated that one of his roles as Secretary of the Congress was to 
act as President of the Credentials Verification Commission and stated that 
he would first present the report of the Credentials Verification 
Commission. He stated that there were 111 National Federations 
connected on Zoom and, as the quorum under the Rules of Procedure of 
the FIVB Congress is one-third of the accredited National Federations, the 
quorum was attained. There were 216 National Federations that were 
accredited. 
 
He explained that the delegates could ask for the floor through the chat on 
Zoom and the time limit for an intervention was limited to three minutes. He 
stated that the President was responsible for giving the floor. 
 
Regarding the voting process, Mr. BOCK introduced the Lumi platform, 
which everyone was able to get familiar with before the Congress. The 
participants were asked to stay connected to both platforms (Zoom and 
Lumi) for the entire duration of the whole meeting. 
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He said that, in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, Swiss law allows for voting 
of motions in advance for virtual congresses. He stated that three motions 
had been submitted in advance to the National Federations. 
 
The first motion was to appoint PricewaterhouseCoopers (“PwC”) as 
scrutineers of the FIVB Congress. He requested that Lumi show the results 
and then announced that the motion had passed as more than a fifty 
percent majority had been attained. 
 

DECISION 
 

PricewaterhouseCoopers was appointed as scrutineers of the 
37th FIVB World Congress with 151 votes in favour and 3 
abstentions. 

 
 
He then passed the floor back to President Graça. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA continued with his opening speech. 
  
He stated that the Congress was being hosted virtually for the first time and 
declared that four of the FIVB’s Continental Confederations had already 
successfully held their Elective General Assemblies online.  
 
He then stated that the FIVB had assisted players via the FIVB Athletes’ 
Relief Support fund. In total, 80 players from a wide range of countries in 
Europe, Asia, Oceania, and the Americas received financial support for 
basic needs. In addition, the FIVB supported the National Federations 
through the FIVB Development Projects Platform. 
 
Since the launch of the Development Projects Platform in 2017, the FIVB 
has supported a total of 276 approved projects from 158 National 
Federations. Also, during the pandemic, the FIVB offered support to its 
National Federations with coaches, equipment, and knowledge through the 
Development Projects Platform. In 2020, the FIVB received 142 
applications and approved 131. From 2017 to 2020, 407 projects from 179 
National Federations were approved, with a total investment of almost USD 
7’000’000.-.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA stated that the FIVB has more than 8’000’000.- 
followers across all social media platforms. He explained that the FIVB’s 
digital efforts have increasingly been recognised by renowned studies and 
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rankings. He cited the IRIS digital study which found that the FIVB had the 
highest growth rate on social media among International Sports 
Federations, with a 45,8% increase in followers between August 2019 and 
August 2020. He gave a second example of the BCW 2020 International 
Sports Federation Social Media Ranking where the FIVB was ranked as 
the third most followed Olympic International Federation. 
 
He said that last year, he had communicated with the FIVB National 
Federations via a series of video messages and newsletters but that only 
30-35% of FIVB National Federations watched these videos and read the 
newsletters. He asked the National Federations to proactively engage with 
these important communications and updates in the future. 
 
He congratulated the five Continental Confederations on last year’s 
successful Elective General Assemblies. He also welcomed and 
congratulated the FIVB’s first-ever female Continental Confederation 
Presidents, Mrs. Bouchra Hajij from the CAVB and Mrs. Rita Subowo from 
the AVC.  
 
He announced that despite the COVID-19 pandemic, the FIVB had been 
working hard to negotiate a new revolutionary idea. He declared that, 
earlier in the week, the FIVB had signed a huge partnership that would 
change the history of volleyball forever.  
 
He explained that this partnership would open a number of commercial 
opportunities, elevate volleyball to new professional standards and ensure 
its continued growth worldwide as well as allow the FIVB to make greater 
investments into volleyball to empower the National Federations. He 
promised to discuss the details of this partnership during his Presidential 
Report: The Future of Volleyball. 
 
He stated that the FIVB held the first-ever elections for the prestigious FIVB 
Athletes’ Commission with 16 candidates from volleyball and beach 
volleyball competing for the votes and stressed that, out of 16 candidates, 
there were 11 female and five male candidates. This is testament to the 
strength of women’s volleyball and how committed the FIVB’s female 
players are to volleyball. 
 
He then congratulated the newly elected members of the FIVB Athletes’ 
Commission: 
 
• Jordan Quinn Larson, a volleyball player from the USA; 
• Samuel Papi, a volleyball player from Italy; 
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• Madelein Meppelink, a beach volleyball player from the 
Netherlands; 

• Joshua Binstock, a beach volleyball player from Canada; and 
• Anouk Vergé-Depré, a beach volleyball player from Switzerland. 
 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA said that there would be the opportunity to approve 
the changes to the FIVB Constitution to improve governance, efficiency, 
and credibility during the Congress. He said that another important topic on 
the agenda was the approval of the changes to the Rules of the Game. He 
stated that the financial reports would be validated, and the new Board of 
Administration and Gender in Minority Members would be elected. 
  
He offered his sincere thanks to all members of the current Board of 
Administration for their hard work over the past few years and emphasised 
that without their support it would have been impossible to achieve what 
the FIVB has achieved. He promised that 2021 would be a new milestone 
in the history of volleyball: it will return stronger and more determined than 
ever after the COVID-19 pandemic, as the FIVB has strong projects and if 
everyone works very hard. 
 
He passed the floor to the Congress Secretary, Mr Stephen Bock, to 
present the results of the voting for the approval of the agenda of this 
Congress and the approval of the minutes of the previous Congress. 
 
 

2. APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA AND APPROVAL OF THE 
MINUTES OF THE 36th FIVB WORLD CONGRESS IN CANCUN 
2018 
 

Mr. BOCK referred to his previous statement in which he had mentioned 
that three motions were sent in advance to the delegates. As the voting on 
the first motion was already provided, the next point was the approval of 
the agenda.  
 
He requested Lumi to display the voting results and then announced that 
the motion had passed as the majority had been attained. 
 
 

DECISION 
 

The agenda of the 37th FIVB World Congress was approved 
with 145 votes in favour and 0 abstentions. 
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He stated that for the second point, the approval of the minutes of the 36th 
World Congress, the majority was reached, and the motion also passed. 
 
 

DECISION 
 

The minutes of the 36th FIVB World Congress in 2018, in 
Cancun were approved with 152 votes in favour and 2 
abstentions. 

 
 
  

3. THE FIVB PRESIDENT’S REPORT: “THE FUTURE OF 
VOLLEYBALL” 

 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA announced that the next point on the agenda was 
his report: The Future of Volleyball. He then introduced the FIVB General 
Secretary, Mr. Fernando Lima. 
 
He explained that, due to eight years of hard work, strong vision, and 
professional management, it was his honour and privilege to present the 
most important project in 73 years of the FIVB’s history and 125 years of 
volleyball’s history. 
 
He announced that the FIVB, together with CVC Capital Partners (“CVC”), 
one of the leading private equity companies in the world and former partner 
of Formula 1, had just launched Volleyball World, a new partnership which 
would drive innovation, growth, and investment in volleyball around the 
globe. 
 
CVC Capital Partners has become the Global Commercial Partner of the 
FIVB in the newly launched project, Volleyball World, sharing the risks and 
successes of the volleyball and beach volleyball commercial assets 
through the next Olympic cycles. 
 
The FIVB remains the sole, global body volleyball governing and retains 
100% control of the sport, competition management and political 
governance structure. The FIVB retains all rights related to the Olympic 
Games and remains the IOC partner for all Olympic matters. 
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Meanwhile, the newly created Swiss-based company called VW Volleyball 
World SA, in which the FIVB has 67% of shares and CVC 33%, will manage 
the commercial assets of international volleyball and beach volleyball 
events worldwide.  
 
CVC, upon signature and closing of the contract has invested the incredible 
amount of USD 100’000’000.- in cash, directly into the FIVB’s bank 
account, without any commission to any agency, to be used by the FIVB to 
invest in volleyball development. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA explained that if the financial performance of the 
FIVB in the last four years was taken into account, it would take 25 years 
to achieve this fantastic financial result of USD 100’000’000.-.  
 
He passed the floor to the Head of Sports, Media & Entertainment at CVC 
Capital Partners, Mr. Nick Clarry.  
 
Mr. CLARRY explained that it had taken many months to come to an 
agreement with the FIVB and said that volleyball is a universal sport, with 
strong demographics which can be practiced in two formats. He underlined 
the credibility and professionalism of the FIVB. He then outlined the 
competences and advantages that CVC brings to the partnership with the 
FIVB namely managerial talent such as Mr. Finn Taylor from Cirque du 
Soleil, the capacity to invest, experience investing in other sports and 
knowledge of brands, media as well as significant technological support. 
He explained that, because of the due diligence, the contract had taken 
several months to negotiate and stated that it was fantastic that the FIVB 
and CVC had become partners. He announced that the objective was to 
make Volleyball World a 1-billion-dollar company in ten years, generating 
over USD 100’000’000.-in cash flow per year. This revenue in cash flow 
will predominantly go to the FIVB and will be able to be reinvested back 
into the game. He emphasised that this was an aligned partnership. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mr. Clarry for his presentation.  
 
He explained that in terms of governance, Volleyball World has its own 
Board of Administration composed of: 
 
a) An independent Chairperson, chosen by the FIVB and approved by 

CVC Capital Partners; 
 
b) An independent CEO, chosen by CVC and approved by the FIVB; 
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c) Four independent members from the FIVB; and 
 
d) Three independent members from CVC Capital Partners. 
 
The FIVB will retain 100% of the sport, majority shares and a majority on 
the Board of Administration of the Volleyball World company. 
 
He introduced the independent CEO of Volleyball World, chosen by CVC 
Capital Partners and approved by the FIVB, Mr. Finn Taylor, and said he 
would address the Congress through a video message. 
 
In his video, Mr. TAYLOR introduced himself as the CEO of Volleyball 
World and stated that for the past 20 years he worked at Cirque du Soleil 
where he oversaw the global touring business where he took a business 
based in North America and Europe and achieved a massive global 
expansion. He explained that he hoped to achieve the same at Volleyball 
World. He stated that he was excited about the opportunity that lies ahead 
and thanked President Graça, Mr. Fernando Lima and Mr. Fabio Azevedo 
for trusting him with this opportunity. 
  
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mr. Taylor for his presentation and 
announced that the now former FIVB Secretary General, Mr. Fernando 
Lima, is taking up a new role as the Chairman of Volleyball World. He 
passed the floor to Mr. Lima.  
 
Mr. LIMA thanked President Graça and stated that he had been involved 
in volleyball since 1977. He explained how the FIVB had created something 
new for volleyball by making volleyball more exciting for the fans through 
choreographies, DJs, sports commentators and special music. He stated 
that the research with CVC discovered a fan base of more than 
800’000’000 people interested in volleyball. Looking at the existing number 
of subscribers on the digital platforms of 9’300’000, Mr. LIMA emphasised 
that the FIVB is reaching only one percent of its potential fan base. He 
explained that the FIVB wants to create a digital process to accelerate 
growth.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mr. Lima and went on to say that, in one 
shot, the FIVB will increase its assets from USD 112’000’000.-, a figure 
which took 73 years to achieve, to USD 212’000’000.-. 
 
He declared his passionate belief that “money that comes from sport must 
go back into sport”. He promised that following this amazing financial 
achievement, which was twice unanimously approved by the FIVB Board 
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of Administration, the FIVB could reinvest even more into volleyball. 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA ensured everyone that this money would be 
reinvested to improve the quality of FIVB National Teams in both women’s 
and men’s volleyball and beach volleyball. He emphasised the importance 
of the National Teams and athletes. 
 
He stated that the FIVB was launching that very day a revolutionary 
programme called “Volleyball Empowerment”. The aim was to support 
teams all over the world. 
 
To underline the significance of this moment, he reminded everyone that 
after his first four-year mandate, in 2016, the year of the Rio Olympic 
Games, the FIVB was able to increase its annual income to USD 
65’000’000.-.   
 
However, its reserves were reduced to USD 86’000’000.- due to a wrong 
policy of investment directly into the Continental Confederations, without 
any return, as identified by the Ernst & Young study. 
 
This Ernst & Young study-projection was presented at the Board of 
Administration meeting in December 2016 and announced that if the FIVB 
kept following this wrong policy, then its financial results in 2024 would be, 
without the Olympic revenues, negative of USD 31’000’000.- – meaning 
bankruptcy! 
 
After the correct decision was taken by the current FIVB Board of 
Administration, the FIVB completely changed how it was investing and 
distributing money worldwide and started focusing on its main products and 
its events to turn things around. 
 
He described the great success of the 2014 World Championships in Italy 
and Poland, the 2015 Beach Volleyball World Championships in the 
Netherlands, the 2016 Rio Olympic Games during which volleyball was the 
number one sport in viewer hours, the 2017 Beach Volleyball World 
Championships in Vienna, Austria, the 2018 Volleyball World 
Championships in Japan, Italy and Bulgaria, the Volleyball Nations League 
in 2018 and 2019, as well as the 2019 Beach Volleyball World 
Championships in Hamburg, Germany and the World Tour Finals in Rome, 
Italy.  
 
He emphasised that the FIVB had invested massively in the concept of 
sports presentation, started engaging volleyball fans around the globe, and 
put the athletes and fans at the centre of its communications. He said that 
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the FIVB had greatly increased its content production and distribution, 
mainly in the digital world. 
 
In the past, there was no dialogue between the FIVB and the IOC until 
former FIVB President, Mr Wei, began the process of building a relationship 
with the IOC. Now, the FIVB has an excellent relationship with the IOC, 
and the FIVB Executive Committee was even invited to hold the first-ever 
International Federation joint meeting with the IOC Executive Board in the 
visionary Olympic House in 2019.  
  
He explained to the Congress delegates that, only three years after the 
correct decision was taken by the Board of Administration in December 
2016, the FIVB was put back in the right direction. By investing correctly 
and improving its events, the revenues coming from sponsorship 
agreements, hosting fees, and mainly media rights distribution, have 
increased significantly and steadily.  
 
As an example, the revenues from the VNL media rights in 2018 were four 
times higher than those of the World League and World Grand Prix in 2017.  
 
The FIVB’s annual profit before prize money was USD 27’000’000.- in the 
last Olympic cycle. The FIVB’s annual income was USD 43’000’000.- in 
2012 and the cash income in 2019 was USD 109’000’000.-! This is a 
demonstration of professional administration and solid management and 
made it possible for the FIVB to weather the storm of the COVID-19 
pandemic in 2020.  
 
Therefore, the famous Ernst & Young curve, which in 2016 projected 
NEGATIVE USD 31’000’000.- by 2024 – in other words, bankruptcy – now 
looks completely different. This is thanks to the FIVB’s hard work with a 
professional administration. The FIVB management avoided this crash.   
 
Despite the good job done, the FIVB realised it needed to do much more 
to accelerate the growth of volleyball: improve the FIVB calendar, reduce 
the number of events and increase their quality and consistency – the 
famous “less is more” – keep improving and consolidating its events and 
launch a new beach volleyball tour replacing the current World Tour. He 
added that, ultimately, the most important and challenging task was to find 
a strong global commercial partner that could bring a substantial 
investment into volleyball and help accelerate its successful growth 
worldwide. 
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He detailed various proposals he made to commercial partners which were 
not concluded for various reasons though there were positive responses 
from some of them and explained that the fact certain companies proposed 
such big offers to the FIVB after properly studying all areas of its operations 
gave proof of credibility.  
 
He explained that, by the end of 2019, the FIVB had put together a very 
solid group of professionals – people inside the FIVB and external service 
providers – to study volleyball as a business in depth, and to prepare a 
business plan to be presented, validated, and discussed with potential 
partners. This team, composed of lawyers, advisors, and an external audit 
company, has worked together with the FIVB team for almost a year, 
bringing the expertise of this new world and supporting the FIVB in 
conducting these negotiations in a proper manner.  
 
He mentioned and thanked the companies of Baussan, Kellerhals Carrard, 
Lentze Stopper, PwC and JTA for their great work. He also offered his best 
compliments to the group of directors and employees at the FIVB who are 
held in high regard by CVC’s leadership for their professionalism and 
knowledge in different areas, including negotiations, contracts, Swiss law, 
business planning and more.  
 
Finally, with the professional internal and external teams onboard, the FIVB 
received a strong and solid proposal from CVC Capital Partners to become 
the first ever global commercial partner of the FIVB.  
 
He added that, following the approval of the FIVB Board of Administration 
in November 2020, the FIVB team of professionals held exhausting 
negotiations for over three months before recently signing the deal, 
following the final approval of the FIVB Board of Administration.  
 
He thanked Mr. Azevedo, the FIVB General Director, Mr. Lima, former FIVB 
Secretary General, and Mr. Guido Betti, FIVB Business Strategy and Media 
Rights Director, along with their teams, for their extensive efforts during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. He declared that he hoped that everyone would join 
to celebrate this unique opportunity and historic achievement for volleyball. 
 
He said that he had the pleasure to present this project to the IOC President 
Thomas Bach, before signing the contract with CVC, who congratulated 
the FIVB and the whole Volleyball Family for this great achievement in the 
Olympic Movement. 
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He thanked everyone for their partnership, commitment and friendship and 
encouraged them to make sure that the next chapter of volleyball’s history 
would be the greatest chapter of all and concluded his presentation by 
sharing a video message from the IOC President, Mr. Thomas Bach. 
 
In his video message, PRESIDENT BACH congratulated the FIVB on the 
new company, Volleyball World, and stated that it was important for the 
FIVB and for the entire Olympic Movement that the FIVB retains its role as 
regulator of volleyball. He underlined the excellent leadership of President 
Graça and the ability of the FIVB to innovate and to adapt to the changing 
landscape of sport. He stated that the opening ceremony would take place 
in Tokyo, on 23 July 2021, and that extensive COVID-19 countermeasures 
had been decided upon. These countermeasures would be published as 
guidelines, and he emphasised that everyone was urgently asked to follow 
them. He explained that it would require solidarity and sacrifice to keep 
everyone and the Olympic Games safe. He wished the FIVB fruitful 
discussions and a successful World Congress.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked President Bach for his words and opened 
the floor to the Congress delegates for their comments.  
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read aloud the many comments and congratulations written 
by delegates in the chat which praised the amazing work of the President 
and the partners and stated everyone was looking forward to the new and 
bright future. 
 

 
4. PRESENTATION “THE VOLLEYBALL EMPOWERMENT” 

 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA stated that it was his pleasure to present “The 
Volleyball Empowerment” project. He explained that Volleyball 
Empowerment is focused on volleyball and beach volleyball National 
Teams and athletes. It will revolutionise volleyball and beach volleyball 
National Teams around the world, in all the National Federations, 
categories 1 and 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
 
He emphasised that the FIVB must empower and improve the technical 
level of its National Teams and athletes to provide them with the skills to 
play at the highest technical level in order to participate in major events in 
the future: Zonal competitions, Continental events and ultimately the FIVB 
World Championships and the Olympic Games.  
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Through Volleyball Empowerment, the FIVB can help National Teams and 
athletes reach their full potential and achieve their goals. The more 
volleyball is spread across the world, the more the number of National 
Teams participating in the FIVB’s main events will increase which will grow 
the relevance of volleyball worldwide making it more popular than ever 
before.   
 
He explained that therefore the FIVB must invest in Volleyball 
Empowerment. He reiterated that money that comes from sport must go 
back into sport, and that the financial investment received from the 
partnership with CVC Capital Partners would be reinvested directly into 
transforming the reality of volleyball worldwide.   
 
He then highlighted the importance of investing in National Teams and 
athletes. 
  
Based on his own experiences in Brazil and around the world, National 
Teams inspire new generations of players and fans to engage with 
volleyball. He said that strong National Teams which participate in, and win 
important competitions become role models for younger generations, 
creating volleyball fans for life.  He also declared his belief that a National 
Federation with a strong National Team would be more attractive to 
sponsors, media and TV, which provides additional resources to host more 
key events. This results in self-sustainable National Federations. 
  
He explained the FIVB’s plan to invest in National Teams by identifying and 
prioritising key countries in the world based on the Nucleus Plan where 
either 1) the National Federations are proactive or 2) have huge potential 
and undiscovered talents. Human and technical resources will be provided 
to these National Federations to improve their National Teams and help 
them professionalise their administration and operations. 
 
Once the key countries are identified, the FIVB will send coaches, trainers, 
managers, and physiotherapists to work with the National Federations 
improving team performance and identifying new talents.  
 
The FIVB will work together with National Federations, as our main 
stakeholders, along with National Olympic Committees, local sports 
authorities, and Olympic Solidarity.  
 
The FIVB will also invest in improving the digital FIVB Projects Platform, a 
key tool in communications, monitoring and reporting. Key performance 
indicators will also be established, and the project results will be regularly 
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checked against these and attested by recognised external audit 
companies to capture the success and ensure good governance.    
 
For the next two or three Olympic cycles, Volleyball Empowerment will 
benefit all National Federations, volleyball and beach volleyball teams, 
athletes and fans.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA then explained how the National Federations could 
get involved in Volleyball Empowerment. 
 
He explained that the FIVB would soon launch the Volleyball 
Empowerment webinar conducted by the FIVB Technical and 
Development Department to explain the step-by-step process and provide 
more detailed information. He explained that Mr. Steve Tutton, the head of 
the department, would be in charge of this project. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA told everyone that the Digital Projects Platform would 
be open soon to complete the survey explaining the current situation and 
needs of their respective National Federation, teams and athletes. He 
explained that the FIVB team of professionals would study the applications 
and get in touch with candidates for further discussion. 
 
  
PRESIDENT GRAÇA introduced Mr. Steve Tutton, thanked him and 
opened the floor to the Congress delegates for their comments. He asked 
that they use the chat to ask for the floor.  
 
Mr. AZEVEDO presented the comments of the National Federations of 
Burundi, Belize, Denmark, which all stated their congratulations and 
enthusiasm over these two projects and encouraged the President and his 
team to keep up the good work. 
 
The National Federation of Mozambique asked if the National Federations 
who already received the support of the FIVB could also apply for the 
Volleyball Empowerment project. 
 
Mr. TUTTON answered positively and encouraged each National 
Federation that was interested to establish a plan for the next three Olympic 
cycles. By the time the platform will open, there will be a solid base to look 
at the programmes of the National Federations to discuss the procedure. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO asked Mr. Steve Tutton how he felt about this programme. 
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Mr. TUTTON said that he had never seen such an opportunity and that he 
was very connected to this project. He told the National Federations that 
the FIVB could help them identify gaps and raise the level of talent and 
National Teams so that the level of volleyball would go up and create an 
attractive and competitive market. 
 
Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ expressed the excitement at NORCECA about 
Volleyball Empowerment. He said that up to 24 National Team projects 
approved by the FIVB would take volleyball at NORCECA to the next stage 
and that NORCECA is taking advantage of this strategy and would like to 
thank the FIVB for this opportunity on behalf of National Teams and 
National Federations. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked everyone for their comments and 
proceeded to the next point, “Legal Presentation”.  
 
 

5. LEGAL PRESENTATION 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA stated that the delegates had received the Legal 
Presentation as part of the working file on 22 December 2020 and 8,15,19 
and 29 January 2021. He passed the floor to Mr. Stephen Bock to present 
the legal presentation. 
 
Mr. BOCK stated that he would present the proposed changes to the FIVB 
Constitution and the FIVB Rules of Procedure of the Congress. He 
highlighted that the changes in the FIVB Constitution require a two thirds 
majority and the changes in the FIVB Rules of Procedure of the FIVB 
Congress only require a simple majority. He started with the proposed 
changes to the FIVB Constitution. 
 
He then gave a summary of the proposed changes to the FIVB Constitution 
and stated that these track changes had been clearly marked in the working 
file which was sent to the delegates. 
 
5.1 FIVB Constitution 
 
For the FIVB Constitution the summary of the proposed changes is the 
following: 
 

• Only affirmative votes in favour or against should be counted towards 
majorities. Four tiers of votes are to be created (Articles 2.3.5, 4.1 
and 5.3 of the FIVB Constitution). 
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• Four new seats would be created on the Board of Administration to 
be appointed by the President including an athlete, a gender in 
minority member, a seat for the Director in Charge from the FIVB 
Secretariat and one independent member (Articles 2.4.1.1 and 
2.4.1.5 (new) of the FIVB Constitution). 

• The FIVB Board of Administration age limit to be reduced from 75 to 
70 for candidates for FIVB President, 72 for candidates for FIVB 
Board of Administration member, and 72 for all officials in a position 
of responsibility at FIVB and at a continental level (Articles 2.1.4 of 
the FIVB Constitution). 

• Removal of the co-opted members from the FIVB Executive 
Committee in light of the previous proposal to add appointed 
members to the FIVB Board of Administration (Articles 2.5.1.2 of the 
FIVB Constitution). 

• Changes regarding the competence of the President to better reflect 
the “separation of powers” governance principle (Articles 2.6.2.2 of 
the FIVB Constitution). 

• Updating the language of the Constitution regarding the signature 
procedure of contracts to favour multiple signatory power for 
contracts, which has already been approved by the FIVB Board of 
Administration (Articles 2.6.2.3 and 2.6.2.5 of the FIVB Constitution). 

 
Note: for the language of the amendments to the Constitution see 
Appendix 1. 
 

5.2 FIVB Rules of Procedure for the FIVB Congress 
 

• Change which relates to the definition of majority for the FIVB 
Congress in order to align the language with the FIVB Constitution 
(Article 10.1 of the Rules of Procedure of the FIVB Congress). 

 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA opened the floor for any questions or comments. He 
gave the floor to Ms. Sabinah Clement from the British Virgin Islands. 
 
Ms. CLEMENT thanked the President and said she had two comments in 
relation to two of the proposed changes. The first was in relation to the 
change of composition of the FIVB Board of Administration. She stated that 
her fundamental challenge was with the fact that the four additional Board 
of Administration members would be appointed by the President and not 
the Congress. In her view, the Board of Administration is a representative 
body, elected by the 222 National Federations to represent their voices and 
therefore she found it objectionable that the President could appoint 
members to the Board of Administration who had not been nominated and 
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elected by the Congress. She pointed out that these non-elected members 
would have the same voting rights as elected members. She emphasised 
that these non-elected members would have an access route to becoming 
the FIVB President in the future without having been nominated by the 
National Federations that the Board of Administration is intended to 
represent. 
 
She then presented a counter proposal to amend the article to increase the 
Board of Administration to 33 members, to include a member of the 
Athletes’ Commission as a new member and increase the representation 
of the Gender in Minority. 
 
Her second objection was to the new age limit proposal of 70 years and 
stated that there is no evidence to support the ability of a person over the 
age of 70 or even 80 to serve on a Board of Administration. In addition, this 
proposal disenfranchises the current members of the FIVB Board of 
Administration who would have otherwise qualified to run for President or 
to be reappointed to the Board of Administration. These people have 
legitimate expectations.  
 
She proposed a grandfather provision to allow current Board of 
Administration members to still qualify for the next running of the Board of 
Administration. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA asked that Mr. Bock opened the vote. 
 
Mr. BOCK said that the FIVB had taken note of Ms. Clement’s comments 
and that it could potentially use them in the future but that the current 
proposals were the ones that would be voted on. The voting would be 
conducted on the proposals made prior to the Congress. 
 
Mr. BOCK directed everyone to go to the Lumi platform to vote and 
provided explanations on the process. He explained that the FIVB wanted 
to ensure that every National Federation has the proper opportunity to 
exercise its right to vote, as they would in a normal in person Congress. He 
invited delegates who experience any issues to flag these in the chat or 
call the relevant hotline made available for this purpose. He explained that 
throughout the voting process, he would request regular updates from Lumi 
on the status and progress of the vote.   
 
Mr. BOCK also clarified that the vote was not secret ballot. As such, the 
individual results of the vote will be available as a PDF document in the 
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Lumi platform, in particular, to allow the verification of the accuracy of one’s 
vote.  
 
Mr. BOCK requested regular updates from Lumi. Members of the Lumi 
team also reiterated explanations and instructions as to how to maneuver 
the platform and to cast a vote. 
 
As some National Federations required more time to cast their vote, the 
votes were left open and the decision was postponed. 
 

[Note: Please refer to para. 7 for the results of the votes on the Legal 
Presentation.] 

 
 

6. FIVB FINANCIAL REPORTS 2018 – 2019 
 

PRESIDENT GRAÇA stated that the delegates had received the Financial 
Reports as part of the working file on 22 December 2020, and 8,15,19 and 
29 January 2021. 
 

• Profit and Loss 2018 – 2019 

• FIVB Controller’s and Internal Report 

• Portfolio 

• External Audit by Deloitte 2018 – 2019 

• Discharge of the FIVB Board of Administration 2018 -2019 

• Budgets 2021 – 2022 

• Report on FIVB Investments 

• Finance Commission Proposals 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA invited Mr. Yves Eymann to present the 2018 – 2019 
Financial Report. 
 
6.1 Profit and Loss 2018 – 2019 
 
Mr. EYMANN, the FIVB Finance Department Director, reported on the main 
facts of profit and loss for 2018 and 2019 and was pleased to note the 
improved results in 2019 compared to 2018 with a profit of CHF 3’939’397 
(final result of the period) compared to a loss in 2018 of CHF 3’061’244. 
The FIVB portfolio increased by 10,2 % in 2019 to a total of USD 
10’484’767.-. The EBITDA in 2019 was CHF 5’944’567.- due to a good 
portfolio performance versus minus CHF 1’051’953.- in 2018. 
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He explained the main points regarding the operational income and costs. 
He stated that for 2018 and 2019 the operating results were positive. In 
addition, the budgets for 2018 and 2019 were under control. Finally, he 
emphasised that the excellent performance of the portfolio in 2019 
generated an income which contributed to the profit of the 2019 period.  
 
6.2 FIVB Controller’s Report 
 
Mr. ZYSSET, FIVB Controller, stated that the full Financial Reports for 2018 
and 2019 had been sent to all the National Federations before the 
Congress and summarised the main points for approval as follows: 
 

- The role of the Controller is to ensure strict compliance with the 
accounting control, administrative and financial procedures and to 
ensure that all financial transactions are authorised by the President.  

- Analysis of the profit and loss for 2018 and 2019. 
- Analysis of the balance sheets for 2018 and 2019. 
- Analysis of the finance and control process implemented at the FIVB.  
- Risk analysis for the financial control at the FIVB. 

 
He thanked everyone at the FIVB for their good bookkeeping during this 
unique period.  
 
As regards profit and loss for 2018-2019, he explained that the FIVB closed 
these two financial years with a benefit of CHF 878’000 if we add the results 
of both years. He explained that the expenses were globally in line with the 
budget and that the impact of the currency during these years was 
controlled. He added that the global market was good and that we realized 
an increase of more than 10% in the portfolio.  
 
He turned to the balance sheet and explained that there were two 
significant points to be mentioned. First, he stated that 70% of the portfolio 
was invested in bonds in 2019, representing an amount of USD 
112’000’000.-. He added that the equity of the FIVB represented an amount 
of CHF 117’000’000.- at the end of 2019. He highlighted the significance of 
these numbers considering the ongoing concern of the FIVB, i.e. that 
during this pandemic, it was important to decrease its expenses in order to 
continue its development.  
 
He concluded that the FIVB has appropriate internal control and a suitable 
risk management system. He also assured the delegates that the annual 
financial statement provides a true view, in accordance with Swiss law, of 
the financial position, results operations and cash flows. He confirmed that 
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any investments made by the FIVB are sustainable and in accordance with 
investment regulations. The annual financial statement is audited by 
independent and professionally qualified auditors. 

 
His conclusion was that the existence of the internal control system had 
been validated and controlled. During his verification, he did not find 
anything causing him to conclude that the annual financial statements are 
not compliant with the law and the Articles of the Association. 
 
Despite the pandemic, the measures taken by the FIVB management in 
2020 and the large amount of equity are elements to ensure the functioning 
of the institution. 
 
He recommended that the General Assembly approve the 2018 – 2019 
financial statement. 
 
6.3 Portfolio 
  
PRESIDENT GRAÇA announced that he would present the results of the 
portfolio. He explained how the FIVB’s portfolio had to be managed 
differently given that, ultimately, it is the Congress' money. He added that 
he could not take as many risks with the FIVB’s portfolio as he would with 
his own. He explained how he had been able to avoid losses in the portfolio 
and realise an increase of USD 10’000’000.- by applying drawdown rules. 
 
He emphasised that, by taking the appropriate measures at the appropriate 
times, the FIVB had avoided a great loss in the portfolio. 
 
He reminded the Congress that, in 2007-2009, the portfolio had decreased 
because the FIVB gave USD 70’000’000.- to the Continental 
Confederations. Subsequently, following a decision of the Board of 
Administration, we changed the strategy. He said that the result of this was 
an increase form USD 43’000’000.- in 2012 to USD 109’000’000.- in 2019. 
He also explained how the drawdown rules work. In particular, part of 
reducing the risk of the portfolio was a move to a certain percentage of 
cash. He stated that by starting to buy at the right moment, the FIVB was 
able to increase its portfolio by 10% and recover all its previous losses. 
Despite a difficult market, he underlined that the FIVB’s portfolio increased 
from USD 102’000’000.- to USD 112’000’000.-. 
 
He proceeded to the next point and invited Mr. Eymann to present the 2021 
– 2022 budget. 
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6.4 Budget 2021 – 2022 
 
Mr. EYMANN presented the main points of the budget for 2021 and 2022 
which the National Federations had already received in the working file. 
 
He summarised the expected budget as follows: 

- Marketing and TV rights: 42’600’000.- in 2021 and 54’540’000.- in 
2022. 

- Rights from the Olympic Games: 13’300’000.- in 2021 and 
9’200’000.- in 2022. 

- International competition expenses: 27’900’000.- in 2021 and 
31’800’000.- in 2022. 

 
He added that this represents budget for volleyball events of 28’000’000.- 
in 2021 and 31’900’000.- in 2022.  
 
He continued to summarise the budget as follows: 

- Operation expenses: 11’700’000.- in 2021 and 11’800’000.- in 2022. 
- Meetings of the FIVB Commissions: 290’000.- in 2021 and 2022. 
- Other revenue: 100’000.- in 2022. 
- Marketing/Communication and Innovation/Digital: 12’900’000.- in 

2021 and 15’800’000.- in 2022, i.e. for the visions and development 
of the FIVB’s strategy.  

 
He stated that this represents operating and management expenses of 
30’100’000.- in 2021 and 35’900’000.- in 2022. 
 
He continued with the budget and said that we are expecting 5’000’000.- in 
2021 and 2022 of return on investments.  
 
He said that the expected result of the year is 3’000’000.- in 2021 and 
1’000’000.- in 2022.  
 
As regards support to volleyball development, he explained the budget as 
follows: 

- Continental Confederations investments: 3’075’000.- in 2021 and 
2’500’000.- in 2022. 

- Sport programme investments: 4’900’000.- in 2021 and 1’800’000.- 
in 2022. 

- Confederations’ development programmes: 580’000.- in 2021 and 
427’000.- in 2022. 

- Total: 8’500’000.- in 2021 and 4’800’000.- in 2022. 
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He concluded that the net result of the year was projected at 5’500’000.- in 
2021 and 3’700’000.-. 
 
He emphasised that the budgets would be closely monitored and revised 
during the coming months due to the COVID-19 pandemic an explained 
that these projections had been made before the pandemic. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA passed the floor to Mrs. Annick Jaton to present the 
results of the external audit by Deloitte. 
 
6.5 External Audit by Deloitte 2018 – 2019 
 
Mrs. JATON said that, as statutory auditor for the FIVB, Deloitte has 
audited the financial statements for the year ended on 31 December 2018 
and 2019. In May 2019, Deloitte gave a clean opinion of the 2018 financial 
statements. In November 2020, Deloitte gave a clean opinion of the 2019 
financial statements. She also showed slides of the reports the delegates 
had received.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA stated that he would open the floor for questions at 
the end of all the presentations and passed the floor to Mr. Habu A. Gumel 
to present the proposals of the Finance Commission. 

 
6.6 Finance Commission Proposals 

 
Mr. GUMEL, President of the FIVB Finance Commission, presented the 
following proposals of the Finance Commission: 
 

1. approve the 2018 – 2019 accounts, profit and loss and balance 
sheet; 

2. approve the FIVB controllers’ report; 
3. approve the internal auditors’ report; 
4. approve the external auditors’ report; 
5. approve the 2021 – 2022 budget; 
6. approve the FIVB investment portfolio report. 

  
PRESIDENT GRAÇA asked if there were any questions. As there were 
none, he moved on to the next point. 
 
6.7 Internal Auditors’ Report and Discharge of the FIVB Board of 

Administration  
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PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Mr. Zysset to present the internal 
auditors’ report. 
 
Mr. ZYSSET proceeded to present the internal auditors’ report by Mr. Sadik 
Zaid Nasiwu and Mr. Wilbur Alister Harrigan of August 2020. He reminded 
the assembly that the role of the internal auditors is to report on the balance 
sheet and profit and loss of the two previous years, the revenue and 
expense results of the two previous years, the budget and any other 
financial matter that they deem necessary. 
 
He presented the comments from the two internal auditors who stated that 
the review of the internal control system had improved, recommended 
revisiting and continuingly reviewing the question of risk due to COVID-19 
and recommended approval for the 2018 and 2019 financial statements. 
 
Mr. ZYSSET asked the General Assembly to give the discharge to all the 
members of the Board of Administration and the President. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mr. Zysset and opened the floor for 
questions. As there were no questions, he passed the floor to Mr. Bock for 
voting. 
 
Mr. BOCK invited all delegates to proceed to the Lumi platform for the vote.  
 
Lumi explained that the previous vote would have to be closed prior to 
opening a new on the financial aspects.  
 
Mr. BOCK requested an update on the status of the vote on the legal 
presentation. There were still twenty-three National Federations missing. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO asked for the floor to explain that we had experienced a 
similar problem during the CAVB electoral Congress. He explained that 
many efforts were implemented to ensure everyone had the opportunity to 
exercise their right to vote. He highlighted that President Graça had said 
that this virtual Congress needed to be as close as possible to an in-person 
Congress. As such, he proposed to leave the vote open to allow time to 
assist the missing National Federations to vote and, subsequently, open 
the vote on the finance presentation. He said that, on the second day of 
the Congress, the result of both sets of votes could be presented.  
 
The delegate for Mozambique asked for the floor. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Mr. Cassam from Mozambique. 
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Mr. CASSAM (NF-MOZ) said he seconded the proposal made by Mr. 
Azevedo to allow more time for delegates to vote.  
 
Mr. BOCK explained that, as it is imperative to respect the National 
Federations’ right to vote and that some National Federations were having 
trouble voting, the votes on the Legal Presentation were to be left open for 
another hour and the votes on the Financial Presentation were to be left 
open overnight. He provided additional operational information to be also 
communicated to all delegates by email immediately after the closing of the 
first day of the Congress. He explained that the results of the votes would 
be the first point presented at the beginning of the second day of the 
Congress.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked all delegates and attendees for their 
valuable contributions and stated that he looked forward to seeing them 
during the second day of the Congress.  
 

[Note: Please refer to para. 10 for the results of the votes on the 
Financial Reports.] 

 
 

- DAY TWO - 

 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA opened the second day of the Congress, he namely 
gave his compliments to the current members of the FIVB Board of 
Administration regarding their strong decision over the past four years and 
gave the floor to Mr. Bock. 
 
Mr. BOCK started by stating a few housekeeping reminders (asking for the 
floor in the chat, interventions limited to three minutes, etc.), he confirmed 
that the applicable quorum of the Congress (of at least one-third) had been 
met and proceeded to confirm with Lumi that the results of the voting had 
been verified by PwC. 
 
Mr. BOCK announced the results of the votes concerning the Legal 
Presentation. 
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7. RESULTS OF VOTES: LEGAL PRESENTATION 

 
 
 

DECISION 
 

All proposed regulatory changes to the FIVB Constitution 
were approved by a 2/3 majority as follows 
 

- definition of majority for the FIVB World Congress (Articles 
2.3.5, 4.1 and 5.3) with 171 votes in favour, 8 votes against, 
1 abstention and 15 votes not received; 

- appointed members of the FIVB Board of Administration 
(Articles 2.4.1.1 and 2.4.1.5) with 148 votes in favour, 29 
votes against, 2 abstentions and 16 votes not received; 

- modification of the age limit for FIVB President and all other 
FIVB Board of Administration members (Article 2.1.4) with 
136 votes in favour, 41 votes against, 3 abstentions and 15 
votes not received; 

- change from co-opted members to appointed members 
(Article 2.5.1.2) with 156 votes in favour, 19 votes against, 4 
abstentions and 16 votes not received; 

- competence of the FIVB President (Article 2.6.2.2) with 167 
votes in favour, 9 votes against, 3 abstentions and 16 votes 
not received; 

- signature of contracts (Articles 2.6.2.3 and 2.6.2.5) with 176 
votes in favour, 3 votes against, 1 abstention and 15 votes 
not received; 
 
and will be reflected in the FIVB Constitution. 
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     DECISION 
 
The proposed regulatory change to the Rules of Procedure of the FIVB 
Congress (Article 10.1) was approved with 174 votes in favour, 6 votes 
against, 0 abstentions and 15 votes not received. 
 
 
Mr. BOCK asked Lumi if the results of the voting for the Financial 
Presentation had already been verified by PwC and, as Lumi confirmed 
that they had not, he proposed to move to the following point on the 
agenda. 
 
 

[Note: Please refer to para. 10 for the results of the votes on the 
Financial Reports.] 

 
 

8. APPOINTMENT OF MEMBERS OF THE FIVB ETHICS PANEL 
AND INTERNAL AUDITORS 
 

PRESIDENT GRAÇA explained that the current mandate of the FIVB 
Ethics Panel ends in 2022. He gave his regards and best wishes to the 
current Chairperson and members, Dr. José Joaquin Puello, Mr. Ruben 
Urrutia Guimaraes and Mr. Richard Callicott. He explained that due to 
personal and health reasons Mr. Abdelhadi Ghazli and Mr. Kalid Abu 
Rashid had not been able to attend the last activities of the Ethics Panel. 
He clarified that this subject will be discussed at the next FIVB World 
Congress.  
 
He stated that the mandate of the internal auditors came to an end in 2020 
and thanked Mr. Wilbur Harrigan from Antigua, Mr. Sadik Zaid Nasiwu from 
Uganda and the substitute member Mr. Rogerio Oliveira from Portugal for 
their excellent work. 
 
He proposed the following people as internal auditors for the period of 2020 
to 2024: Mr. Majoré Louis Timba from Cameroon, Mr. Terry Sasser from 
the Marshall Islands, and Mr. Julio Perez Alfaro from Uruguay as a 
substitute member. 
 
He passed the floor to Mr. Bock to conduct the voting. 
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Mr. BOCK invited all the participants to go to Lumi and vote. After a five-
minute break Mr. BOCK requested an update from Lumi as to the number 
of votes received, which was 157, and instructed Lumi to close the vote in 
order to proceed to the verification of the result by the scrutineers, PwC. 
 
 

[Note: Please refer to para. 10 for the results of the votes on the 
appointment of the internal auditors.] 

 
9. FIVB GENDER IN MINORITY ELECTIONS 

 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA invited the candidates to present themselves to the 
Congress for ten minutes in accordance with the FIVB Rules of Procedure 
of the FIVB Congress and gave the floor to the first candidate, Mrs. 
Margaret Ann Fleming. 
 
Mrs. FLEMING stated that she would present to the delegates who she 
was, what she offered and why she was the right candidate. First, she 
described various roles she held such as the Vice-Chairperson of the FIVB 
Disciplinary Panel, CEV Vice-President, President of the European Small 
Countries Association, Technical Delegate and Supervisor in Volleyball, 
Scottish Commonwealth Board Director, British Volleyball Federation 
Finance Director as well as CEO and Director of Scottish Volleyball. 
 
She went on to describe what she was offering and explained that she was 
an expert on all aspects of volleyball, was strong in management and that 
she had an excellent understanding of governance and the responsibilities 
of Board and Directors. She also emphasised that she had developed her 
international influencing and lobbying skills. 
 
Finally, she said that she was the right candidate because she focuses on 
and is determined to deliver quality and diversity, is hugely motivated to 
promote female representation, is a voice from and for smaller category 
federations and that she would dedicate all her efforts to the promotion and 
success of world volleyball. 
 
She concluded her presentation by thanking the FIVB and the CEV for the 
opportunity to be a candidate, giving her best wishes to the other two 
candidates and encouraging everyone to stay safe during the pandemic. 
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PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mrs. Fleming for her presentation and gave 
the floor to Mrs. Alejandrina Mireya Luis Hernandez, three times Olympic 
champion. 
 
Mrs. LUIS HERNANDEZ thanked the FIVB President and NORCECA for 
giving her the opportunity to be a Gender in Minority candidate. She 
explained that since the age of ten she has lived a dream thanks to 
volleyball. She was able to be part of her national team and to go to the 
Olympic Games in Barcelona, Sydney, and Atlanta. 
 
She said she has always tried to carry a positive message all over the world 
and that she recognised that this new opportunity is a real challenge and 
responsibility. She explained that she would like to send a message of 
peace to everyone who loves volleyball and a message to all the children 
and families who aspire to a better life. 
 
She said that volleyball gives this opportunity and that she was an example 
of it. Thanks to her victories she can give help to those in need and because 
of this she would like to send a message of love and peace everywhere.  
 
She said that the presence of a woman in any activity or governing body is 
something that is always particularly important because women can do 
beautiful things for others. She assured everyone that they could count on 
her human qualities and that she would be here to work in favour of 
volleyball all over the world. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO thanked Mrs. Luiz Hernandez for her presentation and gave 
the floor to Mrs. Judith Rodriguez. 
 
Mrs. RODRIGUEZ greeted everyone, thanked God as well as the FIVB 
Board of Administration and President Graça for giving her the opportunity 
to be a candidate. She congratulated Mrs. Luiz Hernandez and Mrs. 
Fleming. 
 
She stated she had been leading volleyball for 42 years and that she has 
served 20 years as President of the Volleyball Federation of Venezuela 
and been part of the Board of Administration for 22 years. She explained 
how difficult it was to be a female leader in volleyball 20 years ago and how 
people often looked at her strangely. 
 
She explained that she would like to work in favour of volleyball and in 
favour of her gender and send a message of peace all over the world 
thanks to volleyball. 
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She insisted that women are as strong as men and expressed her desire 
to use her strength and professional experience in favour of her gender. 
She said that she understood that volleyball is a business that needs to 
bear fruit. 
 
She highlighted her commitment with the CSV and to the world. She offered 
her knowledge and experience as a professional and thanked everyone for 
their support. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mrs. Rodriguez for her presentation and 
passed the floor to Mr. Bock to conduct the vote. 
 
Mr. BOCK read a question from Mr. Philippe Schürmann (NF-LIE) who 
queried whether all the results of all votes would be published openly. Mr. 
BOCK explained that the process would be the same as the one in the 
2018 Congress, in Cancun where all individual results were revealed after 
the vote save for the elections which are secret ballots votes. He added 
that, as regards the secret ballot votes, the FIVB will not know who voted 
for whom. 
 
Mr. BOCK requested an update from the FIVB Headquarters on the 
number of delegates connected on Zoom and stated that this number was 
183 delegates including four proxies.  
 
Mr. BOCK reminded everyone that this vote is secret ballot, therefore, no 
one will be able to know who voted for whom. He announced that the vote 
would be open for 15 minutes initially and that the FIVB would request 
regular updates from Lumi on the progress of the vote. He explained that, 
for the gender in minority vote, delegates could select up to two candidates 
and that the required majority is the highest votes received as well as more 
than fifty percent of the votes cast. Therefore, if this majority is met, there 
will not be a second round. He added that if one or more candidates do not 
meet the fifty percent threshold, a second round of voting would be 
required. He added that if there were no questions, the vote could be 
opened.   
 
Mr. BOCK requested regular updates from Lumi on the progress of the vote 
before confirming that the vote could be closed. 
 
Mr. BOCK announced the results of several votes that were pending from 
the previous day in order to provide PwC with sufficient time to verify the 
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results of the elections for the Gender in Minority members of the FIVB 
Board of Administration. 
 

[Note: Please refer to para. 11 for the results of the elections for the 
Gender in Minority members of the FIVB Board of Administration.] 

 
 

10. RESULTS OF VOTES: FINANCE COMMISSION PROPOSALS 
AND APPOINTMENT OF INTERNAL AUDITORS   

 

Mr. BOCK asked Lumi whether the results of the votes had been verified 
by PwC which Lumi confirmed.  
 
 
 
 DECISION 
 

The following proposals of the Finance Commission were 
approved with 151 votes in favour, 1 vote against, 3 
abstentions and 24 votes not received: 
1. approve the 2018 – 2019 accounts, profit and loss and balance 

sheet; 
2. approve the FIVB controllers’ report; 
3. approve the internal auditors’ report; 
4. approve the external auditors’ report; 
5. approve the 2021 – 2022 budget; 
6. approve the FIVB investment portfolio report. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

DECISION 
 

The discharge of the FIVB Board of Administration for the 
2018 -2019 period was approved with 149 votes in favour, 1 
vote against, 5 abstentions and 24 votes not received. 
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DECISION 
 
The appointment of the following internal auditors for the 
2020-2024 period, Mr. Majoré Louis TIMBA (CMR), Mr. 
Terry SASSER (MSH) and Mr. Julio PEREZ ALFAREZ 
(URU) (substitute auditor), was approved with 158 votes in 
favour, 2 votes against, 2 abstentions and 18 votes not 
received. 

 
 

11. RESULTS OF VOTES: FIVB GENDER IN MINORITY 
ELECTIONS 

 

Mr. BOCK requested regular updates from Lumi on the progress of 
the votes for the Gender in Minority elections and stated that PwC 
required additional time for the verification of the results.  
 
Mr. BOCK read a question from Ms. Lucille Hobson (NF-IVB) who 
queried whether the Congress could proceed with the rest of the 
agenda while the votes were being tallied. Mr. BOCK clarified that 
the next point of the agenda was another election. As such and 
given that PwC are acting as Scrutineers, the Congress requires 
PwC to be ready to verify said results. He thus concluded that the 
elections of the Gender in Minority members had to be finalised 
before being able to proceed to the next point.  
 

 
 DECISION 
 

Mrs. Alejandrina Mireya LUIS HERNANDEZ (CUB) (137 
votes) and Mrs. Margaret Ann FLEMING (SCO) (120 votes) 
were elected as the Gender in Minority members of the FIVB 
Board of Administration. 
 

 
Mrs. Judith RODRIGUEZ (VEN) received 38 votes.  
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12. FIVB BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION ELECTION 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA congratulated the newly elected Gender in Minority 
members and gave the floor to Mr. Bock for conducting the election of the 
FIVB Board of Administration. 
 
Mr. BOCK first highlighted that all candidates for the FIVB Board of 
Administration had gone through and passed the applicable integrity check 
in accordance with the FIVB Constitution and General Regulations. He 
explained that the Rules of Procedure for the FIVB Congress allow for a 
vote by acclamation. He explained that there were 24 candidates for 24 
positions as selected by the continental Confederations. As such, he 
explained that the FIVB proposes to proceed to a vote by acclamation 
unless there is an objection from the delegates which is seconded by 
another delegate in which case the vote on the Lumi platform would be 
conducted in block by Confederation. Mr. BOCK opened the floor for any 
potential objections on the proposal to vote by acclamation.  
 
Mr. BOCK read a comment from the Maldives and from Mozambique who 
both agreed to a vote by acclamation.  
 
As there were no objections, he stated that the vote would be conducted 
by acclamation. He explained that voting by acclamation in this virtual 
format requires all delegates to clap showing their hands in front of their 
camera on Zoom. 
 
Mr. BOCK announced the names of the candidates as follows: 
 
AVC 
Members (selected by Confederation) 
 
Craig CARRACHER (AUS) 
Cai YI (CHN) 
Mohammed DAVARZANI (IRI) 
Hugh GRAHAM (COK) 
Kiattipong RADCHATGRIENGKA (THA) 
Kenji SHIMAOKA (JPN) 
 
There were no substitute members presented by the AVC.  
 
CAVB 
Members (selected by Confederation) 
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Habu Ahmed GUMEL (NGR) 
Sanga Issouf KONE (CIV) 
Daniel MOLAODI (BOT) 
 
There were no substitute members presented by the CAVB.  
 
CEV 
Members (Selected by Confederation) 
 
Renato ARENA (ITA) 
Zdeslav BARAC (CRO) 
Geert DE DOBBELEER (BEL) 
Michel EVERAERT (NED) 
Lubor HALANDA (SVK) 
Annie PEYTAVIN (FRA) 
Miroslav PRZEDPELSKI (POL) 
Stanislov SHEVCHENKO (RUS) 
 
Substitutes (Selected by Confederation) 
Vicente ARAUJO (POR) 
Hanno PEVKUR (EST) 
 
CSV 
Members (Selected by Confederation) 
 
Roberto W. ESCOBAR GONZALEZ 
Juan Antonio GUTIERREZ (ARG) 
Marco Tulio TEIXEIRA (BRA) 
 
There were no substitute members presented by the CSV.  
 
NORCECA 
Members (Selected by Confederation) 
 
Mark ECKERT (CAN) 
Mushtaque MOHAMMED (TTO) 
Felix Ambrosio SABIO GONZALEZ (HON) 
Glenn QUINLAN (SKN) 
 
Substitutes (Selected by Confederation) 
Sabinah CLEMENT (IVB) 
Allan SHARP (BIZ) 
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Mr. BOCK invited the Congress to clap in front of their cameras if the 
delegates agreed with the appointment of the aforementioned Board of 
Administration members.  
 
 
 DECISION 
 

The FIVB Board of Administration members and substitute 
members as elected by the continental Confederations in 
accordance with the constitutional quota were approved by 
acclamation. 

 

PRESIDENT GRAÇA welcome the newly elected members of the FIVB 
Board of Administration and expressed his enthusiasm for working with 
them in the future. 
 

13. FIVB RULES OF THE GAME AND REFEREEING COMMISSION 
PROPOSALS 

  
PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Mr. Guillermo Paredes to present 
the proposed changes to the rules of the game. 
 
Mr. PAREDES stated that he would present the proposed changes to the 
rules of the game as well as a report on the activities of the Rules of the 
Game and Refereeing Commission. 
 
He explained that he would present the changes in two parts, starting with 
the volleyball and beach volleyball amendments to the Rules of the Game 
for 2021-2024. He explained the following proposed changes: 
 
Rule 1.4 Zones and Areas 
1.4.6 Penalty area – TO BE DELETED 
 
Mr. PAREDES explained that this was to free space, avoid empty chairs 
and present a clean image – both in the venue and on TV. 
 
Rule 1.6 lighting 
Should not be less than 300 lux (for local competitions). 
 
Mr. PAREDES mentioned that the inclusion of this paragraph was to 
provide a guide for local level competitions at the National Federations. 
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For FIVB, World and Official Competitions lighting should not be less than 
2000 lux. 
 
Mr. PAREDES explained that the increase to 2000 lux in FIVB 
Competitions is due to televisional requirements and necessities. 
  
Rule 5 Team Leaders  
Allow the libero to be either team or game captain. 
 
Mr. PAREDES highlighted that the initial reason for the rule that the libero 
cannot be the captain was the frequent entry and exit of the court by this 
player. However, as this is the same with the central players whilst they 
are allowed to be captain, there is no reason for not allowing the libero to 
be captain. 
 
Rule 7.4 Positions 
 
7.4.3 
To consider that the last contact with the floor fixes the player’s position 
instead of “feet contacting the ground.” 
 
7.4.3.1 and 7.4.3.2 
At the moment of the service hit, it is proposed to look at the foot further 
from the lines instead of the foot closer to the lines. 
 
Mr. PAREDES explained that due to the speed of the game today, 
considering the foot further from the line rather than closer to the line, is 
to give players slightly more time to accommodate their defensive and 
attacking strategies by allowing them more flexibility for their position at 
the service hit. 
 
Rule 9 Playing the ball 
Allow that the ball can be retrieved over the scoring table in its complete 
extension.  
BVB – Rule 9: same proposal 
 
Mr. PAREDES explained that this correction to the rule is to allow that 
spectacular action of the athletes will not be interrupted by a technical 
idea of the rule. 
 
Rule 14. 6 Blocking faults 
14.6.1 Not to consider a fault if the block touches the ball simultaneously 
with an opponent’s attack hit. 
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BVB – Rule 14.3: same proposal 
 
Mr. PAREDES mentioned that the proposed modification to this rule is to 
avoid an unnecessary interruption of the flow of the game and to allow the 
continuity of the play. 
 
Rule 15.2 Sequence of regular game interruptions. 
 
15.2.4 New Rule (for clarification) 
It is not permitted to request any regular game interruption after having 
had a request rejected and sanctioned by a delay warning during the 
same interruption (i.e. before the end of the next completed rally)  
BVB – Rule 15.2.4: same proposal 
 
Mr. PAREDES explained that this was a new rule for clarification and to 
avoid the use of a regular interruption to delay the game. 
 
Rule 15.4 Time-outs 
15.4.2 and 15.4.3 (Technical Time-outs) – TO BE DELETED 
 
Mr. PAREDES highlighted that the duration of Time-Outs can still be 
longer than the regular thirty seconds, if requested by the Organizer and 
approved by the FIVB. 
 
Rule 15.8 Substitution for expulsion or disqualification 
Allow an Exceptional Substitution for an EXPELLED or DISQUALIFIED 
player. 
 
Mr. PAREDES explained that according to the current rule a player from 
the court who is expelled or disqualified cannot be substituted if the team 
has already exhausted the six allowed substitutions or has already 
completed a substitution in the respective position. In this scenario 
currently a team would become incomplete and would lose the set or even 
the match depending on when this occurs. The modification now proposed 
serves to address this issue and to avoid a team losing a set because of 
this reason and, an even worst possible scenario, that both teams could be 
declared incomplete at the same time. 
 
Rule 22 Refereeing Teams and Procedures 
22.1 To incorporate the Challenge Referee and the Reserve Referee in 
the composition of the refereeing team. 
BVB – Rule 21.1: same proposal but adding “…where applicable”. 
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Mr. PAREDES explained that this amendment is necessary because the 
Challenge Referee and the Reserve Referee were not included in the 
Rules of the Game before. 
 
Rule 25 Challenge referee 
25. New Rule  
Description of the Challenge Referee – location and responsibilities. 
BVB – Rule 24: same proposal 
 
Rule 26 Reserve Referee  
26 New Rule 
Description of the Reserve Referee – location and responsibilities. 
BVB – Rule 25: same proposal  
 
Rule 29 Line Judges 
29.1 To cancel the obligation of having Line Judges in FIVB World and 
Official Competitions. 
 
Mr. PAREDES explained that this modification allows flexibility on the 
number of Line Judges to be used in FIVB Competitions.  
 
Mr. PAREDES continued with the Commission report and project. He 
presented the FIVB Volleyball Referee Course for becoming an FIVB 
Referee Category C scheduled from 17-29 September 2021, in Durango, 
Mexico. He explained that the 25 best international referees worldwide will 
take part in the Course, between the ages of 30 and 45 in the year of the 
course and that it is a comprehensive 13-day course. He clarified that this 
course was originally scheduled in 2020 but was postponed due to the 
pandemic. He stated that this course will run in parallel to the Girls’ U20 
World Championship in Durango, Mexico. 
 
Mr. PAREDES then presented the Talented Referee Project which he 
described as a professional structure to train top-level referees. He stated 
that it is a consistent plan for consistent refereeing. The steps of this project 
are as follows: 
 
Step 1: selection and recruitment 
Step 2: preparation (Levelling courses, instructions, seminars, practical 
training and assessment.) 
Step 3: Development/Officiating by insertion in Age Group World 
Championships 
Step 4: Professional FIVB Volleyball Referee contract 
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He highlighted the requirement to secure the future and the supply of high-
level referees capable of taking part in top level events and top open the 
pathway towards professional refereeing in the future.  
 
Mr. PAREDES presented the Female Referee Project and stated that 
female referee development is a key objective for the FIVB. The first goal 
of this ambitious high-level project is to recruit, educate, train, and develop 
female referees. The second goal is to optimise recruitment and retention 
of female referees. The third goal is to develop a Train-the-Trainers 
programme with a focus on working with girls and women. The last goal is 
to provide a Resource Toolbox for each National Federations. He stated 
that the FIVB had discovered that a high percentage of National 
Federations do not have programmes to support and train female referees, 
namely because they may not have sufficient resources. He explained that 
this project allows to identify the key areas to focus on to develop better in 
the future, to focus on the development of female referees and to be 
tailored to the needs of each continental Confederation. He then concluded 
his presentation.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA opened the floor for questions.  
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a question from Mr. Philippe Schürmann (NF-LIE) who 
asked whether the 2000 lux. rule will also apply to FIVB Beach Volleyball 
1 star World Tour events played at night. Mr. AZEVEDO clarified that this 
proposal is only related to volleyball not beach volleyball, and mainly for 
the FIVB main events such as the VNL and the World Championships and 
the Olympic Games. He added that for beach volleyball events, in particular 
1-star events, there is a lot of flexibility. In beach volleyball, the rule says 
that the lux. must be between 1’000 and 1’500.  
 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a comment from Mr. Terry Sasser from the Marshall 
Islands complimenting President Graça on his achievements with the help 
of the FIVB staff.  
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a question from Mr. Hans Jensen (NF-GRL) who 
queried whether there was an age limitation for referees. To answer the 
question Mr. AZEVEDO gave the floor back to Mr. Paredes. Mr. PAREDES 
explained that the age limitation for courses is necessary because the 
referees need a certain time to become high-level referees in the FIVB. The 
retiring age of referees is 55. PRESIDENT GRAÇA intervened and stated 
that the retiring age of 55 in general is reasonable but that there would also 
be exceptions for referees who were still completely fit at that age. To 
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underline that, he gave an example of a Russian referee going to the 
Olympic Games at the age of 58. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read another question from a delegate from Lithuania who 
wanted to know if female and talented referee projects were for beach 
volleyball or volleyball or both. Mr. PAREDES explained that at the moment 
the projects are planned for volleyball only but at the same time expressed 
his confidence that beach volleyball could be included as well. 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA suggested to consider beach volleyball the same 
way as volleyball, because we must invest in beach volleyball as it is part 
of our future. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO presented a question from the delegate from Bhutan who 
wanted to know why the Olympic Solidarity Programme allowed coach and 
training support but not referee courses. Mr. AZEVEDO asked the FIVB 
Headquarters to answer to that question directly via chat as there was 
specialised staff in this field. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read the request from a delegate from Qatar to reconsider 
the retiring age of referees as in contrast to other sports like football for 
example the referees in volleyball do not need to be so fit that the maximum 
of 55 years would be required. Mr. PAREDES explained again that this was 
only the age limit to enter the course. After that, they can still carry out their 
work as a referee as the example of the Russian referee, the President 
mentioned, shows. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a question from a delegate of Togo who wanted to 
comment on Rule 29, but at that point already understood that this Rule 
only relates to large FIVB events which was confirmed by Mr. AZEVEDO. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a question from a delegate from Mozambique who 
wanted to know if there are exceptions on the referee age like the Russian 
one, the rules must be modified to not be crossed. Mr. AZEVEDO explained 
that exceptions like this already have a legal basis as there were 
modifications on the FIVB regulations on the last Congress in Cancun. 
Those modifications say that the FIVB Board of Administration, on a case-
by-case basis, can extend the age limit for one year more and that can also 
be reviewed for one year more. 
 
As there were no further questions or comments, Mr. AZEVEDO asked the 
President to proceed with the voting. 
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Before PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Mr. Bock to conduct the 
voting, there was another question coming in from a delegate from 
Pakistan. As this was a technical question, Mr. AZEVEDO asked the 
delegate to send this question directly to Mr. Paredes. 
 
Mr. BOCK clarified that, related to the previous election, PwC had verified 
the result of the election which could now be confirmed.  
 
Mr. BOCK requested an update from the FIVB Headquarters on the 
number of delegates connected to Zoom and confirmed that this number 
was 189 including four proxies. Mr. BOCK reminded the participants that 
as this was not a secret ballot, anyone having problems connecting to Lumi, 
they could call the hotline or ask the technicians in the chat. 
 
Lumi then confirmed that the vote was open. Mr. BOCK announced to leave 
the vote open for a minimum of five minutes. 
 
After five minutes, Mr. BOCK requested an update from Lumi on the status 
of the vote who confirmed that 164 votes had been received and invited 
Lumi to close the vote. To provide PwC with sufficient time for the 
verification of the results of the vote, Mr. BOCK asked President Graça to 
proceed with the commission reports. 
 

[Note: Please refer to para. 15 for the results of the votes on the 
proposals of the Rules of the Games and Refereeing Commission.] 
 

 
14. FIVB COMMISSIONS’ REPORTS 

 
14.1 Development Commission Report 
 

PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Mr. Mushtaque Mohammed, 
President of the FIVB Development Commission to present his report. 
 
Mr. MOHAMMED greeted everyone and said that the activities of the 
Development Commission included but were not limited to the Projects 
Platform, online learning partnerships with Olympic Solidarity, development 
centres and support for other FIVB commissions where applicable. 
 
He explained that the Projects Platform opens once a year to all 222 
National Federations and focuses on improving the standard of National 
Teams. It provides direct support to all National Federations to encourage 
the growth of volleyball. 
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In 2020, the Projects Platform was open despite the pandemic which sent 
a message of hope and commitment. He assured everyone that for certain 
projects that were approved in 2019 and not able to be carried out because 
of the pandemic, there would be an opportunity to complete them in 2021 
provided the conditions are safe. 
 
In 2020, a new initiative of having a multi-year agreement for coaching 
support was introduced for volleyball and beach volleyball, helping National 
Federations to have long term plans and impact the performance of their 
National Teams. In 2020, a record of 142 applications were received 
including 39 from AVC, 43 from Africa, 27 from Europe, nine from South 
America and 24 from NORCECA. 131 were approved which included 60 
requests for coaching development programmes, 65 requests for volleyball 
equipment and 6 requests for the Train the Trainers programme.  
 
Mr. MOHAMMED explained that the approval rates increased because the 
National Federations presented solid development plans for their projects. 
The projects are expected to start soon, and their progress also depends 
on the evolution of the pandemic. In AVC, 36 out of 39 projects were 
approved. In Africa, 40 out of 43 were approved; in Europe, 23 out of 27; 
in South America nine out of nine; and in NORCECA, 23 out of 24 
applications were approved. All projects that were impacted by the 
pandemic will be continued in 2021. He highlighted that a total of 407 
projects had been approved in the last four years, i.e., 80 in 2017, 83 in 
2018, 113 in 2019, 131 in 2020, representing an investment of over USD 
7’000’000.- from the FIVB. He added that it is thus expected that we will 
see an improvement in the performance of National Teams as well as the 
coaching capacities amongst National Federations. Mr. MOHAMMED 
added that 157 projects were approved for coaches and coaching projects. 
It is our duty to ensure that every dollar spent on these projects must bring 
returns on our investments. He added that President Graça’s mantra is that 
we must be accountable and, as such, all investments made will be 
monitored through the Development Commission and Department.  
 
Finally, he said that there were three operational Development Centres in 
Thailand, Argentina, and the Dominican Republic respectively that 
concentrate on coaching education and developing National Team 
coaches. Each centre receives USD 20’000 annually. 
 
Mr. MOHAMMED expressed his confidence that the Development 
Programmes implemented over the last four years have begun to bear 
fruits. He added that new teams would qualify for the Olympic Games and 
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that, in four years, new champions would arise in regional, continental, and 
international tournaments in volleyball and beach volleyball, thanks to the 
investment of the FIVB in development.  
 
He concluded his presentation by thanking the President for the opportunity 
to serve as President of the Development Commission and thanked the 
members of the FIVB Technical and Development Department as well as 
other FIVB staff members for their professional support. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mr. Mohammed, stated that the FIVB will 
closely monitor the development programmes being proposed and gave 
the floor to Dr. Annie Peytavin to present the Medical Commission report. 
 
14.2 Medical Commission Report 
 
Dr. PEYTAVIN started her presentation by explaining that she would 
present four points and stated that the first point she would discuss would 
be the transgender regulation which was discussed in 2019. She explained 
that the Medical Commission received requests from players who wanted 
to change gender in order to participate in the sport. She added that this is 
not an easy question because it requires balancing human rights and the 
right of the other players to participate in fair competitions. 
 
She presented the regulation which states that its purpose is to determine 
the eligibility of a player to participate in a gender category by balancing 1) 
identification of an individual who feels better in another gender than his 
birth gender 2) the competitive balance of the competition category by 
taking into account the interests of other athletes competing in that 
category. 
 
The first gender categorization should be attested by the National 
Federation based on the birth certificate. Any gender change should be 
accepted by the Gender Eligibility Committee if the player demonstrates 
that there is no significant competitive advantage. 
 
The gender eligibility committee will be composed of a legal expert, a 
medical expert, and a representative of the Player’s Commission. The 
analysis should be based on physiological aspects, medical criteria, 
sporting performance criteria and any other circumstance requested by the 
Eligibility Committee. 
 
As regards the scope of the rule, it shall be limited to FIVB, World and 
Official competitions organized by the FIVB and its Confederations. For 
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national club competitions, each National Federation is responsible for the 
registration of players for the club competition in its territory and it shall 
determine its own eligibility rules regarding gender. 
 
Dr. PEYTAVIN continued her presentation by stating that the medical 
congress will take place in September 2022, in the Netherlands. The dates 
currently scheduled are 22 and 23 September 2022, i.e. at the same time 
as the opening of the women’s World Championship in the Netherlands. 
Registration fees will cover the entry to the women’s World Championship 
and to the Congress including participation to lectures.  
 
Dr. PEYTAVIN stated that two different subjects will be discussed. The first 
is volleyball medical aspects of volleyball and the second is sports/moving 
and health/vitality/ prevention through movement and sport. 
 
Dr. PEYTAVIN presented the evolution in anti-doping regulations. She 
explained that WADA has implemented a new code and new International 
Standards for International Federations. The two main changes are the 
following: 

1) In case of adverse result in an anti-doping control, the hearing panel 
should be “operationally independent”. 

2) Compulsory provisional suspension in case of adverse results 
(except for specified substances). 
 

Finally, she presented the new medical guidelines for competitions 
regarding COVID-19. She stated that, in collaboration with the FIVB events 
and beach volleyball departments, the medical commission had prepared 
guidelines to authorize safe competition for players, teams, staff, and local 
organizers. She highlighted that the guidelines are constantly evolving. The 
guidelines currently require a PCR test before travel to competition, an 
additional PCR test on arrival and every four days and, finally, two bubbles 
that should not be in contact. 
 
She explained that the guidelines were evolving daily as more information 
is discovered about the virus and the development of vaccines. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Dr. Peytavin for her report. As regards the 
transgender regulations, he added that it is very important to protect our 
female players. He invited Mr. Azevedo to answer the questions received 
from delegates.  
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Mr. AZEVEDO reminded the delegates that President Graça would open 
the floor to all questions at the end of all the commission presentations. He 
presented some comments from delegates. 
 
Mr. SADEQ (NF-AFG) asked if National Federations would receive support 
to cover their administrative costs.  
 
Mr. AZEVEDO answered that there would be a webinar very soon about 
the Volleyball Empowerment Project. He added that this project is focused 
on National Teams in volleyball and beach volleyball as well as players. He 
stated that, in accordance with good governance principles, reporting will 
be necessary and invited the Afghanistan Volleyball Federation to 
participate in said webinar.  
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read some complimentary comments from the Volleyball 
Association of Maldives and the Namibian Volleyball Federation.  
 
Mr. AZEVEDO answered a question from Mr. Marte Hoffiz by saying that 
all Congress members are allowed to take the floor and President Graça 
will open the floor for questions and comments at the end of the 
commission reports. 
 
Mr. TEWELDEBRHAN (NF-ERT) queried what the issue was with the 
African Dream project. Mr. AZEVEDO stated that this had been addressed 
during the 2018 Congress and invited Mr. Teweldebrhan to contact the 
FIVB Technical and Development Department to obtain more information 
on this topic.  
 
Mr. SASSER (NF-MSH) stated that the Marshall Islands Volleyball 
Federation had received support through the Projects Platform project and 
that it was a very positive experience. He invited National Federations to 
contact him if they wanted more information in this regard.  
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a question from the Fédération de Volley-Ball du 
Congo which was addressed to Dr. Peytavin and stated that these 
questions would be addressed at the end of the presentations.  
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read complimentary comments from the Fédération 
Tchadienne de Volley-Ball and the Volleyball Federation Islamic Republic 
of Iran.  
 
Mr. Iradukunda (NF-BDI) stated that Category 1 Federations have less 
budget than bigger National Federations.  
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Mr. AZEVEDO recommended that all National Federations take part in the 
webinar organised for this purpose which will address the fact that this 
support is available for National Federations of all categories.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA said that Federations have to apply for this support 
and come forward.  
 
Ms. KAKOMA (NF-ZAM) asked whether the vaccine will be required before 
travel for competitions. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Dr. Peytavin to answer the two 
questions received from the delegates. 
 
Mrs. PEYTAVIN explained that the question about the number of players 
should also be addressed to the beach volleyball team. She stated that 
players are requested to stay in the hotel if tested positive, regular tests 
and temperature checks will be conducted. She added that the principles 
in the guidelines are the same for both volleyball and beach volleyball. She 
continued to say that vaccines had not yet been put in the guidelines 
because they are not available in all countries and, in countries where 
vaccines are available, the younger generations cannot receive vaccines 
for the time being. She explained that persons vaccinated could fall ill but 
not have acute illness but could still transfer the virus to another person. It 
protects the person vaccinated but does not stop transmission.  
 
Mr. AZEVEDO thanked Dr. Peytavin for her answers and stated that the 
relevant guidelines will soon be published on the FIVB website. He told the 
Congress delegates to contact the FIVB secretariat or the FIVB Medical 
Commission if they needed support. He read a comment from Mr. Ndlovu 
(NF-ZIM) who stated that COVID-19 protocols were a big step forward 
towards having a safe sport. He also presented a comment from a delegate 
from Sudan who was asking about the support. Mr. AZEVEDO answered 
that this topic will be discussed in the upcoming webinar. Ultimately, the 
President of the Oceania Zonal Volleyball Federation, Hugh Graham, 
thanked the President for his trust in and support for Oceania. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA noted that there were no further questions and gave 
the floor to Mr. Marte Hoffiz. 
 
Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ that welcomed everyone and expressed his concerns 
about the gender situation. He explained that he would like to provide ideas 
that from his point of view would be the safest and most prosperous in this 
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case. He emphasised that he was neither a doctor nor a scientist but that 
he wanted to present his conclusions. Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ emphasized 
that the chromosome in a born man will always be the same and different 
from the chromosomes in a woman. Therefore, the participation of a 
transgender man in a women’s competition, can be considered as a doping 
case. The reason is that this transgender man “is declaring that he was a 
woman” whereas his chromosomes are those of a man. In order to protect 
especially the women’s side of our sport, which is more popular around the 
world than the men’s volleyball generating a high portion of the overall 
income, NORCECA has informed all its National Federations that it is ready 
to accept transgender competitions. 
 
Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ emphasised that NORCECA as soon as there are four 
national transgender teams that want to compete in any category including 
Beach Volleyball NORCECA would open a transgender competition. Mr. 
MARTE HOFFIZ mentioned that according to his recollection the same was 
done in the Netherlands several years ago where transgender games have 
been organised. Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ concluded that this way volleyball 
and the women that are so important for the volleyball family could be 
protected. Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ strongly recommended the assembly to 
reject and to avoid the proposed transgender regulation and on the contrary 
to open the door for transgender competitions in volleyball and beach 
volleyball. By doing that, no one would be discriminated, transgender 
athletes would be allowed to compete among themselves, and the 
women’s volleyball would be protected. Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ emphasised 
that if the proposed transgender regulations would be approved it would 
open the door to slowly destroy the sport of volleyball, as it is happening 
now in many sports. As a father and now grandfather He assured the 
General Assembly that if these regulations are approved, the majority of 
the parents will not allow their children to go into volleyball. 
 
Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ concluded that from his point of view the most 
intelligent thing to do would be to reject the proposed regulations and to 
open a transgender category for volleyball and beach volleyball. He ended 
his contribution by thanking the President for giving him the floor. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mr. Marte Hoffiz, congratulated him for 
being a grandfather and gave the floor to Mr. Stephen Bock. 
 
Mr. BOCK responded to the concerns raised by Mr. Marte Hoffiz by 
providing the participants with information on the procedure of the 
development of the regulation. He explained that a working group was 
created in the FIVB that worked for over two years. The working group 
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consisted of Mr. Aleksandar Boričić as the chairman, three members from 
the Legal Commission and three members from the Medical Commission. 
After two years of examining all the different aspects in the world of sport 
related to the aspect of gender eligibility, the proposed regulation was 
presented to the FIVB Executive Committee and then to the FIVB Board of 
Administration. The FIVB Board of Administration approved the regulation 
on its most recent meeting on 2/3 November 2020. 
 
Mr. BOCK reminded all participants that the regulation will be in the FIVB 
Sports Regulations which is according to the FIVB Constitution within the 
competence of the FIVB Board of Administration and not the FIVB 
Congress. As the proposal has already been approved by the Board of 
Administration it is already in effect and consequently there is no vote on 
this particular proposal within the Congress. Nevertheless, Mr. BOCK 
wanted to address the raised concerns and stated that – as Dr. Annie 
Peytavin had already outline in her presentation – the regulation was 
drafted in a very specific way to make it very difficult to allow a change in 
gender for an athlete particularly with the idea of protecting the female 
athletes in the sport. Therefore, the burden of proof is on the athlete to 
prove that they have to competitive advantage whatsoever from the 
change. In addition to that, the standard of proof is higher than the 
traditional balance of probabilities namely a comfortable satisfaction 
standard which is a higher requirement for a change in gender to be 
granted. Mr. BOCK summarised that the regulation was tailored in a very 
special way to allow for the possibility of a change in gender but under very 
specific and detailed requirements. 
 
Mr. BOCK emphasised that the Eligibility Committee which would review a 
request for a change of gender would have a lot of information and freedom 
to examine different aspects for its decision, as outlined by Dr. Annie 
Peytavin in her report about the work of the Medical Commission before. 
Mr. BOCK repeated that the regulation was within the purview of the Board 
and had already been approved by it and therefore could not be voted on 
by the Congress. 
 
Afterwards, PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Mr. Gilberto Amauri de 
Godoy Filho the President of the Athletes’ Commission to present the 
report of the Athletes’ Commission. 
 
14.3 Athletes’ Commission Report 
 
Mr. DE GODOY FILHO expressed his delight in presenting the Athletes’ 
Commission report to the Congress. First, he presented the Athletes’ Relief 
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Support Fund which was an initiative by President Graça and made the 
FIVB one of the few International Federations providing such support to its 
athletes. The project was launched at the end of May 2020. He showed a 
short video that explained 358 applications had been received and 80 had 
been approved. Eligibility criteria included but was not limited to an income 
threshold, being clear from sanctions at national or international levels, to 
have no anti-doping rules violation, and to have participated in a minimum 
number required of FIVB events during the 2018 – 2019.  
 
Mr. DE GODOY FILHO highlighted that the FIVB was one of the few 
International Federations that offered direct support to its athletes to 
counteract the hardship caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and he 
thanked the President for his support.  
 
He stated that 45 applications were received for short-term team support 
for beach volleyball teams and that these would be examined later after the 
World Tour calendar is determined. 
 
Mr. DE GODOY FILHO continued his presentation with the elections of the 
Athletes’ Commission for 2020-2024. He explained that after the first ever 
elections of this commission, the FIVB Athletes’ Commission is composed 
of ten members, five of which are elected and five of which are appointed 
by President Graça and ratified by the FIVB Board of Administration. 
 
He explained that an online voting platform had been open from 25 January 
to 31 January 2021 and that there were 16 candidates. He presented the 
list of candidates from volleyball and from beach volleyball. He announced 
the athletes that had been elected to the Athletes’ Commission for 2020 – 
2024 as follows: Madelin Meppelink from the Netherlands, Joshua Binstock 
from Canada, Samuele Papi from Italy, Jordan Larson from the USA and 
Anouk Vergé-Dépré from Switzerland. 
 
Mr. DE GODOY FILHO stated that the Athletes’ Commission has been 
working hard in the past years and gave a specific example of how it can 
help players. He concluded his presentation by thanking President Graça 
and everyone and introduced his new daughter.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA stated that the FIVB constantly has an open channel 
with all the Athletes’ Commission members and highlighted the importance 
of listening to the athletes. Subsequently, he gave the floor to Mr. Fabio 
Azevedo to check if there were any comments in the chat. 
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Mr. AZEVEDO read three similar messages from Gambia, Equatorial 
Guinea and Somalia discussing terms of future support and participation in 
the Volleyball Empowerment Programme. Mr. AZEVEDO emphasised that 
more information was to be given in the upcoming webinar where the FIVB 
will be in touch with all National Federations to discuss those points. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO also read a comment from Mr. Hugh Graham from Cook 
Island who stated that he was agreeing with Mr. Stephen Bock on what he 
said regarding the disadvantage of women in conjunction with the new 
regulations of transgender eligibility. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a comment from the President of Ecuador who greeted 
President Graça and addressed the FIVB Legal Department that he is 
aware of a World Federation of Ecuavóley, an autonomous sport recreation 
in Ecuador and asked whether there is any endorsement of the FIVB or the 
IOC. Mr. AZEVEDO answered that there was no International Federation 
of Ecuavóley being endorsed by the FIVB or the IOC but the recommended 
the President of Ecuador to send a letter to the FIVB Legal Department and 
copy him, Mr. AZEVEDO, so that this matter could be dealt with, and more 
information could be shared. 
 
The last comment came from Mexico, asking about the support for the 
national coaches affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. Mr. AZEVEDO 
explained that the relief support of the FIVB was mainly directed to athletes 
because they were absolutely without any activities. However, the FIVB 
also helped some coaches who were facing difficulties coming back home. 
  
As there were no more comments, PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to 
Mr. Juan Antonio Gutierrez to present the Sports Events Council report. 
 
14.4 Sports Events Council Report 
 
Mr. GUTIERREZ thanked the President and congratulated him on his 
achievement of finding a new investment partner for volleyball. He equally 
expressed his happiness at being elected FIVB Board of Administration 
member, stated that he was eager and committed to work and thanked 
everyone who had voted for him. 
 
He outlined four areas of future focus of the Sports Events Council which 
were i) to capitalise on the Senior World Ranking System, ii) to build on 
technical and statistical data collection, iii) to evaluate the qualification 
system and competition formula for the future Senior World 
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Championships, and, finally, iv) to assess the volleyball calendar for the 
next Olympic cycle. 
 
He explained that the first two points were important to give the FIVB 
Congress and FIVB Board of Administration sufficient input to take 
informed decisions. 
 
Mr. GUTIERREZ emphasised that assessing the optimizing the volleyball 
calendar for the next Olympic cycle was one of the main objectives of the 
Sports Events Council. Many national, continental, and international events 
overlap, and the members of the Sports Events Council have been doing 
their best to achieve the best optimized calendar possible and the best way 
of ranking of teams also compared to other sports. He reminded everyone 
of the speech of the President of the IOC on the first day of the Congress 
who stated how important volleyball was in the world. Mr. GUTIERREZ 
highlighted the importance of maintaining such ranking of volleyball. 
 
Subsequently, Mr. GUTIERREZ came to speak about the first area of future 
focus of the Sports Events Council: the launch of the System of World 
Ranking was a great achievement, but it needs ongoing work to improve 
also including the visibility of a team’s evolution over time. Therefore, new 
features are to be created to ensure the visibility of the evolution of a team’s 
ranking and to view the status of the ranking on any past date. Furthermore, 
he highlighted the importance of analysing the Age Groups to improve the 
learning systems for the seniors, to improve communication regarding this 
goal and to examine appraisal opportunities for the FIVB Age Group World 
Rankings. 
 
He went on to explain that statistics are important to tell the story of 
volleyball not only to our family but also to other media and platforms. We 
should be able to be present all the data from different competitions in a 
simple manner to the fans. The statistics should be standardised across all 
FIVB events and could be used to support the clear selection of the Dream 
Team. 
 
As for the qualification and formula for the 2026 World Championships and 
beyond, he explained that the Council is in the process of analysing the 
technical results of the current qualification system and emphasised the 
importance of maintaining competitive excitement throughout the events. 
He said that it was very important to work together to come up with the best 
ranking system. That was also what the FIVB President had been asking 
for. 
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Finally, Mr. GUTIERREZ explained the importance of establishing the 
Volleyball Calendar for the following Olympic cycle early to avoid overlap 
of national, continental, and international events by planning in advance 
long term. Therefore, the long-term objective for the Volleyball Calendar 
was to take into account the time frame until 2028. The Calendar for 2021 
until 2024 was published at the end of 2020. Mr. GUTIERREZ emphasised 
that it is very important to have the information about the Calendar early 
enough to organise among Confederations and National Federations. 
Right now, some competitions are overlapping all over the word, which is 
a good thing because it shows that volleyball is growing, but of course the 
goal is still to avoid overlapping events. He explained that the Calendar is 
more and more exhaustive and that the key is to plan in advance which 
includes the quality of the ranking. This is part of the daily objectives of the 
Sports Events Council. 
 
Mr. GUTIERREZ thanked the Congress and President Graça for his 
ongoing support and his constant pursuit of excellence as well as Mr. Fabio 
Azevedo. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mr. Gutierrez for his presentation and good 
ideas and gave the floor to the President of the Beach Volleyball 
Commission, Mr. Vicente Araujo, to present the Beach Volleyball 
Commission Report. 
 
14.4 Beach Volleyball Commission Report 
 
Mr. ARAUJO stated that beach volleyball has become one of the most 
popular sports in the Olympic Games and that it has been growing quickly. 
 
He described the success of the 2019 Beach Volleyball World 
Championships which took place in Hamburg and attracted 130’000 
spectators over ten days of competition. In addition, 77 broadcasters 
showed the event in 112 countries to 158’000’000 viewers worldwide. 
Russia grabbed the gold medal in the men’s final and Canada in the 
women’s, for the first time in the history of the FIVB Beach Volleyball World 
Championships.  
 
He also described the phenomenal growth of the FIVB World Tour, and its 
star system, which held 32 events in 2017 and had tripled to 96 events in 
2019, including 49 for men and 47 for women, i.e. with a gender equal 
structure. 
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He proceeded to describe the success and growth of beach volleyball in 
Oceania. In particular, he mentioned the 1-star events in the Cook Islands 
and in Guam which were organised with great success. He explained how 
beach volleyball could be a solution for many National Federations as it 
costs less and can also lead to being qualified for the Olympic Games. 
 
Mr. ARAUJO described the success of the World Tour Finals in Rome in 
2019. It was the first event to be organised under the new business model 
of the joint venture with the involvement of three parties: the FIVB, the 
Italian Volleyball Federation and the Italian Olympic Committee. It was also 
a great success in terms of digital impact, it resulted in 36’000’000 
impressions on social media and more than 170’000 engaged users. 
 
In February 2020, the COVID-19 virus struck and swiftly became a 
worldwide pandemic. While this disrupted the FIVB World Tour, it was also 
an opportunity to create new positive ideas. The King of the Court held in 
December 2020 in the Netherlands was a high catching example. It was 
the first international beach volleyball event to return in a safe environment 
and was played in a completely new format.  
 
Mr. ARAUJO explained the collaborative effort made during the COVID-19 
pandemic to the ensure the return to beach volleyball. In August 2020, the 
Beach Volleyball Commission published medical guidelines for holding 
safe matches with the assistance of the FIVB Medical Commission. He 
stated examples of partnerships that were created during the pandemic 
and, in particular, the 1-star beach volleyball tournaments in Slovenia, 
Austria, France, and Lithuania which were able to be played in a natural 
environment despite the pandemic. 
 
Finally, he stated that the new Olympic qualification timeline had been 
approved by the IOC and that he was confident that beach volleyball would 
again be a great success at the Olympic Games in Tokyo 2021. He added 
that, in 2008, at the start of the beach volleyball continental cups, only 31 
countries participated and qualified to the Olympic Games in Beijing. 132 
National Federations participated this year and qualified to the Olympic 
Games Tokyo 2020. He encouraged all National Federations to invest in 
their beach volleyball teams. 
 
To conclude his presentation, he thanked President Graça and the FIVB 
Beach Volleyball Department as well as everyone else for their support and 
hard work. 
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PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mr. Araujo for his presentation and said that 
he agreed with Mr. Araujo that people must understand that it is more 
difficult and expensive to build a team of 14 players than a team of two 
players, but any National Federation can create a beach volleyball team. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read the comments in the chat from the Congress 
delegates. There were various supportive comments on the Beach 
Volleyball Commission presentation from the National Federation 
delegates. He read a question from Mr. Darius Čerka (NF-LTU) regarding 
flag representations at beach volleyball events. Mr. AZEVEDO replied that 
the new Beach Volleyball Tour will be launched in 2022 and that all these 
aspects of country, flag and player representation are being taken into 
consideration. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA passed the floor to Mr. Aleksandar Boričić, the 
President of CEV, Second Vice-President of the FIVB and President of the 
FIVB Snow Volleyball Commission to present the Snow Volleyball 
Commission Report. 
 
14.5 Snow Volleyball Commission Report 
 
Mr. BORIČIĆ explained that, at the 2018 Congress in Cancun, snow 
volleyball had been approved as a new discipline of the FIVB and, 
considering the importance of this discipline, a new Snow Volleyball World 
Tour had been planned as well as a long-term plan. In 2019, snow 
volleyball rules were introduced, the official logo was unveiled and the 
inaugural season, with three events over two continents, was realized with 
the investment of the CEV and the FIVB. The first Snow Volleyball World 
Tour took place in 2019, in Italy, Argentina, and Austria with 44 women’s 
and 45 men’s teams from 26 different countries and from all five 
Continental Confederations. It also had an enormous success on social 
media with 5’400’000 impressions on the FIVB and CEV social media 
channels and reached over 60’000’000 people worldwide. Additionally, it 
had a very broad reach on television and OTT platforms.  
 
Mr. BORIČIĆ stated that the FIVB Snow Volleyball World Tour was also 
very successful with 26 participating National Federations. The final in 
Argentina opposed the USA and Argentina and was very popular, in 
particular, on YouTube and other social media.   
 
He described the success of the Snow Volleyball Festival which was held 
in Bretaye, Switzerland and offered many activities including a showcase 
match with volleyball legends such as Giba, Julius Brink, Elizaveta Bracht-
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Tichenko, Florian Schnetzer and Vladimir Grbic. He proceeded to present 
very positive comments regarding the Snow Volleyball Festival from the 
IOC Vice-President and GAISF President  
 
Unfortunately, the first Snow Volleyball World Tour event planned for 2020 
in Turkey and Argentina had to be cancelled due to the pandemic. Further 
opportunities for 2021 and beyond are currently being evaluated. 
 
Mr. BORIČIĆ presented the long-term plan for snow volleyball starting by 
the milestones already achieved. The ultimate goal for snow volleyball for 
the future remains to be accepted as a sport for the Winter Olympic Games 
and to encourage National Federations to develop snow volleyball in their 
respective countries and host as many national, zonal, continental and 
world events as possible. 
 
Mr. BORIČIĆ concluded his presentation by inviting the Congress to join 
us in the snow.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA congratulated Mr. Boričić for his re-election as the 
CEV President. He told him he had done a good job and encouraged him 
to continue working towards the aim of snow volleyball becoming part of 
the winter Olympic Games. 
  
PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Mr. Steve Tutton to present the 
Technical and Coaching Commission Report as Mr. McCutcheon was 
unable to attend the Congress. 
 
14.6 Technical and Coaching Commission Report 
 
Mr. TUTTON offered apologies on behalf of the President of the Technical 
and Coaching, Mr. Hugh McCutcheon, who was unable to give his 
presentation due to an unexpected change in his schedule. He proceeded 
to give the presentation on behalf of Mr. McCutcheon.  
 
He provided certain explanations concerning the Olympic Solidarity 
programme and stated that it is a stakeholder that the FIVB values greatly. 
He explained the programme as well as its significance for our sport. He 
stated that over the last four years, Olympic Solidarity supported and 
approved 164 grants (divided into two areas: athletes and coaches). The 
coaching sections include courses, scholarships, and other grants.  
 
He stated that this programme touches upon the questions raised by many 
of the delegates, i.e. that many delegates are volunteers and how does one 
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move from a volunteer organisation to a professional one. He emphasised 
that the FIVB has an excellent relationship with Olympic Solidarity and can 
tap into the resources available through their programmes. 
 
To illustrate the significance of this stakeholder he explained that Olympic 
Solidarity had invested over USD 1’000’000.- in 20 countries in volleyball 
in National Team grants and, of those countries, four National Teams, 
namely Kenya’s Women’s National Team, Turkey Women’s National Team 
and Argentina’s Men and Women National Teams, qualified for the Tokyo 
2020 Olympic Games. 
 
He said that 16 national beach volleyball teams had received the team 
grant from Olympic Solidarity which represents an investment of 
approximately USD 500’000.-. He underlined the expectation that a 
number of those 16 teams would indeed qualify to the Tokyo 2020 Olympic 
Games.  
 
To give the delegates an example of how the partnership with Olympic 
Solidarity can be used, Mr. TUTTON presented a programme called “Train 
The Trainer” which resulted from the cooperation of the National 
Federation of Egypt, the NOC of Egypt, the FIVB and Olympic Solidarity. 
Olympic Solidarity were the major funders and supporters. The FIVB was 
able to identify three key FIVB instructors who were able to lead 40 
candidates who participated in the Coach Education Course for Level III 
three which conducted using an international competition (2019 U18 Girls 
World Championships in Egypt) to enhance their learning. In contrast to a 
regular technical course, the participants got the possibility to watch life 
matches and to be mentored at the same time. Under the guidance of the 
FIVB Instructors, and several experts in the fields of strength and 
conditioning to assist with the physical preparation of players education the 
course is considered as success in assisting Africa its pool of high-level 
coaches. Successful candidates in this course who passed the theory and 
practical curriculum were recognised with FIVB Level III certification. 
 
Mr. TUTTON also reported that on another example which shows how the 
FIVB with great experience and please tapped into the resources of 
Olympic Solidarity to support the Oceania family. In this context, he 
mentioned specifically the beach volleyball tour event in Guam. With the 
help of the FIVB Beach Volleyball Department there were referees brought 
to the venue before the event who mentored the local referees. Doing so 
caused a transfer of knowledge not only from an educational point of view 
but also between referee to a learning referee.  
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Mr. TUTTON encouraged all National Federations to contact the FIVB 
Development Department if they had a desire or a plan they wanted to 
achieve and needed support with. Mr. TUTTON emphasised that the FIVB 
Development Department would work with interested National Federations 
to understand and improve these plans which would need to be submitted 
by the National Federation’s NOC to be considered for approval.  
 
He reported that, as the current Olympic cycle was about to end, Olympic 
Solidarity have prepared a new platform to apply for National Team support 
grants. He instructed any National Teams that had plans to apply for such 
grants to contact the FIVB Technical and Development Department for 
support. 
 
Mr. TUTTON went on to present an initiative of President Graça on the 
importance of preventing competition manipulation and the dangers of 
gambling, both in volleyball and beach volleyball. He stated that these risks 
have existed and continue to exist within our sport. In the last two years, 
7’534 participants have completed this course and have been certified 
accordingly. Additionally, the FIVB felt that it was incumbent upon the 
coaches to provide leadership in this area by taking the course themselves 
and encouraging athletes to do so. He stated that in the new Olympic cycle, 
the FIVB will have two ambassadors in this field, Giba and a female player 
to be advocates for the volleyball family.  
 
He detailed the technical input of the Technical and Coaching Commission 
including contributions to monitoring the algorithms of the FIVB Volleyball 
World Ranking System, studying calendar scenarios, assisting the 
Technical and Development Department with Coach Support Programmes 
for recruiting coaches and assisting the Volleyball Department and Digital 
Department with relevant content for storytelling. 
 
Subsequently, on behalf of Mr. McCutcheon, he thanked the FIVB, the 
Technical and Coaching Commission as well as other commissions for 
their collaboration and conversations on technical matters including the 
world ranking. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mr. Tutton and reminded everyone that 
some of questions raised are going to be discussed within the upcoming 
website seminar. He further emphasised of the importance of National 
Teams and that more coaches will be needed to work all over the world. 
He then gave the floor to Mr. Bock for the results of the previous vote. 
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15. RESULTS OF VOTES: RULES OF THE GAME AND 
REFEREEING COMMISSION PROPOSALS 

 
After obtaining confirmation from Lumi, Mr. BOCK stated that the results of 
the vote for the Rules of the Game and Refereeing Commission proposals 
had been verified by PwC. He invited Lumi to show the results on the 
screen. 
 

DECISION 
 

The proposals from the FIVB Rules of the Game and 
Refereeing Commission were approved with 160 votes in 
favour, 3 votes against, 1 abstention and 26 votes not 
received. 

 
Mr. BOCK confirmed that the motion had reached the required majority of 
50% and was therefore approved.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA closed the second day of the Congress and 
thanked everyone for their time and congratulated again the newly 
elected Gender in Minority members and new Board Members. 
 

- DAY THREE - 

 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA opened the third day of the 37th FIVB World 
Congress and congratulated the new Gender in Minority members as well 
as new Board of Administration Members for the 2021-2024 cycle.  
 
He thanked those who had sent him kind messages of congratulations and 
unity. He asked Mr. Fabio Azevedo to read a message from the former 
FIVB President, Jizhong Wei, thanking the president and his team for their 
outstanding work, leadership and its positive impacts on the world of 
volleyball. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA passed the floor to the Secretary of the Congress, 
Mr. Stephen Bock. 
 
After some general and technical reminders, Mr. BOCK confirmed that the 
quorum, with 197 out of 218 National Federations attending on Zoom, was 
reached and passed the floor back to President Graça. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA stated that, in the next point, Continental 
Confederation Presidents were invited to present their reports on what they 
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were planning for the future, not what they had done in the past. He offered 
his regards to the Continental Confederation Presidents and thanked them 
for their work in their respective Confederations. He offered his 
congratulation to Mrs. Rita Subowo and Mrs. Bouchra Hajij, the first ever 
female Continental Confederation Presidents. He emphasised the 
importance and necessity to keep the focus on sharing the same objectives 
and the development of National Teams. He then gave the floor to Mrs. 
Rita Subowo, President of the Asian Volleyball Confederation. 

 
16. CONTINENTAL CONFEDERATIONS’ REPORTS 

 
As Mrs. Subowo was having technical problems and could not be heard, 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Mrs. Bouchra Hajij first to present 
the report of the CAVB. 
 
16.1 African Volleyball Confederation (CAVB) 
 
Mrs. HAJIJ thanked President Graça and started by paying her respects to 
Mr. Siven Vasavan Samuel who passed away due to COVID-19. She 
proceeded to express her honour and gratitude to be addressing the 37th 
FIVB World Congress as well as being entrusted with changing the face of 
African volleyball in its continent and worldwide. She explained the CAVB 
development methodology, which is to study the past, assess the present 
and build the future. Subsequently, she provided a review of what 
happened in the CAVB in the last 20 years as well as recent developments. 
In particular, she stated that the CAVB beach volleyball teams still had a 
lot of progress to be made. She highlighted that the best ranked African 
team, Morocco, is only ranked 83rd in the world ranking. The same can be 
said for referees and coaching instructors. 
  
She continued to present the strategic plan of the CAVB for 2021 to 2024, 
resulting from a SWOT analysis of strengths, weaknesses opportunities 
and threats, which is to develop a common vision, mission and values 
aligned with the FIVB. She stated that the analysis allowed the CAVB to 
identify certain weaknesses such as the lack of sponsors. She stated that 
this also allowed them to keep an eye on the potential threats that could 
jeopardise their projects.  
 
Mrs. HAJIJ continued to explain the strategic plan of the CAVB including 
its multiple objectives which are well defined and concise and consider, 
namely, the need to serve the CAVB’s National Federations. The key 
objectives were focused on capacity building, governance, empowerment, 
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assessment, value addition, credibility, and integrity. She continued to 
outline the CAVB’s operational goals.  
 
The plan also included several action steps. The first was to manage the 
finances of the CAVB in a transparent way by respecting good accounting 
practices in accordance with the International Financial Reporting 
Standards (IFRS). 
 
The second was to put clean athletes at the heart of the actions of the 
CAVB and ensure that their voices are heard. The third was to continue to 
actively promote volleyball and beach volleyball among young people 
through mini volleyball, festivolley, cool volley, park volley, and Volleyball 
Your Way. The fourth step was to maintain harmonious relationships with 
the national, continental, and international bodies and always align the 
CAVB with the FIVB vision. The fifth step was to organise highly attractive 
sports events to create opportunities of sponsorships at the Continental 
level. The sixth step was to defend, in all circumstances and above all 
personal considerations, the interests of the CAVB and FIVB and those of 
volleyball and beach volleyball through fighting all actions targeting the 
integrity of our sport. The final action step mentioned by Mrs. HAJIJ was to 
promote volleyball in schools, universities, and the community. 
 
She then outlined seven key objectives in seven key areas. These included 
(i) to continuously educate and train the coaches, referees and officials; (ii) 
transparency as the first guiding principle of the CAVB to ensure that each 
National Federation shall always have access to updated and complete 
information; (iii) to set up an effective decision making process empowering 
each National Federation to act with conviction at its level; (iv) the 
implementation of a performance assessment system to evaluate the 
progress of volleyball discipline and take corrective actions thereof; (v) to 
operate in an atmosphere of good governance and adopt good accounting 
principles through effective audit activities in view of adding value to the 
operations of the Confederation in the long run; (vi) to be credible in front 
of stakeholders including the FIVB, National Federations and financial 
partners, among others; and (vii) to promote a climate of integrity and 
mutual trust between the CAVB Management and National Federations in 
addition to all partners. 
 
She outlined the strategic goals for women’s volleyball which was to 
improve the ranking by two places each year and to be in the top 20 in four 
years and in the top 15 in eight years. As for men’s volleyball the goal is to 
improve the ranking by two places every year and be in the top 12 in four 
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years. Finally, for men and women’s beach volleyball the strategic goal was 
to be in the top 50 in four years. 
 
Mrs. HAJIJ proceeded to emphasise the core values of the CAVB: good 
governance, commitment, pride and sense of ownership and honesty and 
integrity. The long journey to reach excellency was illustrated by “Seven 
Pillars of Performance” including (i) administration and finance, (ii) training, 
development and technical competence, (iii) equipment and sports 
facilities, (iv) organisation of competitions, (v) promotion of volleyball, 
beach volleyball and the FIVB, (vi) preparation of high-level players and 
(vii) diversification of sources of finance. 
 
She added the importance of rebranding African Volleyball and the CAVB’s 
motto which is “Change the face of volleyball in Africa” in order to 
demonstrate that the CAVB is a real, credible and legitimate institution.  
 
She outlined the action plan for 2021 to 2024 and its schedule of 
implementation as well as how it would be assessed through ten key 
performance indicators. She thanked Mr. Steve Tutton and Mr. Hitesh 
Malhotra for their ongoing support and hard work as well as Mr. Fabio 
Azevedo. She called upon the leaders of National Federations and said 
that it was time to act and step up. She proceeded to present the CAVB’s 
performance model with its different objectives, means and results and said 
that it was important to optimise resources.  
 
Mrs. HAJIJ also presented the calendar of volleyball events that were 
planned for 2021 by the CAVB. She highlighted that the calendar was 
prepared in a very uncertain environment due to the pandemic. She stated 
that, in the event the CAVB is not able to hold events, the FIVB World 
Ranking should be used to represent the CAVB at the World 
Championships. She turned to the beach volleyball competitions scheduled 
in 2021 and stated that the CAVB Continental Cup would be organised in 
a safe environment in compliance with the FIVB and the IOC’s guidelines. 
 
To conclude her presentation, she expressed her confidence that the 
CAVB would succeed and thanked everyone at the FIVB and the CAVB for 
their support. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mrs. Hajij for her presentation and stated 
that he was very happy with her approach. It is not enough to have a dream; 
there always has to be a plan behind that. He outlined the greatness of the 
motto “Change of the face of volleyball in Africa”. In particular, having 
media and sponsoring is important to create a product which can be 
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presented to obtain profitable partnerships. He congratulated her and said 
he was sure that with this approach the CAVB can reach its goals. 
 
He then gave the floor to Mrs. Rita Subowo who had overcome the 
technical problems in the meantime. 
 
16.2 Asian Volleyball Confederation (AVC) 
 
Mrs. SUBOWO greeted everyone and stated that the AVC had held all 
meetings, development projects and volleyball and beach volleyball events 
scheduled in 2019. 
 
In 2020, due to the COVID-19 pandemic all activities were cancelled from 
the end of March to focus on the health and safety of players and officials. 
The Asian Senior Men’s and the Women’s Beach Volleyball 
Championships were held in Thailand in February. 
 
She then presented the activities of the AVC in 2019 and 2020. In 2019, 
the AVC signed a contract with Gerflor who will support the floor for 2019-
2022 and renewed the contract with Mikasa during the AVC Board of 
Administration meeting on 12 June 2019. Eight technical committee 
meetings were held in February and the AVC Board of Administration 
meetings were held in Bangkok in June. In 2020, seven technical meetings 
were held in Bangkok in February and the Finance Committee meeting was 
held online in September. The AVC Board of Administration meeting on 9 
October 2020 and the AVC General Assembly on 26 October 2020 were 
held online. 
 
She then announced the new AVC Board of Administration following the 
AVC General Assembly: President Mrs. Rita Subowo (INA), Senior 
Executive Vice-President Mr. Cai Yi (CHN), Executive Vice-President Mr. 
Abdulaziz A. Albalool (KUW), and Secretary General Mr. Kiattipong 
Radchatagriengkai (THAI). The AVC successfully conducted its 23rd 
General Assembly online on 26 October 2020 in only two hours. Prior to 
that, Zonal Association General Assemblies were also held. 
 
Turning to volleyball championships, she reported that, in 2019, six Asian 
Championships were held in Chinese Tapei, China, Vietnam, Myanmar, 
Korea and Iran. Five FIVB Competitions were held in Asia, VNL men and 
women in many countries, Men’s U21 World Championship in Bahrain, 
Women’s Club World Championship in China, World Cups in Japan and 
Tokyo Volleyball Qualifications in China. In 2020, only two Continental 
Olympic Qualification Tournaments were held due to the COVID-19 
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pandemic on 7-12 January in China for men and in Thailand for women. 
Other events were cancelled or postponed to 2021. 
 
Mrs. SUBOWO continued her report with the beach volleyball events that 
were held in Asia in 2019. The Asian U21 Beach Volleyball Championships 
were held in Thailand, the Asian Senior Championships were held in 
Thailand, the AVC Beach Volleyball Tours was held in Vietnam, China, and 
Chinese Taipei, three Zonal Championships were held in Philippines, 
Samoa and Nepal, the AVC Beach Volleyball Continental Cup Phase 1 
were held in Western, Southeastern, Eastern, and Central Zone (only 
Oceania Zone would be held in 2020). On top of that, the FIVB U21 Beach 
Volleyball World Championships were held in Thailand, 24 FIVB World 
Tour 1-4 stars events were held in Asia, Australia, Cambodia, China, India, 
Qatar, Malaysia, Thailand, Vietnam, Japan, Korea, Oman, Iran, and 
Philippines. In 2020, the 2020 Asian Senior Championships were held in 
Thailand, the AVC Continental Cup Phase 1 for Oceania were held in New 
Zealand as well as seven FIVB World Tour 1-4 stars took place in Asia, 
Cambodia, Cook Islands, Guam, Iran, Malaysia, and Qatar. In addition, the 
2020 Asian Senior Championships were held in Thailand and the AVC 
Continental Cup Phase 1 for Oceania Zone were held in New Zealand.  
 
Mrs. SUBOWO proceeded to describe the Development Projects that were 
realised in 2019. 28 FIVB Coaches Courses both volleyball and beach 
volleyball were held in 19 countries. Three AVC Technical Seminars were 
held in Chinese Taipei, Thailand, and Bangladesh. 39 teams from 13 
countries conducted training camps at the FIVB Development Centre in 
Thailand. The teams came from Australia, China, Chinese Taipei, 
Indonesia, Hing Kong China, Japan, Kazakhstan, Mauritius, Maldives, 
Nepal, New Zealand, Philippines, and Vietnam. In 2020, all the 
Development Projects of the FIVB and the AVC were cancelled because 
of the outbreak of COVID-19. Only few activities could be conducted, such 
as a cooperation project of the CEV and the AVC that was started in 2019 
and continued in order to conduct a Coaches Convention in 2021. A 
website will be created for the coaches all over the world to study and 
exchange their experience for the development of volleyball. Regarding the 
activities at the FIVB Development Center in Thailand, only five teams from 
two countries (Hong Kong China and Philippines) could conduct the 
training camps in January 2020. All the other activities could not have been 
organised up to the time of the Congress. 
 
Mrs. SUBOWO presented a future and emergency plan of the AVC. This 
has been initiated because of the unfortunate situation, that all AVC events 
in 2020 were cancelled even though the AVC has tried very hard to 
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continue the activities since the COVID-19 pandemic has started. As a 
result, the AVC Headquarter has monitored the situation of the hosts, 
participating federations, and TV Media Partners to continue the AVC 
Championships as soon as the situation returns to normal. 
 
To illustrate this, she outlined five steps to empower AVC affiliated National 
Federations: organizing more high-level competitions, supporting all AVC 
National Federations in five zones for participating and organizing the AVC 
Championships, providing more equipment support to the organizers of 
AVC and FIVB events, promoting the AVC brand to sponsors to get more 
income, and sending experts for conducting Coaches Courses, Referee 
Courses, and VIS Courses in AVC regions. 
 
She concluded her report by thanking President Graça and the FIVB family 
for their support, help and guidance to the AVC. She also thanked the AVC 
family for their passion and support.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mrs. Subowo for her report, advised the 
AVC that they should focus on quality as well as quantity and told her that 
he was confident that she would have great success as President of the 
AVC. He then gave the floor to Mr. Aleksandar Boričić to present the report 
of the CEV. 
 
16.3 European Volleyball Confederation (CEV) 
 
Mr. BORIČIĆ thanked President Graça, greeted everyone and offered his 
congratulations and best wishes to the new FIVB Board of Administration 
members. He then showed a video. 
 
The video described the considerable growth of volleyball, beach volleyball 
and snow volleyball since the previous FIVB World Congress in 2018: over 
2’000 volleyball matches with a record prize money in the amount of EUR 
1’500’000 for the top four European teams of the EuroVolley 2019, 500’000 
spectators across eight host countries, 24 teams per gender, over 4’000 
beach volleyball matches, integration of European events into the FIVB 
World Tour structure, and over 500 snow volleyball matches were 
organized by the CEV. 
 
The video explained that the progress of the CEV is founded on four key 
pillars: development, commercial, media & communication and good 
governance. To ensure progress in the future, the CEV is training coaches 
to teach children and has a school project. It has also established an 
EuroAsia Coaches Cooperation programme. For the commercial aspect, 
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the CEV has established mutually beneficial partnerships with 
broadcasters and other stakeholders. It has equally improved its digital 
presence with the new EuroVolley.TV. The CEV has over 560’000 digital 
followers. As for good governance, the CEV is committed to reliability, 
accountability, and transparency. The CEV invested EUR 11’500’000.- to 
support the whole European volleyball family during the COVID-19 crisis. 
Over 200 online meetings were organized. The CEV supports the FIVB in 
the vision of making snow volleyball an Olympic discipline. Encouraging 
volleyball activities and participation remains the top priority of the CEV. It 
intends to continue to grow the school project to educate the new 
generation of future players and coaches namely through supporting 
National Federations and European partnerships. The video ended by 
saying that the CEV was building a legacy. 
 
Mr. BORIČIĆ highlighted the importance of taking actions and not only 
words. Especially sport activities and not only political activities are a very 
important motor for European Volleyball. He then addressed the topics of 
innovation and development. 
 
Regarding the topic of innovation, Mr. BORIČIĆ reported about EuroVolley 
which started in 2019 and has already been a great success since then. 
But the CEV still seeks to increase the number of participations in other 
age groups. Instead of 12 teams CEV would like to put 16 because of the 
importance to invest in the future generations. In this field, the CEV also 
started a cooperation with the AVC which has been recognized by the 
European Union as being very important for the sport and for the 
communication between Europe and Asia. For this a budget has been 
granted by the European Union.  
 
Regarding the topic of development, Mr. BORIČIĆ highlighted that the 
development should not only focus on the technical level, but also 
regarding commercial and media aspects, the communication with fans, 
and the communication of more data to be stronger on the market. The 
CEV wants to maintain and promote a good communication among all 
National Federations and between them and the CEV. The goal is also to 
develop National Federations to organise international events, because 
some National Federations never organise such events. As a first success, 
he reported, that for the first time the U23 National Championships took 
part in Scotland, Great Britain. In addition, National Federations from 
strong market should be supported in their development regarding their 
National Teams and results. Furthermore, many National Federations do 
not maintain a good communication with local politicians, local sponsors, 
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and big companies. The CEV must and wants to support the National 
Federations regarding this. 
 
Mr. BORIČIĆ highlighted, that the CEV is very proud that the FIVB has 
organised many great events in Europe. CEV also wants to continue the 
great partnership between the FIVB and the CEV with respect to Snow 
Volley. Mr. BORIČIĆ emphasised his that this partnership is going to bring 
snow volleyball to the 2026 Olympic Games, which would make all FIVB 
members very proud. If this happens volleyball could be the first sport 
having events in the Summer and the Winter Olympic Games. To promote 
the development of all forms of volleyball in Europe, CEV wants to invest 
in the knowledge of the coaches to form a new generation of coaches and 
by this to bring more children to the sport. Mr. BORIČIĆ highlighted that 
teachers are much closer to children nowadays than parents. Therefore, 
there will be a new Coaches Convention in Slovenia and all Continental 
Confederations are invited to bring teachers and coaches. 
 
He concluded by thanking President Graça for his great support and by 
thanking his team in the CEV for the great teamwork.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mr. Boričić for his presentation, 
understanding of objectives and excellent work, emphasising the 
importance of unity and that Europe was living up to this principle in a very 
humble way. For President Graça, Mr. Boričić had understood the 
importance of media and congratulated him on the contracts that have 
been concluded. Regarding the relationship of National Federations with 
their governments, he encouraged National Federations to seek support 
from the CEV and the FIVB in case there are any issues regarding this 
relationship.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA asked Mr. Boričić to also report to the delegates what 
he and the President had talked about regarding those National 
Federations, that did not have great proximity to their governments and 
what actions have been taken on this. 
 
Mr. BORIČIĆ answered by explaining that the idea of the CEV was to 
communicate with the very important people in the countries together with 
the National Federation Presidents and the people of the National 
Federations. He himself has been to many countries and together with his 
team he was able to speak to state presidents, parliament presidents, sport 
ministers, some prime ministers, and some mayors of the important cities 
about volleyball. The CEV was welcomed everywhere. They made a great 
progress for the organisers in all countries they went to. Mr. BORIČIĆ 
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highlighted as best example that in 2016 there were two important 
European Championships for men in Poland and for women in Azerbaijan 
and Georgia. There was no income generated. Now for 2021 the European 
Championships will take place in eight countries and from the eight 
governments the CEV will collect EUR 6’000’000 without touching the 
budgets for the National Federations. The governments were very happy 
to support volleyball and have the events in their countries. Mr. BORIČIĆ 
emphasised that increasing the value of volleyball is very important. This 
needs to be done to be able to invest more in price money for the athletes 
and coaches but also to invest in younger generations, in the development 
of media and the communication with fans. The next target of European 
volleyball is to increase the visibility of volleyball in the media.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked him and stated that he thinks that asking the 
Presidents of the Confederations or the FIVB for support is a very good 
way for National Federations to get in touch with the governments and 
prime ministers of the respective countries. PRESIDENT GRAÇA 
highlighted the importance of this line of communication with governments 
via the Confederations and the FIVB.   
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Dr. Rafael Lloreda Currea to present 
the Confederation report for the CSV. 
 
16.4 South American Volleyball Confederation (CSV) 
 
Dr. LLOREDA CURREA first presented the excellent results of the CSV 
volleyball teams in 2019. Brazil ranked second in the women’s 
championship and fourth in the men’s championship. The men’s team from 
Argentina improved by seven places from 2018 to 2019. Additionally, 
Argentina, Peru and Chile also did well. The CSV organised the Pan 
American Games in Lima, Peru in which the countries of our Federations 
earned four of the seven possible medals. In the men’s tournament, 
Argentina won and Brazil came second. Additionally, Colombia won a 
medal, which was a historic achievement for the country. Four teams from 
the CSV played the IOQT and three reached the Olympic ticket: the 
women’s team from Brazil, as well as the men’s teams from Argentina and 
Brazil. 
 
Dr. LLOREDA CURREA also addressed the issue of the COVID-19 
pandemic which caused a high number of tournament suspensions in 
South America and around the world. However, the CSV was still able to 
hold four very important tournaments, in which Venezuela for men and 
Argentina for women, qualified for the Tokyo Olympic Games. In addition 
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to the two excellent qualifiers, the CSV held the South American Clubs 
Championship in Brazil. 
 
Regarding beach volleyball events, Dr. LLOREDA CURREA reported that 
the CSV beach volleyball teams were able to win four out of six possible 
medals in the Lima 2019 Pan American Games. Chile, Argentina, and 
Brazil won all those medals. He also talked about the participation of CSV 
countries in the World Championships. Dr. LLOREDA CURREA showed a 
graph which compared the results in 2017 with those in 2019 to show the 
improvement of CSV teams. Especially Uruguay was able to improve its 
position in the ranking and one of their blockers finished inside the top 10 
blockers of the tournament. 
 
Dr. LLOREDA CURREA also mentioned the FIVB World Tour where the 
women’s teams of Colombia won gold in the Belgium 1-star event and the 
women’s team from Chile won the bronze medal in the 1-star event in 
Vilnius, Lithuania. In addition, the Grimalts from Chile won their first 4-star 
event gold in Doha.  
 
About the organisation of beach volleyball tournaments, he reported, that 
in the last two years the CSV has organized eight double gender events 
with participation of 70% of CSV countries. The CSV aims to have at least 
ten of the 12 affiliated federations playing regularly in the upcoming South 
American tour in the coming years. In 2019, a new way of playing the 
Continental Cup in South America began. Tournaments in which we had 
the presence of great players. In addition to having the opportunity to see 
the best players in action, there is also the opportunity for countries with 
less development to compete at a high level. Thanks to the Continental 
Cup, the CSV was able to have 11 of the 12 participating federations of 
South American tournaments in recent years. 
 
As far as courses are concerned the CSV held its first seminar for referees 
of volleyball and beach volleyball in 2019 in Lima, Peru and it was attended 
by over 70 referees. In 2020, the CSV held its first level I online course with 
120 participants. Also, for 2021 CSV in planning to hold online level I and 
level II courses. CSV has entered into an agreement with a technical 
company specialised in this area. The courses are in particular designed 
for the lesser developed countries to increase the quality of coaches and 
referees.  
 
In 2020 the 74th annual CSV Congress was held online with all the 12 
National Federations present. Mr. Lloreda was re-elected as President by 
acclamation. The Executive Committee is composed of the following 
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members: Mr. Marco Tulio Teixeira from Brazil, Mrs. Judith Rodriguez from 
Venezuela, Mr. Roberto Escobar from Paraguay, Mr. Juan Antonio 
Gutierrez from Argentina, and finally Mrs. Renata Blauth from Brazil as 
General Secretary. 
 
Dr. LLOREDA CURREA emphasised that the CSV continues to work 
together with the National Olympic Committees looking for their support for 
the CSV Federations and for the sports organisations in the region like 
Odebo, Odesur, Pan Am Sports and others. The CSV is trying to make 
sure that the sport of volleyball is always part of the events the National 
Olympic Committees organise. 
 
As regards social media, the CSV intends to improve the communication 
with its followers and aims to have more than 100’000 followers on 
Facebook and 25’000 followers on Instagram by the end of 2022. 
 
Mr. LLOREDA CURREA presented the activities planned in 2021 which 
contained eight volleyball, 13 beach volleyball tournaments and the (mostly 
online) training courses for coaches and referees he had talked about 
earlier.  
 
He concluded his presentation with the statement that the objective of the 
CSV is to strengthen the unity of the volleyball family and that the most 
important thing is commitment. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Dr. Lloreda Currea for his presentation and 
congratulated him on his re-election as President of the CSV. PRESIDENT 
GRAÇA stressed that a main reason of the improvement of volleyball in the 
CSV in the last years was the investments in coaches during the last years 
who did an amazing job. However, PRESIDENT GRAÇA reminded Dr. 
Lloreda Currea to keep an eye on creating and protecting a product of 
amazing quality which could be sold to the media and, by that, increasing 
the role of volleyball even more. PRESIDENT GRAÇA further highlighted 
that investment in the National Teams is very important and that for CSV it 
is a big success having former high-level athletes working within the 
Confederation.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA then gave the floor to Mr. Cristobal Marte Hoffiz to 
present the Confederation report for NORCECA. 
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16.5 North, Central America and Caribbean Volleyball Confederation 
(NORCECA) 

 
Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ thanked President Graça and congratulated the newly 
elected FIVB Board of Administration members. He also congratulated the 
FIVB staff for the first online FIVB World Congress. 
 
Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ opened his report by saying that it would not present 
the past achievements but the plans for the future, i.e. 2021-2022. He 
stated that NORCECA can be talked about in two ways: Number one would 
be “the NORCECA Entertainment, the NORCECA show, the NORCECA 
media, the NORCECA sponsorship” and number two would be “the 
NORCECA development”. That is because of its National Federations, 
especially the developing soul of the Eastern Caribbean Volleyball 
Federation and the Caribbean Volleyball Association need reinvestment for 
their development. He made clear that since 2010, the FIVB has invested 
large quantity of funds to achieve or to start the development of 
NORCECA’s National Federations. Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ said that 
development takes time and that there is a lot of work to be done in order 
to achieve a full development process. With having this in mind, he said, 
that the FIVB strategy put in motion by President Graça with regard to the 
development of National Federations and Regional Members is successful.  
NOCECA has an income strategy for the years until 2024 to ensure the 
necessary stability of the annual budgets as well as for the necessary 
return of the FIVB investment in the continent over the last several years, 
especially with respect to the programme of the National Team coaching 
supported by the FIVB. For 2021 NORCECA has achieved an 
extraordinary goal with 24 projects in connection to the FIVB coaching 
programme within the NORCECA confederation which represents 73 % of 
its National Federations. 
 
He explained that due to the COVID-19 pandemic, all NORCECA activities 
had been cancelled from March 2020 to the present. Therefore, 
qualifications were done through the World Ranking. However, online 
seminars and courses were held through the FIVB/NORCECA 
Development Centre. Through this mean, hundreds of participants were 
reached. In addition, the Executive Committee meeting and the 
Commission meetings were held online so that everything is ready to 
restart when COVID-19 restrictions are lifted. 
 
Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ explained that NORCECA continues to work closely 
with its National Federations of USA, Mexico, Canada, Puerto Rico, Cuba 
and the Dominican Republic, the six National Federations in NORCECA 
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with the maximum potential, in order to host more NORCECA Continental 
events but also FIVB international events. These countries have the 
necessary infrastructure and financial capacity to do greats things and host 
both beach volleyball and volleyball events. Besides that, also the 
Dominican Republic, Cuba and Puerto Rico have the necessary potential 
and have taken important measures to secure that volleyball and beach 
volleyball continues developing with satisfactory outcome. As a result, 
Mexico, Cuba and the Dominican Republic are ready to continue 
organising beach events within the NORCECA Continental Tour and made 
a return to International Events with the FIVB U18 Championship to be held 
in September 2021 in Mexico. Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ further highlighted that 
in the last Continental Tour ten different countries within NORCECA hosted 
beach volleyball events. 
 
Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ continued his report with the fact that in 2021, the 
Puerto Rico Volleyball Federation is making an outstanding effort under the 
circumstances of the global pandemic to organise its professional league 
with the support of potential sponsors and governmental agencies, 
including the Department of Sports and Recreation. Although the 
Dominican Republic is not qualified among the top countries with financial 
capability within NORCECA, considering its gross domestic product, the 
economy of the country shows stability and the figures from its Central 
Bank sound very promising in short, medium, and long term. This is very 
important to obtain sponsorship and this is the reason why NORCECA was 
able to host an Olympic Qualification Tournament in the Dominican 
Republic which has been registered as the most successful sport event 
held in the Dominican Republic including Baseball, which is the main 
national sport.  
 
Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ stated that we needed idols and highlighted the strong 
existing National Teams in NORCECA. Without idols, there is no sport. He 
added that NORCECA is in the process of creating the necessary 
conditions to establish idols and strong National Teams. Subsequently, he 
proceeded to describe NORCECA’s National Teams programme. He said 
that 25 National Team programmes had been presented and 24 were 
approved which represents 73% of NORCECA’s National Federations. He 
added that NORCECA is also adding to the funds provided by the FIVB to 
ensure that National Federations receive a coach for a complete year.   
 
Additionally, he expressed his satisfaction that 11 Caribbean countries had 
been able to obtain 11 Olympic Solidarity Grants. In addition, the FIVB 
Development Hub impacted 14 countries/National Federations with an 
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unprecedented volleyball and beach volleyball coaching support 
programme. 
 
With the motto “The Gold is in the Sand”, he underlined the importance of 
beach volleyball. He described NORCECA’s efforts to develop beach 
volleyball within the zones of the Eastern Caribbean Volleyball Association 
(ECVA) and the Caribbean Volleyball Association (CAZOVA) by providing 
equipment and rotating beach volleyball instructors throughout these 
countries. He said that currently 10 – 12 events are hosted per year and 
that NORCECA aims to double this number to 24 events a year with a 
minimum of two events per month. They also plan to reach out to local 
authorities and potential sponsors. 
 
Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ stated that NORCECA strengthened its partnership 
with a television and Internet streaming network based in Mexico called 
Inter TV and in the United States of America called Flow TV, to create 
NORCECA TV which is available to millions of fans around the world and 
attracts sponsors and generates an income to sustain the NORCECA’s 
development plan. 
 
He reported that with the necessary financial support provided to the 
National Federations in NORCECA, the NORCECA Beach Volleyball 
Continental Tour and the Continental Pan-American Cups Competitions 
are now a reality and a product that NORCECA is able to broadcast 
promote via NORCECA TV also to attract sponsorships in order to 
generate revenues to create financial independence. Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ 
emphasised that NORCECA is eager to restart its activities as soon as the 
circumstances allow it to do so.  
 
Mr. MARTE HOFFIZ concluded his presentation by emphasising the 
necessity of investing in the youth as the youth around the world by 2030 
will represent up to 68% of the world population. Therefore, Mr. MARTE 
HOFFIZ emphasised the need to target the youth which can be achieved 
through beach volleyball, the Pan-American Cups, Continental 
Championships and underage events. Underage events are creating the 
necessary conditions for National Teams to be stronger in the future. 
Without invest in the youth and underage events there will not be high 
quality National Teams in the future. This explains, why creating especially 
underage events every year is very important including the U23 both men 
and women. Through the partnerships with the internet streaming 
companies and network companies, the necessary income is provided to 
guarantee the future of financial independence of NORCECA following the 
path of CEVB and also most important of President Graça.  
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He thanked President Graça and encouraged everyone to continue to 
make volleyball and beach volleyball even greater.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mr. Marte Hoffiz for his presentation. He 
expressed the need to open the market for volleyball and to reach potential 
fans and to improve volleyball all around the world. He reported that 
research has shown that 800’000’000 people liked volleyball and they must 
be reached. Not only those countries who are already famous in the world 
of volleyball will help to bring these people to volleyball but rather all 
countries must be part of the plan. 
 
He moved on to the next point on the agenda, the FIVB Future Events 
update. He introduced Mrs. Alise Kessler, Head of the FIVB Volleyball 
Department and Mr. Yu Cao, Head of the FIVB Beach Volleyball 
Department. He gave the floor to Mrs. Kessler to present the volleyball 
events update. 
 
  

17. FIVB FUTURE EVENTS UPDATES 
 
Mrs. KESSLER greeted everyone and started her update on the FIVB 
volleyball competitions. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic there was a year 
without volleyball competitions. But with an optimistic look in the future, the 
years 2021 and 2022 are going to be filled with extraordinary volleyball 
action. 
 
Mrs. KESSLER started with reporting about the Volleyball Nations League 
(VNL) 2021 which combines the highest and top level of volleyball in the 
world with fan engagement and innovative storytelling of the volleyball 
action. In the original VNL format, there are 42 volleyball competitions held 
in 24 territories where 32 teams in total are travelling between the 
continents to take part in the competitions. Obviously, under the current 
circumstances this is not an option. Therefore, the recent VNL Council took 
the conscious decision, that the VNL 2021 is organised in a bubble format, 
to ensure a controlled and safe environment for all the participants and 
those bringing the events to life. At the same time, the original format of the 
VNL is maintained where each team plays each other. This also allows the 
necessary preparation for Tokyo 2020 while limiting the international travel. 
Live content for Media Rights Holders will be created and the volleyball 
action will be brought to the fans that are hungry to be part of the game 
again. The host will be confirmed by the FIVB by the end of February.  
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Afterwards, Mrs. KESSLER reported that there will also be a Volleyball 
Challenger Cup 2021 for women in Croatia and for men in Portugal. Six 
teams will be participating with the pinnacle that the winner will be allowed 
to take part in the next edition of the VNL. The Volleyball Challenger Cup 
2021 will be held in the beginning of July. 
 
Furthermore, there will be four editions of the Age Group World 
Championships in 2021: Girls’ U18 in Mexico, Boys’ U19 in Iran, Women’s 
U20 in Netherlands and Belgium and Men’s U21 in Italy and Bulgaria. 
 
Mrs. KESSLER also talked about the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games. The 
volleyball competitions will take place from 23 July until 8 August 2021. The 
qualification process has already been completed in the beginning of 2020. 
She reminded everyone that the IOC and Tokyo 2020 are working hard to 
ensure the safety of the games and the FIVB will assist with that to provide 
a safe environment for our athletes. 
 
To conclude her report, Mrs. KESSLER brought up the World 
Championships 2022 for women in Netherlands and Poland and for men in 
Russia. The World Championships are planned as a three-phase 
competition with 24 teams in each gender between August and September 
for the men’s edition and between September and October for the women’s 
edition. The qualification will already be completed at the end of the season 
of the National Teams in 2021. The vision of this event is to present the 
very best World Championships ever. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mrs. Kessler for her report and asked Mr. 
Cao to begin the presentation of the beach volleyball events update. 
 
Mr. CAO welcomed everyone and presented the beach volleyball events 
for 2021 to 2024 which include the annual World Tour, the 2020 Tokyo 
Olympic Games, the U19 World Championships, the U21 World 
Championships and from 2022 the New Beach Volleyball Tour which will 
take place in various cities. Finally in 2024 there will be the Paris Olympic 
Games. 
 
Mr. CAO started his detailed report with 2021 and emphasised that the 
global pandemic has disrupted the calendar significantly, but the sport as 
already mentioned in the last days must move on. Therefore, the FIVB 
wants to provide as much event opportunities as possible. In January the 
first World Tour Event was started in Doha, Qatar. As the other events, this 
one will take place in a safe bubble format. Between April to June a variety 
of other events is planned. 
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From 24 July to 7 August the beach volleyball competitions of the 2020 
Tokyo Olympic Games will take place. Not only COVID-19 but also the 
extreme weather conditions will make these Olympic Games very special. 
It will be the first time, that beach volleyball will be played in 15 days of 
competition.  
 
In 2022, the FIVB Beach Volleyball Department will launch a brand-new 
Beach Volleyball Tour. New is, that the VNL shall be duplicated. The FIVB 
Beach Volleyball Department will continue to create the momentum of the 
success of beach volleyball in any event. The aim is not only to showcase 
the beauty of the sport but also to spread the positive thinking that comes 
with a beach sport. 
 
The highlight of 2022 will be the World Championships in June in Rome. 
This event has been rescheduled from 2021 to 2022 to avoid the 
overlapping with other major sports activity in the world. 
 
In 2023, the FIVB Beach Volleyball Department will continue to organise 
the new Beach Volleyball Tour and at the same time will organise the World 
Championship as well as the Olympic Qualification Tournament. 
 
Mr. COA concluded his report with the events scheduled for 2024. In 
addition to the annual World Tour, the 2024 Paris Olympic Games will take 
place. Mr. CAO highlighted that the FIVB Beach Volleyball Department is 
working on setting beach volleyball as a role model for sustainability. Mr. 
CAO encouraged all delegates to contact him with any questions that might 
come up or if more details are requested. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mr. Cao and asked if there were any 
questions. As there were none he went on to the next point on the agenda.  
 
 

18. AFFILIATIONS, RESIGNATIONS, SUSPENSIONS, AND 
EXPULSIONS OF NATIONAL FEDERATIONS 

 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA made his opening statements regarding the case of 
the Philippines. PRESIDENT GRAÇA stated that this issue has been 
preventing over one million players from playing volleyball in the 
Philippines for over ten years. PRESIDENT GRAÇA expressed his 
concerns about the necessity to resume volleyball in the Philippines and to 
put the focus back on the players. A whole generation of volleyball players 
was lost due to private interests. PRESIDENT GRAÇA highlighted that 
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allegations of the FIVB’s interventions in this case should be disregarded. 
The FIVB remains free of political influence and has been working hard to 
resume volleyball in the country. The outcome of this matter rests on the 
decision of the FIVB World Congress as this complies with the democratic 
principles of the FIVB. PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Mr. Bock. 
 
Mr. BOCK pointed out that the FIVB’s role in this issue is to present the 
facts, as per the documentation sent to the Congress (which is attached to 
these minutes as Appendix 2), without bias in order to allow the Congress 
to take an informed decision. The FIVB understands that the expulsion of 
a National Federation is an important decision, and the matter will not be 
rushed during the presentation. 
 
Mr. BOCK presented a timeline summarizing the main events regarding the 
case of the Philippines, starting from the FIVB World Congress 2018, in 
Cancún up to the present time.  
 
First, he reminded the Congress that at the 2018 FIVB World Congress, 
the Congress voted against the expulsion of the Philippines Volleyball 
Federation (PVF). He then explained that the clear directive from the FIVB 
World Congress was to go to the Philippines and meet with the 
stakeholders and try to solve the issue. In May 2019, the FIVB Board of 
Administration approved the creation of a delegation to go to the 
Philippines and meet with the various stakeholders. The relevant members 
of this delegation were: Mr. Cristobal Marte Hoffiz, FIVB First Vice-
President, Mr. Jizhong Wei, FIVB Honorary Life President, Mr. Fabio 
Azevedo, FIVB General Director, Mr. Jaime Lamboy, President of the FIVB 
Legal Commission and Mr. Stephen Bock, FIVB Head of Legal. 
 
Between January and March 2020, the FIVB confirmed the status of the 
PVF and Larong, i.e. 1) PVF remained the member affiliated to the FIVB 
but was suspended as it was not recognised by the highest sporting 
authority in the country, and 2) Larong was provisionally affiliated by the 
FIVB Board of Administration who is competent to do so. Larong was not 
fully affiliated given that the FIVB already had a member for the Philippines. 
This status was highlighted to the Congress in 2018, including the 
ramifications of a potential decision to refuse the expulsion of the PVF 
would mean. Thereafter, invitations were sent to the PVF, Larong and the 
Philippines Olympic Committee (POC) to meet with the FIVB on video. In 
February 2020, preparations were being made to send the delegation to 
the Philippines, but the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic prevented this 
from happening. However, multiple attempts were made to hold video 
meetings to discuss the matter with the relevant stakeholders in the 
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Philippines. Mr. BOCK also made numerous attempts to speak to the PVF 
President. However, it appeared as though the PVF was reluctant to 
engage in discussions with the FIVB given how the matter had been 
handled in the past.  
 
On 6 March 2020, the FIVB had an initial phone conversation with the POC 
to start the process of solving the matter. The agreed solution was to have 
a democratic process determine who would run volleyball in the 
Philippines, i.e. bring the stakeholders together to run an democratic 
election. 
 
On 11 June 2020, the FIVB held a meeting with the POC (detailed on pp. 
32-38 of the documentation provided). Larong and the PVF were both 
invited to attend and they both declined. However, the outcome of the 
meeting was a decision to proceed with a general election, conducted 
through the PVF, allowing candidates from both entities to participate. The 
decision to conduct the elections through the PVF was due to the fact that 
the PVF had not run elections since 2015, and it was the FIVB’s existing 
and affiliated member. However, the cooperation of the PVF was required 
namely to understand its statutes and its membership. Subsequently, the 
FIVB and the POC would have then recognised the elections of the PVF. 
An alternative was also foreseen in which a new entity could be created. 
 
Thereafter, a working group was created composed of the FIVB delegation 
and the Secretary General of the POC. On 22 June 2020, the working 
group met to create an action plan for the elections (detailed on pp. 39-41 
of the documentation provided) and shared the concept with the 
International Olympic Committee (IOC) and the Philippines Ministry of 
Sport in order to gain stakeholder buy-in. Subsequently, a letter was sent 
to PVF and Larong respectively requesting governance documentation in 
order to prepare for the elections. 
 
In July 2020, the FIVB requested governance documentation from Larong 
and the PVF (pp. 42-43 of the documentation provided). The PVF sent an 
email to the FIVB insisting on recognition and requesting a letter of 
affiliation (p. 45). The FIVB’s response expressed its willingness to provide 
a letter of affiliation accurately reflecting the status of the PVF (pp. 46-48). 
Larong provided governance documentation (pp. 51-54) but no 
governance documentation was received from the PVF (pp. 55-57). 
 
On 3 August 2020, the FIVB sent a letter to the POC (pp. 58-61) stating 
that i) the FIVB did not favour either the PVF or Larong, ii) the FIVB 
recommended that the POC submit this issue to the attention of its 
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Executive Committee and General Assembly, and iii) the FIVB also strongly 
recommended that elections be conducted with the participation of all 
relevant stakeholders. The aim was to establish a democratic process that 
should decide who runs volleyball in the Philippines. 
 
In parallel, the FIVB also communicated with the IOC regarding its 
proposed plan. On 4 September 2020, the IOC confirmed that the plan to 
unify the PVF and Larong into one entity through democratic elections was 
“very fair and logical” and “fully aligned” with the approach that the IOC 
would take under similar circumstances (p. 67).  
 
On 17 September 2020, the FIVB sent a communication to the PVF (pp. 
68-69) in which it confirmed that i) it did not want to “get rid of the PVF at 
all costs”, ii) it desired to work with the PVF and the POC to resolve the 
ongoing dispute, iii) it was willing to provide an accurate affiliation letter to 
the PVF, and iv) clarified that it did not make a request for the POC to 
create a new federation but merely requested that fair and transparent 
elections be conducted in which candidates from both sides could run. 
 
From September 2020 to January 2021 the FIVB also received a 
communication from the IOC requesting that the FIVB wait until the 
elections in the POC were completed prior to running the elections of the 
PVF as to not impact the elections of the POC. 
 
In December 2020, Mr. Tolentino was elected as the President of the POC. 
Mr. BOCK also highlighted that Mr. Romasanta, who had previously 
favoured Larong, was no longer on the Executive Board of the POC. 
 
On 27 January 2021, the POC sent a communication to the FIVB (pp. 72 -
74) confirming that both its Executive Board and General Assembly 
decided to i) recognise the new entity, the Philippines National Volleyball 
Federation (PNVF), as the sole National Federation governing volleyball in 
the Philippines and ii) confirm the expulsion of the PVF from the POC. In 
the same communication, the POC stated that i) it recognised the elections 
conducted by the PNVF on 25 January 2021 and ii) Mr. Cantada, President 
of the PVF, was invited to participate in these elections (p. 76) but he 
refused to participate in the elections as certified by the letter signed by the 
four members of the PVF (p. 86). In the same communication, the POC 
requested that i) the FIVB Board of Administration withdraw its provisional 
recognition of Larong as an affiliate, ii) the FIVB Board of Administration 
take notice of the expulsion of the PVF from the POC, and iii) the FIVB 
Board of Administration and the FIVB Congress expel the PVF and 
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recognise the PNVF as the sole National Federation for volleyball in the 
Philippines. 
 
On the same day (27 January 2021), members of the PVF sent a letter to 
the FIVB (pp. 97-98 of the documentation provided) in which they stated 
that they had convened an extraordinary General Assembly and removed 
Mr. Cantada as President for the following reasons: i) he failed to call for 
elections in 2019; ii) he held over the position of President despite the fact 
that his term allegedly ended on 25 January 2019 (he took office on 25 
January 2015); iii) he held two board meetings since the 2015 elections; iv) 
since 2017, only two Board members remained as PVF officers; v) he 
removed the Secretary General without due process; vi) he appointed a 
chairman even though the position should have been filled by the General 
Assembly; and vii) he failed to call a General Assembly during his term. 
 
On 4 February 2021, the PNVF submitted an application for affiliation to 
the FIVB (pp. 100-106) and provided the following documents as required 
by the FIVB Constitution and General Regulations: the full PNVF By-Laws, 
a certificate of recognition from the POC (p. 102), a list of Executive Board 
members (p. 103), and a letter of guarantee regarding the annual fee which 
would be paid after the decision on the FIVB Congress. 
 
As Mr. BOCK concluded his presentation and walking the Congress 
through the documentation provided, he highlighted three additional points: 
 

1) While the FIVB understands that a lot of the focus of the discussion 
has been on the relationship between a National Federation its and 
its National Olympic Committee, specifically concerns about the NOC 
removing its elected officials, it is also important to focus on the 
relationship between the National Federation and the International 
Federation, and on the reciprocal responsibilities between the 
National Federation and International Federation. Just as the 
International Federation has a responsibility towards the National 
Federation, the National Federation has a responsibility to provide 
evidence of governance and of conducting elections, if so requested 
by the FIVB. Mr. BOCK emphasised that the FIVB simply wanted to 
verify that elections had been conducted in accordance with its rules. 
He stated that the FIVB might have taken a different approach had 
they received this information from the PVF but, unfortunately, this 
was not the case. 
 

2) He went on to make his second point that a lot of National 
Federations were troubled by how this issue was handled as it raised 
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concerns for them that an Olympic Committee could come in and 
remove them without the FIVB listening to its member first. He 
emphasised that the FIVB had learned throughout this six-year 
process that before proceeding with any type of discussion regarding 
recognition of officials, etc., it was essential to make sure to speak to 
its members and the stakeholders in that territory. 
 

He proceeded to give the example of the Maldives where the 
government removed the officials of a National Federation. In this 
case, the FIVB told the government that it recognised the existing 
officials and would prepare a delegation to get more information with 
a plan to collect the statutes, understand the membership of the 
National Federation and conduct elections in which every 
stakeholder could submit its candidature and make sure that a 
democratic process would determine who runs the sport in that 
country. 
 

3) His final point was the importance of not forgetting the athletes as per 
the point made by PRESIDENT GRAÇA in his opening speech on 
this issue. The athletes are confused as to who is responsible for 
registering them for events. Is it Larong? Is it PVF? This issue and 
confusion have led to the athletes being punished. It is the FIVB’s 
duty to provide them with clarity. 

 
Mr. BOCK presented the three questions that would be voted on and the 
possible scenarios depending on the results of the votes: 

- Should the FIVB recognise the PNVF elections conducted on 25 
January 2021 by the POC? 

- If yes to the previous question, does the FIVB Congress approve the 
expulsion of the PVF? 

- If yes to the previous question, does the FIVB Congress approve the 
affiliation of the PNVF? 
 

Mr. BOCK highlighted that the first question relates to the recognition of the 
elections in order to get a clear indication from the Congress related to 
these elections. After finishing his presentation of the vote to come, he gave 
the floor back to PRESIDENT GRAÇA. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mr. Bock for his presentation and opened 
the floor to the Congress delegates for their comments. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO proceeded to read comments that had been written in the 
chat. The first question was from the National Federation of Ireland who 
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asked whether the FIVB is able to confirm that the members of the National 
Olympic Committee in the Philippines are independent from the Board 
Committees of Larong and PVF. 
 
Mr. BOCK answered that the POC had recently held elections and that Mr. 
Romasanta, who was a Board member of Larong, and, at one point, 
President of Larong, is no longer a member of the POC. Regarding PVF, it 
failed to provide the information about the composition of its Board despite 
the FIVB’s requests. He added that all members from Larong and some 
members of PVF had moved to the new entity, the PNVF, and that upon 
first glance there was no overlap of membership between the POC and the 
PNVF. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a second question from the National Federation of 
Ireland who asked whether this approach would be confirmed in the FIVB 
Constitution or by laws. 
 
Mr. BOCK confirmed that this process is in line with the FIVB Constitution 
and FIVB regulations which states that an expulsion vote is subject to a 
two-thirds majority and that all other motions are subjected to a simple 
majority. He explained that the first vote put to the Congress would relate 
to the PNVF elections themselves, which requires a simple majority. The 
following step would be to vote on the expulsion of the PVF which would 
require a two-thirds majority. The final vote would require a simple majority. 
In this regard, the FIVB will take its time and clarification can also be 
requested while the floor is open as well as during the vote. The FIVB will 
also ensure that the vote remains open for a sufficient amount of time to 
allow the Congress to request and clarify all the necessary information. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a question from the National Federation of England 
who wanted to know whether the vote could be held back until after the 
delegation had visited the Philippines as per the original course of action 
from the last Congress. As COVID-19 restrictions lessen, this would allow 
for a more constructive face to face discussion around the table.  
 
Mr. BOCK said that this was certainly possible but queried whether this 
would be for the benefit of everyone in the Philippines to wait on this 
process. He underlined that this confusion has lasted for six years in the 
Philippines and that this would delay bringing clarity to the athletes who are 
suffering from the confusion of who is the National Federation in the 
Philippines. In addition, there is no guarantee as to when COVID-19 
restrictions will be lessened. 
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Mr. AZEVEDO read a question from the National Federation of Eritrea who 
asked whether the government of the Philippines approved the new 
elections held now with the help of the POC. 
 
Mr. BOCK stated that it was his understanding that they had. He 
emphasised that the key thing was to bring all the stakeholders together 
and that the majority participated in the elections except for those who had 
refused, as is evidenced by the working file. He assured the delegates that 
Mr. Cantada, Mr. Suzara and Mr. Paredes of Larong had received invitation 
letters to the elections. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a question from the National Federation of Mexico who 
asked how the FIVB could have an affiliated National Federation if this 
National Federation does not have the recognition of the National Olympic 
Committee of their own government. 
 
Mr. BOCK explained that, according to the FIVB Constitution and General 
Regulations, in order for a National Federation to maintain affiliation – and 
also at the point of affiliation – it requires recognition from the highest 
sporting authority in their country which is generally the Ministry of Sport 
and the Olympic Committee. In this case the Olympic Committee 
recognizes the PNVF and the PVF is not recognized. This lack of 
recognition by the highest sporting authority is the exact reason why the 
PVF has been suspended since 2016. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a question from the National Federation of Ireland, 
which was not clear, and Mr. BOCK invited Ireland to reform the question 
in the chat. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a question from Lithuania who asked which 
organisation has more support from sportsmen. 
 
Mr. BOCK stated that, based on his understanding, most of the 
stakeholders in the Philippines have moved over to the new organisation. 
The membership in the Philippines is on a regional basis (regional 
associations) and the membership of players, coaches, etc. have moved 
over with that entity to the new organisation. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a comment from General Idriss, from Chad, who 
advised the Congress to respect the recognition of the National Olympic 
Committee which is in accordance with the FIVB Constitution. He stated 
that if the POC approved the new federation and its officials then it was in 
the interest of the FIVB to do so as well. 
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Mr. AZEVEDO read a comment from the United Arab Emirates who 
suggested that the Congress should give the FIVB Board of Administration 
authorization to take any necessary actions in the Philippines case. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Mr. Latheef from the Maldives. 
 
Mr. LATHEEF stated that the most important thing was to finalise this case 
to protect the athletes in the Philippines. He explained that this matter had 
been discussed in the AVC General Assembly and the AVC Board of 
Administration, and that the FIVB has done a lot of hard work in this regard. 
The AVC and the FIVB have invested a lot of money and time in this case. 
He asked the delegates to expel the PVF for the following reasons: 1) the 
PVF and Larong cannot be unified and the PVF did not cooperate with the 
FIVB and other stakeholders, 2) the PVF did not cooperate with the FIVB 
to find a good resolution and there was no election conducted by the PVF, 
3) the players must be protected, 4) the PNVF is a good solution as, with 
its President, Ramon Suzara, volleyball is in safe hands. 
 
Mr. LATHEEF insisted on the importance that the decision not be left 
pending until the next Congress. He recommended that the Congress 
accept the FIVB’s proposal and expressed his desire that Asia be made 
great again with their first ever elected female president, Mrs. Rita Subowo. 
He emphasized the importance of taking a decision at this Congress and 
protecting the athletes. Therefore, he asked the Congress to recognize the 
elections of the PNVF and approve its affiliation.  
 
Finally, he expressed his full trust in the FIVB because they never 
intervened in any National Federation except to help. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA then gave the floor to Mr. Mushtaque Mohammed. 
 
Mr. MOHAMMED thanked the President and stated that Mr. Bock did an 
excellent job of giving a full analysis of the situation.  
 
Mr. MOHAMMED said that he had done his own investigation into the 
situation by contacting a journalist and from the information he obtained he 
was convinced that all stakeholders who were involved in the process are 
those who are truly interested in volleyball. He consulted two articles and 
read an excerpt from one which stated that “The election was held under 
strict COVID regulations. 32 members were registered to participate. Mr. 
Ramon Suzara, representing the Alliance of the Philippines Volleyball 
Incorporation, won the election unchallenged with 31 votes, while Arnel 
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Hajan of the Philippines Volleyball Federation was elected as Vice 
President with 30 votes and Larong member, Ariel Paredes, was elected 
as General Secretary. Another member, Donaldo Caringal, also from the 
Alliance won as General Secretary with 31 votes.” He assured everyone 
that there was an inclusion of all stakeholders. 
 
Mr. MOHAMMED explained that, as the members of the PVF did not agree 
with the actions taken by Mr. Cantada, they decided not to continue with 
the PVF but to join the Alliance to have one group representing all 
stakeholders for the benefit of athletes, volleyball and the Philippines 
Volleyball Association.  
 
Mr. MOHAMMED stated that Mr. Suzara is a person who has been involved 
in volleyball for a long time and was encouraged to join and lead this 
organisation. He concluded by saying that the people of the Philippines had 
spoken and that the delegates of the Congress should respect that.  
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a question from Ms. Sabinah Clement, from the British 
Virgin Islands, who stated she required clarification on why the Congress 
was asked to vote on the effectiveness of the elections. She also stated 
that, in her view, all the Congress is authorised to validate is the 
membership/acceptancy of the new federation. If the Congress says yes to 
the validity of the election, it is essentially endorsing the elections. 
 
Mr. BOCK explained that the reason the questions were posed in this order 
was very specific because the key aspect of the FIVB’s plan was to conduct 
elections involving all the stakeholders within the Philippines Volleyball 
Federation. Since that was the crux of the plan, that question should be the 
first question presented to the Congress and, as the FIVB took the 
information from the Congress on how to proceed, it makes sense to make 
sure the Congress agrees with the approach, especially before getting to a 
question like expulsion, which is a very important question with massive 
implications. If the Congress doesn’t follow the mandate of the plan to 
recognise the elections, there is no need to ask this question that has very 
strong implications on the FIVB’s current suspended member. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a comment from Brazil who stated that the decision 
was taken by the Olympic Committee and the government of the 
Philippines. The FIVB affiliates the legal representative of each country, 
and each country has the autonomy to organise its representations. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO explained that Mr. Bock had already addressed this topic 
by stating that the FIVB was following the FIVB Constitution, which says 
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that, for a National Federation member to be recognized by the FIVB, it 
must first be recognized by the highest authority in the country which 
means the National Olympic Committee. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO then read another question from Ireland who asked if the 
learnings gleaned from this process would be formalized. 
 
Mr BOCK answered that this process is already in the FIVB regulatory 
framework. The distinction between this situation and subsequent 
situations referred to previously is that the FIVB took the approach to talk 
to the stakeholders earlier, before two different National Federations could 
be formed. Subsequently, the FIVB should liaise with the Olympic 
Committee and the government to address their concerns about the 
National Federation, in order to i) give the opportunity to the FIVB to create 
an ad-hoc commission, which is in the FIVB regulations, ii) find out 
information from the different stakeholders in that territory, and iii) decide, 
within the FIVB, about the membership of that organization. He explained 
that the more common situation is usually a dispute about officials within 
the National Federation. He highlighted that the goal is to prevent this 
situation where two National Federations are created by investigating a 
potential issue related to officials of a National Federation early on when it 
is discovered, and before there is a split. 
 
Mr. BOCK explained that that is the key learning, but it is already reflected 
in the FIVB regulations, as the FIVB Board of Administration has the power 
to create ad-hoc commissions to deal with this type of National Federation 
disputes. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a comment from the Dominican Republic National 
Federation who stated that as these elections were carried out under the 
FIVB regulations and as this new direction is recognized by the National 
Olympic Committee, these elections must be recognized. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Ms. Sabinah Clement from the 
British Virgin Islands. 
 
Ms. CLEMENT stated that her question had already been addressed. Mr. 
BOCK queried whether her question had been addressed fully. Ms. 
CLEMENT replied in the affirmative.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Mr. Perales from Mexico. 
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Mr. PERALES stated that the Congress had discussed empowerment 
through good governance which was namely demonstrated in the new 
federation created by the Olympic Committee and through the Ministry of 
Sport and other governing entities. The Congress also discussed the 
question of leaders in which a federation also plays an important role. 
Additionally, this relates to creating idols. As such, the Congress cannot 
leave one million volleyball fans in the Philippines dependent upon having 
leaders in their federation. As such, the Congress should support the new 
project to ensure that volleyball continues in the Philippines. He 
congratulated the members of the FIVB who had worked so hard to resolve 
this situation. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a remark from Sudan who said that they agreed to the 
Philippines returning to the volleyball family as long as the Philippines 
Olympic Committee recognized it. Additionally, all this is to protect the 
players and their return to their activities. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Mr. Herman ADA from Guam.  
 
Mr. ADA stated that he had implored the Congress two years previously to 
take a decision and explained that it is the athletes who pay the ultimate 
price for the Congress’ indecision. He highlighted the obvious hard work 
and efforts that had been made in the past two years to resolve the situation 
in the Philippines. He said that if the volleyball community in the Philippines, 
the Olympic Committee and the government recognize the new Federation, 
and they have submitted documentation showing good governance, the 
Congress should make the decision to recognize the new Federation and 
welcome it into our ranks. 
 
Mr. ADA said that he understood the apprehension about the expulsion of 
a National Federation. However, he went on to point out that, as shown in 
the documentation provided, the members of the PVF had removed their 
President, unanimously endorsed the plan for the election and the creation 
of the PNVF. Therefore, the Congress should take a decision now to 
recognize the new federation to ensure that another generation of 
volleyball players is not punished and that the Philippines can enjoy the full 
benefits of being affiliated to the FIVB. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a comment from Hungary stating that the FIVB was 
established in 1947 to give the possibility to players to play at a high level 
and worldwide. They thought it was a great solution to welcome the PNVF 
as a new member. 
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Mr. AZEVEDO read a comment from Bulgaria stating that the FIVB should 
let the Congress vote on the proposals. Mr. AZEVEDO replied affirmatively 
but that the FIVB would first give the floor to all of its members. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a comment from Brazil who stated that the Congress 
was not being asked to recognise, or not, an electoral process, rather, it 
was being asked to decide on the institutional representation in the 
Philippines of the government and the Olympic Committee before the FIVB.  
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a comment from Belize who asked for the following 
four confirmations: 1) all volleyball and beach volleyball stakeholders, 
especially the members of the PVF and Larong, were invited to the election 
of the National Federation (PNVF) to represent the Philippines, 2) proper 
process was carried out to run the elections, 3) the PNVF is now 
recognized by the POC and the Philippines Ministry of Sport 4), the majority 
of the volleyball and beach volleyball stakeholders from the past PVF and 
Larong recognize the PNVF as their new National Federation.  
 
For the first question, Mr. BOCK referred to pp. 76-78 of the Working File 
and affirmed that invitations were sent to Mr. Edgar Cantada, PVF 
President (p. 76), to Jose Romasanta from Larong (p. 77), to Ramon 
Suzara (p. 78). Mr. BOCK also read the content of the invitation sent to Mr. 
Cantada and confirmed that the other invitations had the same content. 
 
For the second question, Mr. BOCK referred to annex 5, the letter sent by 
the POC to the FIVB (starting at page 79 of the Working File), which 
outlines the terms of reference for the election, i.e. how the election is 
conducted, who the relevant stakeholders are and how they would 
proceed. He then underlined that the elections were conducted by the POC 
under the new leadership of Mr. Tolentino, after Mr. Romasanta was no 
longer on the Board of the POC. 
 
Mr. BOCK replied affirmatively to the third question and referred to p. 102 
of the Working File which shows a certificate of recognition from the POC. 
In addition, he said that the FIVB’s understanding is that the Philippines 
Ministry of Sport had likewise recognized the PNVF. 
 
Finally, Mr. BOCK stated that, based on the information provided by Mr. 
Mushtaque MOHAMMED, 32 members had participated in the elections 
which included all of Larong, some members of the PVF – with some 
officials being elected to the Board of the PNVF – as well as additional 
stakeholders.  
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Mr. AZEVEDO read a comment from Mr. Ali Ghanim Al-Kuwari from Qatar 
who stated that it is not good for the volleyball family to lose a nation like 
the Philippines. He stated that the PNVF had the support of the AVC and 
the West Asia Zone. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO then read a comment from Mr. Marte Hoffiz, FIVB First Vice-
President and President of NORCECA, who assured the Congress that he 
had known Mr. Ramon Suzara since 1995 and had worked together with 
him at many FIVB international events, and that Mr. Suzara is an authentic 
volleyball person. He said that it was his understanding that Mr. Suzara 
had unified the Philippines volleyball family. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a comment from Uganda stating that six years was a 
long period of time and a volleyball generation is being lost in the 
Philippines.  
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a comment from Zimbabwe saying they believed a 
decision should be taken to allow the resumption of volleyball in the 
Philippines for the sake of the athletes. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a question from Somalia who asked if the National 
Olympic Committee illegally interferes in the election of a National 
Federation to promote its own interests, what would the decision of the 
FIVB be? 
 
Mr. BOCK explained that this was similar to the case in the Maldives 
whereby a third party comes in and interferes in the elections of a National 
Federation. He said that in this context the FIVB General Regulations allow 
the FIVB not to recognize those officials because of interference. The FIVB 
would first try to understand the situation in that territory and send a 
commission to talk to all the stakeholders.  
 
Mr. BOCK emphasized the key point that it should be the membership of 
the National Federation that decides who runs the National Federation and 
not a third party. The General Assembly should elect the President and 
Board Members of the National Federation. He insisted that the FIVB sticks 
by this fundamental principle of democracy and good governance. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO read a comment from Namibia stating that there has been 
very good progress made so far with the issue at hand by both parties and 
that it is up to the Congress to take the best decision possible for the sake 
of the athletes and the beautiful game in the Philippines. 
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Mr. AZEVEDO read a comment from Mr. Molaodi, new FIVB Board of 
Administration member from the CAVB, stating that if the Philippines 
government and the POC committee both endorsed the PNVF, the FIVB 
must do so as well, as it is an inherent condition under the FIVB 
Constitution and regulations for acceptance of membership. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO said there were no further comments. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA asked to go to the vote. 
 
Mr. BOCK requested an update from the FIVB Headquarters regarding the 
number of accredited delegates connected to Zoom and provided further 
explanations about the voting process and the support available in the 
event of any issues or further questions. He stated that the number of 
accredited delegates connected to Zoom was 190, including four (4) 
proxies. 
 
Mr. BOCK clarified that the Congress would vote on the first question. If the 
first question passed with the relevant majority, the second question 
(expulsion of the PVF) would be submitted to a vote. If the necessary two-
thirds majority is obtained on the second vote, the result of the third 
question (affiliation of the PNVF) would be submitted to a vote. Mr. BOCK 
instructed Lumi to open the vote on the platform. 
 
Mr. BOCK provided an update to the Congress on the number of votes 
received and read a comment received, in the meantime, from Greenland. 
The comment stated that if the Congress votes in favour of the PNVF, it 
should demand the FIVB management to closely follow the work of the 
PNVF until the next Congress in order to secure that everything is as 
expected and to present a report on the next Congress of everything that 
has been achieved. 
 
Mr. BOCK thanked Greenland for its comment and stated that the FIVB 
could certainly produce a report if that is the Congress’ request. Mr. BOCK 
requested an update from Lumi as to the number of votes received, which 
was 172, and instructed Lumi to close the vote for the first question. 
 
Mr. BOCK requested verification of the results by PwC, and explained the 
applicable process for the following votes in the event that the first question 
was approved by the Congress, i.e. that the second and third questions 
would only be voted on if the first vote passed with the required majority 
but the result of the third question would only be revealed in the event that 
the second question was approved with the required two-thirds majority. 
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Lumi confirmed that they were ready to present the results of the vote which 
had been confirmed by PwC. 
 
 

DECISION 
 

The elections of the Philippines National Volleyball 
Federation (PNVF) held on 25 January 2021 were 
recognized with 151 votes in favour, 5 votes against, 16 
abstentions and 18 votes not received. 

 
 
Mr. BOCK stated that, in light of the Congress’ recognition of the elections 
of the PNVF, the Congress could proceed to vote on the second and third 
questions. Mr. BOCK reiterated that the second and third questions would 
be voted on simultaneously. However, the results of the third question 
would only be presented if the second question passes with the required 
two-thirds majority. 
 
Mr. BOCK requested an update from the FIVB Headquarters regarding the 
number of accredited delegates connected to Zoom and confirmed that this 
number was 191 including four proxies. He instructed Lumi to open the vote 
on the second and third questions. 
 
Mr. BOCK requested an update from Lumi as to the number of votes 
received, which was 169, and instructed Lumi to close the vote in order to 
proceed to the verification of the result by the scrutineers, PwC. 
 
Lumi confirmed that they were ready to present the results of the vote on 
the second question which had been confirmed by PwC. 
 
 
 
  DECISION 
 

The expulsion from the FIVB membership of the Philippines 
Volleyball Federation (PVF) as the National Federation of the 
sport of volleyball in the Philippines was approved with 138 
votes in favour, 16 votes against, 15 abstentions and 22 
votes not received. 
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Lumi confirmed that they were ready to present the results of the vote on 
the third question which had been confirmed by PwC. 
 
 
         DECISION 
 

The affiliation to the FIVB of the Philippines National 
Volleyball Federation (PNVF) as the National Federation of 
the sport of volleyball in the Philippines was approved with 
155 votes in favour, 3 votes against, 13 abstentions and 20 
votes not received. 

 
 
Mr. BOCK summarized that the voting on this point of the agenda was 
conducted and asked President Graça to move on to the next point on the 
agenda. 

 
 

19. OTHER BUSINESS 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA stated that the next item on the agenda was other 
business but as there was no other business to discuss he would move to 
the next point on the agenda: the place and date of the 38th FIVB World 
Congress in 2022. 
 

 
20. PLACE AND DATE OF THE 38TH FIVB WORLD CONGRESS 

2022: NETHERLANDS 2022 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA explained that the FIVB received a very good 
proposal from the National Federation of the Netherlands to hold the next 
FIVB World Congress in the Netherlands during the Women’s World 
Championship there. But before he passed the floor to the Netherlands, the 
President praised the commitment of the Thailand Volleyball Association 
which as well send in a proposal to host the FIVB World Congress in 
Thailand. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the FIVB has decided not to 
accept this kind invitation this time. But the FIVB and the Thailand 
Volleyball Association have discussed the possibility, to host the World 
Congress in 2024. Then he passed the floor to Mr. Michel Everaert to 
present the venue of the 2022 FIVB World Congress. 
 
Mr. EVERAERT congratulated President Graça and the FIVB staff on the 
agreement reached with CVC. 
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He presented the Hotel and Conference Centre Papendal where the 2022 
FIVB World Congress will be held and said that it was the national training 
center of the National Olympic Committee and the home base of the 
National Teams of the Netherlands. The Congress will be in the Athens 
Hall with a capacity of 2’500 people but stated that there were also other 
conference halls and meeting rooms. 
 
He introduced the programme and stated that the Netherlands would be 
hosting the Women’s World Championship during the Congress. The 
specialty with the World Championship was that this event would be hold 
in a football stadium which contains three volleyball stadiums what allows 
six matches a day with the best 24 teams in the world. He also described 
the surroundings that could be visited during the Congress. 
 
Mr. EVERAERT concluded by saying that he hoped that everyone would 
be there and enjoy themselves. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mr. Everaert and said it was wonderful that 
the Congress delegates would be able to attend one of the FIVB’s flagship 
events. He then asked Mr. Bock to proceed to the voting. 
 
Mr. BOCK proposed to proceed with a voting by acclamation as there was 
only one candidate for one location providing there were no objections from 
the floor. 
 
 DECISION 
 

It was decided following a vote by acclamation that the 2022 
FIVB World Congress will be held in the Netherlands during 
the FIVB Women’s Volleyball World Championship. 

 
 
 
Mr. BOCK asked PwC to verify the vote by acclamation and PRESIDENT 
GRAÇA was happy to be able to announce that the 2022 World Congress 
will take place in the Netherlands. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to Mr. Marco Tullio Teixeira. 
 
Mr. TEIXEIRA stated that there were three very important things to the 
future of volleyball. The first was that the relationship between the IOC and 
the FIVB was reconnected. The second was that the whole volleyball family 
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was connected on a digital platform for the first ever online Congress and 
had been able to take many important decisions in a democratic way for 
the future of volleyball. And finally, he stated that the FIVB had found an 
opportunity in a time of crisis through the partnership with CVC. He 
congratulated President Graça and everyone else involved in these 
negotiations. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA then gave the floor to Mr. Cassam Khalid from 
Mozambique. 
 
Mr. KHALID congratulated President Graça and his team for the online 
Congress. He expressed the desire for change in Africa led by Mrs. 
Bouchra. Old and new members should fight to improve volleyball in Africa. 
He emphasized that the African National Federations would strictly follow 
the FIVB guidelines. He said he had developed beach volleyball in 
Mozambique through the African Dream Project which unfortunately 
stopped and asked the President if he could try to bring this project back. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked Mr. Khalid for his speech. 
 
Mr. AZEVEDO made clear, that they were receiving a huge number of 
supportive comments which he could not all read out to all the attendants. 
As examples, he presented comments from Namibia and Costa Rica. 
 
As there have been some candidates with their camera off during the voting 
for the venue for the next Congress, PwC was unable to verify their 
clapping. Mr. BOCK asked those delegates to speak up in the chat or ask 
for the floor now if they do not approve the motion by acclamation. 
Otherwise, PwC would verify that they approve the motion by acclamation 
even though their camera was not turned on. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to the representative from Mali in the 
meantime, who stated congratulations to the President and the whole 
team. He thanked the President for the good governance and said that the 
African National Federations have been driven by young leaders and they 
need the support of the FIVB more than ever. There was the opportunity to 
play at levels never reached before but for this they needed the support of 
all National Federations and the FIVB. He concluded by thanking Mrs. 
Bouchra, the President and the FIVB team. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA ensured him that he believed in Africa and that the 
FIVB will help Africa but that the African National Federations should be 
patient. 
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PRESIDENT GRAÇA gave the floor to the representative from Togo, who 
congratulated the President on the way he had organised the Congress 
and thanked him for his leadership which allowed the closing of the deal 
with CVC. He wanted to draw the attention to the very low participation rate 
in the competitions by Africa. Therefore, he encouraged the FIVB to help 
Togo and all of Africa to take part in all competitions so that they can move 
forward. 
 
 

21. CLOSING OF THE CONGRESS BY THE FIVB PRESIDENT 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA addressed all participants and emphasized that this 
had been the most challenging Congress of all times. He thanked the Swiss 
based company Illumination for their protection and management of the 
FIVB World Congress and the team at the FIVB Headquarters for their hard 
work in organizing and carrying out a very successful and first ever online 
Congress. Together it was made possible for all delegates to participate in 
the Congress and contribute using the latest technology innovations. 
 
He then evoked the historic partnership formed with CVC Capital Partners 
and the creation of Volleyball World as well as the new Volleyball 
Empowerment Programme which helps National Federations to become 
more self-sustainable by improving the quality of their National Teams. He 
asked the delegates to wait for the invitation to take part in the Volleyball 
Empowerment Webinar which would take place very soon. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA stated that the changes of the FIVB Constitution 
approved by the National Federations will improve and modernize FIVB’s 
good governance and credibility. PRESIDENT GRAÇA emphasized that 
credibility is fundamental to reach FIVB’s and the National Federations’ 
goals. As stated by Nick Clarry the partnership with CVC was only possible 
because of FIVB’s professionalism, credibility and a strong product created 
in the last four years. With reference to the video message of IOC President 
Thomas Bach, PRESIDENT GRAÇA stressed that volleyball is ready to 
face the challenges of our fast-changing world. He concluded that the 
strong standing of volleyball in the Olympic Movement today is certainly a 
result of the work of the entire volleyball family.  
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA congratulated the newly elected FIVB Board of 
Administration and Gender in Minority members as well as the new Internal 
Auditors. 
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PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked all the FIVB Commission and Council 
Presidents for their reports and presentations. 
 
He gave his best regards to the Continental Confederation Presidents for 
their vision and commitment towards the united vision with the FIVB. 
 
PRESIDENT GRAÇA emphasised that he was looking forward to seeing 
everyone in person next year at the 38th FIVB World Congress and thanked 
the National Federation of the Netherlands who will host the FIVB for this 
meeting during the FIVB Women’s World Championship. 
 
To conclude PRESIDENT GRAÇA asked everyone to accept his deepest 
gratitude for their dedication to volleyball and assured them that the future 
of volleyball is bright. He encouraged everyone to stay healthy, active, and 
safe. PRESIDENT GRAÇA asked the National Federations to remember 
that success in sports is never achieved alone and stressed that only 
together volleyball could be moved to the place where it belongs to write 
the next chapter of the history of volleyball. PRESIDENT GRAÇA thanked 
all participant and expressed that he is looking forward to seeing everybody 
soon.  
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4.1.1 Definition of majority for FIVB World Congress 

a. Proposed Regulatory Change (Articles 2.3.5, 4.1 and 5.3 of the FIVB Constitution) 
  
The current wording of the FIVB Constitution with regards to the definition of majority implies 
that National Federations not exercising their right to vote during the FIVB World Congress 
(e.g. by recording their abstention by not voting or by voting blank) or invalid votes counts 
towards the calculation of the majority.  
 
Legally speaking, the above means that an abstention or an invalid vote is the equivalent of a 
“no”. This is peculiar considering the fact that National Federations not exercising their right to 
vote do not want to pick a side. 
 
Consequently, the FIVB Administration is proposing to exclude abstentions, blank and invalid 
votes only for matters of calculation of the majorities required. Note: Swiss law authorizes such 
practice if the statutes or rules of the association provide so expressly. 
 
After discussion in the Legal Commission, it was agreed that this was a matter worthy of proper 
study, and the Legal Commission agreed to create a working group to discuss the different 
formula, i.e. move forward with the proposed changes, discuss changes related to quorum, 
etc., that can be used and make recommendations. The Working Group has come back with 
following recommendations to create four tiers of voting but removing abstentions from 
counting towards the vote: 
 

1) Simple motions- Majority and standard quorum present 
2) Additions to the Agenda- 2/3 majority and standard quorum present of 30 percent 
3) Changes to the FIVB Constitution and Rules of Procedure of the Congress- 2/3 

majority and special quorum of 60 percent present 
4) Expulsions of NFs and Dissolution of the FIVB- 3/4 majority and special quorum (75 

percent for expulsion and 80 percent for dissolution) 
 
While reviewing these changes, the FIVB administration noticed that a deadline needed to be 
updated in line with the changes approved by the FIVB World Congress 2016 related to the 
timeline for the submission of such documents to the FIVB. 
 
The Proposed Language below was approved by the FIVB Board of Administration on 2 
November 2020.   
 
Proposed Language: 
 

2.3.5 Decisions 

 2.3.5.1  Except as otherwise provided in this Constitution (see 2.3.4.2, 4.1 and 
   5.3) or  the Regulations, the decisions of the Congress shall be taken by 
   a simple majority of the NFs accredited and with a right to vote in the 
   Congress. 
 
 2.3.5.2  Only an affirmative exercising of a vote, either in favour or against a  
   resolution, shall be counted towards all majorities (e.g. simple, two-thirds 
   and three-quarters) under the FIVB Constitution or the Rules of  
   Procedure of the FIVB Congress. For the avoidance of doubt, non-votes, 
   such as abstentions or blank votes, or invalid votes shall not be used for 
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   purposes of calculating all majorities required under the FIVB  
   Constitution or the Rules of Procedure of the FIVB Congress. 
 
4.1 DISSOLUTION 
 
The FIVB may only be dissolved at an Extraordinary Congress, at which at least eighty percent 
(80%) of the affiliated NFs are accredited, by a three-quarters (3/4) majority of the NFs 
accredited and with a right to vote in the Congress. 
 
5.3 MODIFICATIONS 
 
This Constitution and the Rules of Procedure of the Congress shall be modified only by the 
Congress. Proposals for amendments must be presented by the Board of Administration or by 
five (5) NFs, which must submit them to the FIVB Secretariat at least six three (63) months 
prior to the opening of the Congress, for distribution to the NFs. To be adopted, an amendment 
requires a two-thirds (2/3) majority of the NFs accredited and with a right to vote in the 
Congress at which at least sixty percent (60%) of the affiliated NFs accredited are present at 
the vote. 
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4.1.2 FIVB Board of Administration 

 
a. Proposed Regulatory Change (Articles 2.4.1.1 and Article 2.4.1.5 of the FIVB 

Constitution)- Appointed Members of the FIVB Board of Administration 

Good governance principles within the Olympic Movement ensure that the board of 
administration of a sporting governing body has representation throughout the community of 
its respective Olympic sport. The recent trend is to ensure that athletes are represented, to 
have wider representation for the typically underrepresented gender and to have at least one 
independent member. 
 
One of the 11 goals approved by the FIVB World Congress in 2018 was that the FIVB would 
“implement the best universal standards of good governance and make FIVB 100 percent 
compliant by 2020”. 
 
In line with the abovementioned principle, the FIVB President proposes to improve the 
appointment of the previously “co-opted” members of the Executive Committee in order to 
include them directly in the FIVB Board of Administration as well as incorporate the 
abovementioned representation. These four (4) members appointed by the FIVB President 
would have the following requirements: at least one (1) member is an athlete, one (1) member 
is a person from the gender-in-minority, one (1) member is a director in charge (similar to the 
IOC) and one independent member with expertise in the sports market. 

The Proposed Language below was approved by the FIVB Board of Administration on 2 
November 2020.   
  
Proposed Language: 
 

2.4.1.1 The Board of Administration shall be composed of at least thirty-two (32) members 
and up to thirty-six (36) members comprising: the President, the five (5) 
Confederation Presidents, twenty-four (24) members defined in Article 2.3.6.2.1.a 
above and two (2) members of the gender in minority elected by the FIVB 
Congress. Additionally, the FIVB President shall have the right to appoint up to four 
(4) additional members. All candidates must satisfy the following conditions based 
on the position for which they shall be elected or appointed: 

a) Candidatures for the position of the FIVB Board of Administration member to be 
elected by the FIVB Congress, including theand Confederation Presidents, shall 
be submitted to the FIVB Secretariat through the respective Confederation no 
later than six (6) months prior to the opening of the FIVB Congress. Each 
Confederation is entitled to submit to the FIVB Secretariat one (1) candidate for 
the gender in minority. All candidates for election, except for the FIVB President, 
shall come from different NFs. 

b) All members, including the FIVB President, Confederation Presidents, gender-
in-minority members, members based on the constitutional quota and appointed 
members, of the FIVB Board of Administration must comply with all 
prerequisites established in the FIVB Constitution and FIVB Regulations and 
are subject to an integrity check and scrutiny by the FIVB Ethics Panel. 
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c) Candidatures for the appointed members of the FIVB Board of Administration, 
if appointed, shall be submitted directly to the FIVB Secretariat by the FIVB 
President no later than two (2) months prior to their appointment. 

New provision 

2.4.1.5 Appointed Members 

2.4.1.5.1 The President may appoint up to four (4) additional members to the FIVB 
Board of Administration as follows: 

a) At least one (1) appointed member must be an athlete, who has 
participated in an FIVB, Confederation or national volleyball 
competition within the last eight (8) years, 

b) At least one (1) appointed member must be from the gender-in 
minority, 

c)  One (1) appointed member selected from the FIVB Secretariat 
shall be the Director in Charge responsible for representing the 
FIVB Secretariat within the FIVB Board of Administration and 

d) At least one (1) independent appointed member. 

2.4.1.5.2 The appointed members shall:  

a) be presented to the FIVB Congress at its next meeting;  

b) shall come from a different NF from the other appointed members 
and  

c) have the same rights and obligations, including term limits, of the 
elected members of the FIVB Board of Administration.  

 

b. Proposed Regulatory Change (Articles 2.1.4 of the FIVB Constitution)- Modification of 
the Age Limit for FIVB President and all other FIVB Board members 
 

The rigors of the FIVB Presidency and Board of Administration make it difficult for anyone to 
serve into their eighties, which would be the case if a person is just below the age of 75 and 
elected for an eight-year term or even a four-year term. Thus, the FIVB proposes to reduce the 
age limit to 70 for candidates for FIVB President and 72 for all members of the FIVB Board of 
Administration, including the Confederation Presidents, Executive Committee and 
Confederation Boards of Administration. 

Proposed Language: 
 

2.1.4 Age limit of FIVB Officials 

a. Candidates for the FIVB President shall not exceed the age of 70 years old 
during the civil year in which they would be elected by the FIVB in order to be 
eligible for election as FIVB President.  

b. Candidates for the FIVB Board of Administration, including Confederation 
Presidents, shall not exceed the age of 72 years old during the civil year in which 
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they would be elected or appointed by the FIVB in order to be eligible for election 
or appointment as an FIVB Board of Administration member.   

c. An age limit of 725 years shall apply to all officials of the FIVB elected or 
nominated or appointed to any position of responsibility at the world FIVB and 
continental level. Such age limit shall become effective on 31 December of the 
civil year during which they reach the age limit or at the latest at the end of their 
term of office during the following Congress. 

 

4.1.3 FIVB Executive Committee 

a. Proposed Regulatory Change (Articles 2.5.1.2 of the FIVB Constitution)- 
Change from Co-opted Members to Appointed Members 

Based on the proposal above related to appointed members, the FIVB President would 
propose that the appointed members take the place of the currently “co-opted” members in the 
FIVB Executive Committee. 
 
The Proposed Language below was approved by the FIVB Board of Administration on 2 
November 2020.   
 
Proposed Language: 

2.5.1.2 The Executive Committee shall be composed of thirteen (13) members and optionally 
up to four (4) co-opted members as follows: 

a) The President; 

b) The five (5) Continental Confederation Presidents; 

c) Five (5) members of the Board of Administration proposed by the President, 
each from a different Confederation. The Board of Administration may refuse 
the President’s proposal, in which case the President must make another 
proposal and; 

d) The two (2) members of the gender in minority elected by the Congress to the 
Board of Administration.; 

e) The President may decide to co-opt up to four (4) additional members with 
special coordinating duties in relation to FIVB Competitions and until the end 
of said FIVB Competitions. 

 

4.1.4 FIVB President  

a. Proposed Regulatory Change (Article 2.6.2.2 of the FIVB Constitution)- Competence 
of President 

During the FIVB Board of Administration meeting in Sharm-el-Sheikh, Egypt in 2018, 
President Graça stated the following: 

 “President GRAÇA noted the change in the FIVB Constitution but also emphasized 
 that there were other provisions in the Constitution, such as the one that he 
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 previously referred to, that still remained in the Regulations but were not in line with 
 good governance principles. Consequently, he proposed that the FIVB Legal 
 Commission conduct a review of the FIVB Constitution in order to examine it to ensure 
 that the provisions form the past were modified in line with good governance principles.” 

One such provision that has been highlighted as not being in line with good governance 
principles is the following provision in Article 2.6.2.2 of the FIVB Constitution: 

 “When the Executive Committee and/or the Board of Administration are not in session, 
 the President shall have the competence to take all actions and/or decisions, including 
 disciplinary sanctions and provisional removal from office of a member of an FIVB 
 institution (refer to Articles 2.4.1.3, 2.5.3.3, 2.8.4 and 2.9.5), in the general interest of 
 the FIVB. Such decisions must be reasoned and notified to the Board of Administration 
 within one (1) month and ratified at its next meeting.” 

This provision should be modified to be in line with good governance principles because it is 
too broad and to better reflect the “separation of powers” governance principle.  

Additionally, at the time of its passing, voting by circulation has become simpler through 
modern technology. 

The Proposed Language below was approved by the FIVB Board of Administration on 2 
November 2020.   
 
Therefore, the FIVB suggests the following revision: 

Proposed Language: 
 

2.6.2.2  When the Executive Committee and/or the Board of Administration are not in 
  session, the President shall have the competence to take all actions and/or  
  decisions within the areas of responsibilities defined in this Article 2.6, including 
  disciplinary sanctions and provisional removal from office  of a member of an 
  FIVB institution (refer to Articles 2.4.1.3, 2.5.3.3, 2.8.4 and 2.9.5), in the general 
  interest of the FIVB. Such decisions must be reasoned and notified to the Board 
  of Administration within one (1) month and ratified at its next meetingAny  
  decision or action that is within the competence of the Board of Administration 
  may be submitted by the President for vote by correspondence as defined in 
  Article 2.4.1.6 above. 

  

b. Proposed Regulatory Change (Articles 2.6.2.3 and 2.6.2.5 of the FIVB Constitution)- 
Signature of Contracts 

The FIVB Board of Administration took a decision to change the signature process of the FIVB 
to include a multiple signature procedure. The FIVB is currently finalising this update in the 
Commercial Registry of the Canton of Vaud. 
 
However, the FIVB Constitution still provides that the FIVB President is the only person 
authorized to sign all contracts and other legally binding documents for the FIVB. 
 
The Proposed Language below was approved by the FIVB Board of Administration on 2 
November 2020.   
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Proposed Language: 
 
2.6.2.3 The President and/or other persons designated by the FIVB Board of 

Administrationdirectors/heads of departments within the FIVB Secretariat shall 
have full legal powers to represent the FIVB. The President shall chair the 
sessions of the Congress, the meetings of the Board of Administration and the 
Executive Committee and has the prerogative of chairing all other meetings of 
the FIVB institutions. 

 
2.6.2.5 The President shall be responsible for the on-going administration and 

management of the FIVB. He shall be the only person authorized to sign all 
contracts and other legally binding documents for the FIVB. The President may 
delegate a power of attorney on behalf of the FIVBresponsible for ensuring that 
all contracts and other legally binding documents are signed in accordance with 
the signature policy defined by the FIVB Board of Administration. 
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14.1 Update on NF Philippines 

 
Since 2015, the Philippines has been divided into two groups: 1) the Philippines Volleyball 

Federation (“PVF”) and 2) Larong Volleyball sa Pilipinas (“Larong”). The whole process started 

from a letter received from the Philippines Olympic Committee in which it stated that it no longer 

recognised the PVF as the National Federation governing volleyball within the Philippines and, 

instead, recognised Larong. 

At the 2016 FIVB World Congress, PVF and Larong present their respective cases to the FIVB 

World Congress and agreed to create an Ad-Hoc Commission to study the case of the 

Philippines. 

In 2017, the Ad-Hoc Commission presented its findings to the FIVB Board of Administration. It 

found that the PVF did not satisfy the mandatory requirements found in the FIVB Constitution 

because it was not recognised by the highest sporting authorities in the Philippines. It also 

suggested working with the stakeholders in the Philippines to try to resolve this situation 

amicably. The FIVB Board of Administration recommended to expel the Philippines Volleyball 

Federation given the impact that this dispute has had on the players in the Philippines. 

In 2018, the FIVB World Congress refused to expel PVF resulting in the status quo remaining 

in effect.   

In its meeting in May 2019, the FIVB Board of Administration approved the creation of an FIVB 

Delegation, consisting of Cristóbal Marte Hoffiz, Jizhong Wei, Fabio Azevedo, Jaime Lamboy 

and Stephen Bock, to work with the various stakeholders in the Philippines to resolve the 

current governance dispute. Since May 2019, the FIVB Delegation has sent several 

communications to Larong, PVF, the Philippines Olympic Committee (POC) and the 

International Olympic Committee. It has also held several meetings with the POC. Larong and 

PVF declined to participate in these meetings. 

From the discussions, the following has become apparent: 

1. There is no possibility to unify the two groups through a negotiation between them due 

to personal issues; 

2. The POC has a similar provision in its regulations whereby it recognises the federation 

recognised by the relevant international sports federation; 

3. PVF currently refuses to work with the FIVB due to the decision taken by the FIVB 

World Congress in 2018 as it claims that it has been validated by the FIVB World 

Congress due to its decision and  

4. There is also no evidence that PVF has conducted elections within the last 4 years. 

Based on the above, the FIVB is presenting the following questions to the FIVB 

Congress: 

1. Should the FIVB Congress recognise the elections conducted by the Philippines 

National Volleyball Federation? 

2. If so, does the FIVB World Congress agree to expel the Philippines Volleyball 

Federation? 

3. If yes, then does the FIVB World Congress agree to affiliate the Philippines 

National Volleyball Federation? 
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1. FIVB CONGRESS 2018 MINUTES EXTRACT- PHILIPPINES 
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2. FIVB BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION 2019 MINUTES EXTRACT- PHILIPPINES 
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3. LETTERS TO LARONG AND PVF REGARDING CURRENT STATUS (13 January 

2020) 
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4. LETTERS TO VOLLEYBALL STAKEHOLDERS WITHIN THE PHILIPPINES (13 

February 2020) 
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5. LETTERS TO ALL NATIONAL FEDERATIONS (2 March 2020) 
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6. EMAILS EXCHANGED BETWEEN THE FIVB DELEGATION AND PVF PRESIDENT 

(27 FEBRUARY 2020- 5 MARCH 2020) 

From: pvf_president@yahoo.com <pvf_president@yahoo.com>  

Sent: jeudi, 27 février 2020 22:01 

To: Fabio AZEVEDO - FIVB <fabio.azevedo@fivb.org>; FIVB President's Office Secretariat [AA] 

<president.office.sec@fivb.org>; President's Office Director <president.office@fivb.org>; Stephen 

Bock <stephen.bock@fivb.org>; Jizhong Wei <jizhongwei@csig158.com>; Shanrit WONGPRASERT 

<shanrit.w@gmail.com> 

Subject: Courtesy of a reply! 

 

FABIO AZEVEDO 

General Director, FIVB 

 

Mr. Azevedo: 

 

I have sent you, Stephen Bock and the office of Dr. Graca letters over an extended period of 

time.  Not anyone of you has granted me, as President of the PVF, the courtesy of the simplest reply 

on any.  May I, humbly, remind you that the PVF is still the recognized and acknowledged regular 

member federation representing the Philippines as decided by the FIVB General Assembly in the 36th 

FIVB World Congress held in Cancun, Mexico in November, 2018.  The General Assembly is the 

ultimate decision making body of the FIVB.  The PVF deserves to be accorded with the normal 

courtesy and respect. 

 

I do hope that your attitude in not replying to letters from a duly recognized member of the FIVB is 

not the prevailing culture in the FIVB. 

 

I am still patiently awaiting the simple courtesy of a reply to my letters in my capacity as President of 

the PVF, a duly recognized member federation representing the Philippines in the FIVB. 

 

I have been furnishing copies to all member federations/countries of all my communication to the 

FIVB for everyone to appreciate the INJUSTICE and overly protracted mishandling of the "perceived" 

case of the PVF and the "very unusual" partiality towards LVPI. 

 

EDGARDO J. CANTADA 

President, PVF 

 

mailto:pvf_president@yahoo.com
mailto:pvf_president@yahoo.com
mailto:fabio.azevedo@fivb.org
mailto:president.office.sec@fivb.org
mailto:president.office@fivb.org
mailto:stephen.bock@fivb.org
mailto:jizhongwei@csig158.com
mailto:shanrit.w@gmail.com
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7. LETTER TO FIVB DELEGATION (28 MAY 2020) 
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8. LETTER TO PHILIPPINES NOC (2 JUNE 2020) 
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9. EMAIL TO PVF AND LARONG REGARDING MEETING WITH POC (9 JUNE 2020) 
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10. MINUTES OF PHILIPPINES MEETING (11 JUNE 2020) 

 

Minutes of Philippines Meeting - 11 June 2020 

Attendees 

Philippines National Olympic Committee 

Cong. Abraham Tolentino- NOC President 

Atty. Edwin Gastanes- NOC Secretary General 

FIVB 

Mr. Cristobal Marte Hoffiz- FIVB 1st Vice President 

Mr. Jizhong Wei- FIVB Honorary Life President and AVC Representative 

Mr. Jaime Lamboy- FIVB Legal Commission President 

Mr. Fabio Azevedo- FIVB General Director 

Mr. Luis Alexandre Pontes Rodrigues- FIVB Director for Asia & Oceania 

Mr. Stephen Bock- FIVB Head of Legal and General Counsel 

 

Mr. Azevedo introduced the participants in the meeting, their respective roles and history and current 

status of the Philippines. Philippines Volleyball Federation (PVF) has had its recognition suspended by 

the Philippines NOC in 2015 and recognised Larong SA Pilipinas (Larong). At that time, the Philippines 

NOC also informed the FIVB of this decision.  Under the FIVB Regulations, these events resulted in the 

suspension of PVF as it was no longer recognised by the Philippines NOC and the provisionally affiliation 

of Larong to the FIVB. The FIVB has sought to resolve this issue in its last Congresses in 2016 and 2018. 

In 2016, the FIVB Congress approved the creation of an ad hoc commission to examine the issue. In 

2018, the vote to expel the Philippines Volleyball Federation did not receive the required two thirds of 

the votes. In 2019, the FIVB Board of Administration took the decision to create the FIVB Delegation 

consisting of the FIVB representatives present in this meeting.  

Mr. Marte stated that FIVB’s preferred approach is to have Larong and PVF come together to conduct 

elections because the athletes are suffering from this dispute. The FIVB needs the support of the 

Philippines NOC in order to resolve this issue. The FIVB looked forward to working with the Philippines 

NOC to solve this problem in a way that benefits all of the stakeholders in the Philippines. 

Cong. Tolentino stated that this was discussed at Southeast Asian Games. He thought that it was best 

to not go into detail about the political issues between PVF and Larong. The Philippines NOC’s 

preferred approach was to have both sides participating in a general, transparent, and democratic 

election. In terms of naming, the federation should be called PVF because they existed first. Larong, if 

willing should, be willing to join in the elections in order to create a unified federation for both 

stakeholders. 

Atty. Gastanes stated that he had the opportunity to discuss the legal issues with Mr. Stephen Bock 

and reviewed the documents related to Larong and PVF. In addition to what was said by Mr. Tolentino, 
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he highlighted that membership in the NOC will be decided by the NOC in the same way that members 

of the FIVB are decided by the FIVB. The facts from the NOC’s side were taken by the previous 

administration of the Philippines NOC. The Philippines Volleyball Federation is currently suspended but 

has not expelled because it has not been expelled by the FIVB. Larong was affiliated by NOC and NOC 

recommended affiliation to the FIVB. The NOC understood that the Larong had been provisionally 

affiliated by the NOC but the vote for affiliation did not pass. 

Mr. Bock subsequently clarified the current status of Larong in the FIVB. Larong is provisionally 

affiliated as this competence lies with the FIVB Board of Administration but there has not yet been a 

vote on affiliation of Larong because the vote to expel the Philippines Volleyball Federation did not 

pass. 

Cong. Tolentino recommended to proceed with the Philippines Volleyball Federation, and NOC had no 

issue with recognizing PVF in the future subject to new elections being conducted. 

Mr. Azevedo agreed with moving forward with the suggestion of releasing suspension of PVF and then 

conducting elections in which both current officials from PVF and Larong could participate. 

Mr. Lamboy stated it would be very difficult for Larong and PVF to disagree with this approach if this 

is a joint approach agreed to by the FIVB, Philippines NOC and IOC.   

Mr. Wei stated that AVC’s position is very clear, which is that AVC will follow a decision of FIVB since 

affiliation is through the FIVB and as suggested by the Philippines NOC. 

Mr. Bock stated that the best way forward as it allows for the democratic process to determine who 

will govern volleyball in the Philippines. This approach was discussed with and is supported by the IOC 

as well. 

Mr. Marte raised a concern about the membership of the NF. He explained that he experienced a 

similar situation in Nicaragua in which he had a three-day general assembly. He argued a similar 

approach could be used for this issue. 

Mr. Azevedo stated that the next steps should be that the FIVB prepares minutes of this meeting to be 

circulated tomorrow to the participants of the conference. Thereafter, Mr. Gastanes, Mr. Azevedo, Mr. 

Bock, Mr. Lamboy and Mr. Pontes Rodrigues would work together to prepare a step by step plan on 

how to proceed on the agreed upon approach. After getting ready, this plan must be presented to 

Cong. Tolentino, Mr. Marte and Mr. Wei for final validation before presenting to the FIVB Board of 

Administration for final approval. 

Cong. Tolentino stated that the initial communication should come from the FIVB to the Philippines 

NOC on how to proceed as this would make it easier to receive approval from his Board. 

Mr. Marte emphasized that we needed to proceed in a manner in which both Larong and PVF 

understand that we are not in favor of one group or the other but that we are merely conducting 

neutral elections. 

Mr. Azevedo highlighted that Mr. Gastanes was correct in say that the FIVB is responsible for 

membership in the FIVB, and the Philippines NOC is responsible for membership in the Philippines 

NOC.   

Atty. Gastanes raised the point that FIVB has no current full member. Thus, NOC cannot recognize fully 

either Larong or PVF currently because neither is a full member of the FIVB.  
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Mr. Azevedo encouraged the Philippines NOC to release suspension of PVF and then the FIVB can 

release suspension of PVF so that it is the national federation in place at time. 

Cong. Tolentino stated that the Philippines NOC can release the suspension of PVF but only as part of 

this process – specific purpose - but original recommendation for this release needs to come from 

FIVB. 

Mr. Lamboy thought that PVF had been expelled by the NOC and was not merely suspended.  

Atty. Gastanes clarified that the PVF was suspended but not expelled because it had not been expelled 

by the FIVB.  

Mr. Lamboy raised the concern about what happens if Larong and PVF do not want to participate in 

the process. He noted that the probability of non-participation by Larong and PVF would decrease 

significantly (and would constitute a lost opportunity for Larong and PVF) if the FIVB, Philippines NOC 

and IOC all agreed on the process. However, in the unlikely scenario that this occurred, he raised the 

“nuclear option” of creating a separate National Federation from scratch but that process would be 

very complicated. Our best efforts should be not to use this approach but to proceed as discussed. 

Mr. Azevedo was of the opinion that we should move forward as suggested, and we should only discuss 

alternatives if we are confronted with a problem preventing us from proceeding with the preferred 

option. 

Mr. Marte stated that, in the current scenario, we might not need the cooperation of either party 

because the only entity would be PVF. We would only call for an election because it is past due. The 

Philippines NOC and the FIVB need to be clear on who are the members and then the general assembly 

would verify the membership on its first day. On the next day, elections could be conducted. Elections 

must be conducted and should be in accordance with the FIVB Constitution, which is the supreme 

governing document in volleyball. 

Mr. Azevedo suggested that ideal timeline to resolve this dispute was by the end of the summer, i.e. 

in approximately 90 days. 

The participants thanked each other for their participation in the meeting. 

Decisions Taken 

1. FIVB and Philippines NOC agree to proceed with a general election conducted through PVF 

allowing for both officials from Larong and PVF to run as candidates by the end of the 

summer 2020. 

2. FIVB and Philippines NOC agree to recognize PVF subject to the conduct of the general 

election described above. 

 

Next Steps 

1. FIVB to prepare and circulate minutes of the meeting to participants on the call. 

2. A working group of Atty. Gastanes, Mr. Azevedo, Mr. Bock, Mr. Lamboy and Mr. Pontes 

Rodrigues to prepare a step-by-step strategic plan for the conduct of the abovementioned 

elections. 
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3. Upon completion of the step-by-step strategic plan, the FIVB to circulate it to its Board of 

Administration for approval. 
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11. MINUTES FOR PHILIPPINES WORKING GROUP (22 JUNE 2020) 

Minutes for Philippines Working Group Meeting 

Attendees 

FIVB 

Mr. Jaime Lamboy- FIVB Legal Commission President 

Mr. Fabio Azevedo- FIVB General Director 

Mr. Luis Alexandre Pontes Rodrigues- FIVB Director for Asia & Oceania 

Mr. Stephen Bock- FIVB Head of Legal and General Counsel 

 

The Working Group stated the need to put together a plan for this process. Letter should be sent by 

the FIVB and NOC jointly with letters of support from IOC and Philippines government. PVF has been 

requesting a letter of affiliation. We can use this as an opportunity to collect the documentation that 

we need. 

Provisional Plan: (to be shared with NOC) 

1. Share concept of how we intend to solve this issue with IOC and Philippines Ministry of Sports 

in order to obtain a letter of support from IOC and Philippines government. 

2. Letter to PVF and Larong requesting up-to-date governance information: 

a. Constitution 

b. Membership 

c. Current officials and current term of those officials 

d. Date of last election 

3. Determine the dates for 1) determining membership of the federation and the date of General 

Assembly.   

This provisional plan will be circulated to the members of the Working Group for approval and to 

implement the next steps.  
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12. EMAIL EXCHANGE BETWEEN MR. BOCK AND ATTY. GASTANES REGARDING 

WORK OF WORKING GROUP (22-25 JUNE 2020) 
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13. LETTER FROM FIVB TO LARONG (14 JULY 2020) 
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14. LETTER FROM FIVB TO PVF (14 JULY 2020) 
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15. LETTER FROM FIVB TO IOC (14 JULY 2020) 
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16. EMAIL BETWEEN PVF PRESIDENT AND FIVB (15-16 JULY 2020) 
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17. LETTER FROM FIVB TO ALL NATIONAL FEDERATIONS (15 JULY 2020) 
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18. RESPONSE FROM LARONG (22 JULY 2020, ATTACHMENTS AVAILABLE UPON 

REQUEST) 
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19. EMAIL EXCHANGE BETWEEN 29-31 JULY 2020 
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20. LETTER FROM FIVB TO PHILIPPINES OLYMPIC COMMITTEE (3 AUGUST 2020) 
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21. EMAIL FROM MR. CANTADA (3 AUGUST 2020) 
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22. EMAIL FROM PVF PRESIDENT (5 AUGUST 2020) 
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23. LETTER FROM FIVB TO NF (5 AUGUST 2020) 
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24. EMAIL EXCHANGE WITH PVF PRESIDENT AND FIVB  (11 AUGUST 2020) 
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25. EMAIL FROM IOC (4 SEPTEMBER 2020) 
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26. EMAIL FROM FIVB TO PVF (17 SEPTEMBER 2020) 
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27. LETTER FROM FIVB TO POC (7 DECEMBER 2020) 
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28. LETTER FROM POC TO FIVB (27 JANUARY 2021) 
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29. LETTER FROM PNVF (27 JANUARY 2021) 
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Main facts
Revenus 

CHF 14’676’828

Total asset
CHF 130’715’086

Total portefollio
CHF 92’594’154

Number of employees
62  

Operating result
CHF 6’388’074

Result of the period
CHF – 32’384’348
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Main facts
PANDEMIC

The year 2020 was marked by an extremely violent pandemic.

From the beginning of the year, the competitions, the Olympic Games, the
sporting events were cancelled, postponed or realized without spectator.

All incomes have been affected by this very active and deadly rising virus in all
countries of the world.

This year 2020 must be considered as “exceptional” as the impact on the
financial statements is considerable.

However, all the measures, that could be taken, were taken to limit the impact.

The main measures taken were:

• Cancellation of competitions, postponement or modification of the
competition concept

• The partial unemployment of employees

• Reduction of overhead costs

Despite all the measures, the financial statement closed with an operating loss.

Organizational processes, during this period of telework, had to be rethought.
Physical signatures and validation were nevertheless maintained.

Computer systems were used extensively during the pandemic. They have,
despite a larger data load, guaranteed a continuation of administrative
management.

PARTNERSHIP

During 2020, negotiations with CVC Capital for a partnership
intensified.

Indeed, during the year 2020, the preparation of the documentation as
well as the audits and due diligence have succeeded to materialize the
data necessary for the partnership. The Finance Department was
consulted in the production of elements necessary for the construction
of the various projects necessary for the completion of the partnership.

The impact of the negotiation on the 2020 annual financial statements
is two points :

• Creation of Volleyball World SA with a share capital held by FIVB
on 31 December 2020 of CHF 1,000,000.

• Redefining revenues in relation to future competition contracts in
relation to the partnership

The negotiations closed in 2021 with the purchase of 33% of the share
capital of Volleyball World SA by CVC Capital.

5



1. Roles of the Controller
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1. Roles of the Controller

As Controller for the FIVB and on the basis of the mandate entrusted to me, I have verified the bookkeeping and organization of the accounting system of the Federation for the period from 1 January
2020 to 31 December 2020.

Mandate according to the constitution

The role of the Controller is to ensure strict compliance with the accounting controls and administrative and financial procedures and that all the financial transactions are authorised by the President or
in accordance with signatures roles.

Work carried out

During the period under review, the following work was carried out:

• Review of and assistance with drawing up the annual financial statements

• Monitoring the management of the securities portfolio

• Attendance at the meetings of the Finance Committee

• Various controls on the development funds

• Verifications of invoices

• Sample contracts review

• Analysis of the organisation of the Finance Department

• Various work requested by the President or the General Director

• Various discussions with the President

Comments

All the work was carried out in collaboration with the Finance Department, the General Director and the President.
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2. Analysis of the Profit and Loss statement
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2. Analysis of the Profit and Loss statement

Revenues

Revenues : Yearly subscriptions, brodcast and various rights, transfer fees and IOC funds

Comments: 
During the pandemic, most of the competitions were stopped and the Olympic Games were postponed.
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2. Analysis of the Profit and Loss statement

Operating income

Revenues : Yearly subscriptions, brodcast and various rights, transfer fees and IOC funds

Expenses : International competitions, Olympic Games, FIVB programs, Confederations allocations, development and transfer refunds

Comments: 
Competitions and Olympic Games have been postponed or cancelled.

Development and support activities for athletes and federations have, as far as possible, continued their efforts..
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2. Analysis of the Profit and Loss statement

Operational result

Operating result

Expenses : Salaries and social charges, administratives costs, depreciation and amortization

Comments: 

Operating expenses decreased by 29% compared to the previous year. However, since operating expenses are mostly fixed costs, the decrease is not equal to the decrease in 

revenues.
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2. Analysis of the Profit and Loss statement

Salaries and social charges

Salaries, social charges and other cost of employees.

Comments:

The number of employees are decreased during the year. 62 full-time employees work to the FIVB as of 31.12.2020.

Salaries and social charges decreased during this period. The Swiss authorities have paid a part of salaries during 2020.
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2. Analysis of the Profit and Loss statement

Net result

Operational result

Financial result and Extraordinary result

Comments :

This year's gain is explained by financial aspect.

The financial result is a loss of TCHF 11’856.

The dollar was stable during the year.

Net extraordinary income and expenses are low.

-35'000'000

-30'000'000

-25'000'000

-20'000'000

-15'000'000

-10'000'000
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0

5'000'000
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2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Net result -4'400' -4'764' 635'631 6'091'3 -3'061' 3'939'3 -32'384

Net result

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Net result vs revenues -7.42% -7.82% 0.97% 9.69% -4.47% 6.46%-220.65%

-250.00%

-200.00%

-150.00%

-100.00%

-50.00%

0.00%

50.00%
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3. Analysis of the Balance sheet
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3. Analysis of the Balance Sheet statement

Working capital

Comments: 

The working capital has undergone a significant correction during this year due to the agreement made during the new partnership. 

This decrease is due to the WCHRUS 2022. 15



3. Analysis of the Balance Sheet statement

Investements

Comments: 

Investments continue in several sector of the FIVB. We need to continue to improved the capacity of the FIVB to be in a high level of the sports federations. 

We inform you that all the amounts of the fixed assets are booked at the purchase price minus the depreciations.

Participation is the 100% of the capital of VolleyWorld Ltd created in December 2020 by FIVB. 

This is a fact that the property is underestimated in the economic value, in reason of the amortizations imputed in the financial statements. 16



3. Analysis of the Balance Sheet statement

Financial assets

Comments: 
I note that the investment strategy of the FIVB is based on a very low level of risk. The banks define this level as follows:

Conservative : Long-term increase in the real value of the principle by seeking a progressive increase in value within the limits of fluctuation of values. Cash and short-term instruments and fixed-income
investments represent a large portion of investments made. Equity investments and alternative investments are in a minority.

In terms of risk, there are 5 levels of risk, which are : fixed income – conservative – balanced – dynamic – Swiss domestic asset management.

We must try to reduce the level of cash, if we think that we can have good investments opportunities.
17



3. Analysis of the Balance Sheet statement
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3. Analysis of the Balance Sheet statement
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3. Analysis of the Balance Sheet statement

Equity

Comments:

I note that the equity of the FIVB are in a very good level. This equity are represented in the asset by the portfolio. That means that our equities are liquid.

Equities are bigger (economically speaking), if we take into account, the hidden reserve that exists on the building of the FIVB. The sale price of this asset can be evaluated between TCHF 10'000 and
TCHF 15'000 more that the accounting value at the end of this year.
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4. Internal organization
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4. Internal organization
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4. Internal organization
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4. Internal organization
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4. Internal organization

For 2021

FIVB is  majority owner of Volleyworld Ltd. 

Due to the amounts constituting this holding and in accordance with Swiss law, FIVB will be required, in addition to the 

individual financial statements, to prepare consolidated financial statements.
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5. Financial risks perspectives

FIVB RISKS – Metodology

Severty

Probability

Frequent "A" 100%

Probable "B" 30%

Occasional "C" 10%

Remote "D" 3%
Improbable 

"E" 1%

Eliminated "F"

P

r

o

b

a

b

i

l

i

t

y Eliminated

Once by month

Once evry quartal

Once evry year

Once evry two years

Once evry four years

Catastrophic "1" TCHF 50'000

Critical "2" TCHF 20'000

Marginal "3" TCHF 7'500

Negligible "4" TCHF 5'000

S

e

v

e

r

i

t

y

impact the life of FIVB

Impact directly the going concern of FIVB

Impact the current year

Impact can be financed by EBTDA
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5. Financial risks perspectives

NEW FIVB RISKS –Pandemic (health risks)

Context

FIVB activities are organized around the world. Health risks can stop sports activities or significantly reduce opportunities

to create events.

Risks

Cessation of sports activities.

Event Revenue Reduction.

Change in administrative procedures.

Unable to promote volleyball.

Followed

Rules and contracts of events.

Contract linked with revenus.

Cash flow monitoring.

Opportunities to reduce costs over a short or long period of time.
28



5. Financial risks perspectives

FIVB RISKS – Global Analysis

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8

1
1.2

Following
budget and
reporting

Organization Financial
Statement

Corruption,
Money

Laundering,
Embargo and
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Payments.

International
Tax respect

Financial
Investments
and Currency

Risk

Risks severity

Catastrophic Critical Marginal Negligible

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

Following budget and reporting

Organization

Financial Statement

Corruption, Money Laundering, Embargo
and Wrong Payments.

International Tax respect

Financial Investments and Currency Risk

Risks probability

Frequent Probable Occasional Remote improbable
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5. Financial risks perspectives

FIVB RISKS – Following budget and reporting

Context

The budget and cost tracking process is carried out in collaboration between the departments and the finance 

department. The necessary information is evaluated taking into account the information available when the budgets are 

drawn up. The monitoring of revenues and expenses is based on these elements.

Risks

Extrapolation of the future always difficult.

Information available not completely reliable.

Change in the structure of the FIVB.

Followed

Multilevel budget review.

Review of annual budgets.

Quarterly review of receipts and expenses.

Cash flow monitoring.
30



5. Financial risks perspectives

FIVB RISKS - Organization 

Context 
Changes in activities can lead to changes in the structure of the FIVB. The responsibilities given to employees (signature, 
commitments, etc.) must be up to date. 

Risks 
Signature of non-compliant contracts. 
Engagement by unauthorized collaborators. 
Tracking budgets and reporting non-compliant. 
Loss of productivity. 

Followed 
Authorization of signatures by the Board of Directors. 
Organizational chart. 
Verification of payments by the FIVB Controller.
Inter-departmental collaboration.
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5. Financial risks perspectives

FIVB RISKS - Financial Statement 

Context 
The financial statements must enable stakeholders to make a correct financial assessment of the FIVB. This representation 
must also be legally correct in relation to the Swiss Code of Obligations. In addition, the presentation of financial 
statements must comply with legal and statutory deadlines. 

Risks 
Financial statements not in accordance with the law. 
Failure to meet deadlines 
Auditor's report with important errors. 
Impact on the image of the FIVB. 

Followed 
Continuing education within the finance department. 
Control by the Controller of the FIVB 
Verification by the external auditor.
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FIVB RISKS - Corruption, Money Laundering, Embargo and Wrong Payments

Context
The amounts paid annually are very important within the FIVB. It is important that the organization can ensure that the 
payments made are legally and economically justified payments. Geopolitical changes are also to be followed in the 
context of embargoes.

Risks
Payments of amounts not justified by a real economic fact.
Payment on an erroneous bank account.
Payment of an amount to persons representing risks in terms of money laundering 
or in connection with an embargo.
Impact on the image of the FIVB.

Followed
Important collaboration with the bank and financial team.
Verification when changing a bank account of a supplier or service provider.
Rules for signing contracts and tenders.
Verification of contracts during major payments.
Justification of the development funds granted.

5. Financial risks perspectives
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FIVB RISKS - International Tax respect

Context
As the FIVB is present on all Continents, it must respect all the rules in force that may affect competitions and signed 
contracts.

Risks
Penalties in countries where the rules are not respected.
Suspension of competitions.
Impact on the image of the FIVB.

Followed
Contracting process.
Sharing knowledge and experience.
Collaboration between Legal and Finance teams.

5. Financial risks perspectives
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5. Financial risks perspectives

FIVB RISKS - Financial Investments and Currency Risk

Context
The securities portfolio of the FIVB must be able to guarantee development and global economic changes. As such, it is 
important that investments can support FIVB but without excessive risk taking.

Risks
Volatility of the markets.
World crisis.
Liquidity needs.

Followed
Work with several banks.
Portfolio monitoring by an external person.
Define an investment strategy.
Currency distribution
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5. Risks perspectives

Control risks

The risk of control is stable.

The financial statements closing process is described. There is used for the closing of the annual accounts 2020 It is a useful and effective tool.

The controls put in place at the FIVB limit the possibility of using funds in non authorized manner.

It’s a fact that we use at the FIVB the principle of 4 eyes. Before a payment, all the appropriate signatures and reconciliations are made.

The FIVB must at all levels implement the principle of double signature, as required by the principle of good governance.

A major effort must be made to monitor the allocation of funds for development. We must ensure that :

a) The legal basis exists (contract);

b) Ensure that funds are properly used;

c) There is no prohibition on the payment of funds in the country (embargo);

d) The project is in line with the aim and strategy of the FIVB

It’s also important to describe what we except of return about allocation of funds.
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Control risks

SIGNATURES VALIDETED BY THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

5. Risks perspectives
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6. Conclusion
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Internal control

The organization has 

appropriate internal controls 

and a suitable risk 

management system.

Annual financial statement

The annual financial statement provides a true view, 

in accordance with Swiss law, of the financial 

position, results of operations and cash flows.

Annual financial statement

Any investments made by the FIVB 

are sustainable and in accordance 

with investment regulations.

External audit et FIVB Controller

The annual financial statement is 

audited by independent and 

professionally qualified auditors.

6. Conclusion
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• All new contracts were approved by the President.

• The respect of the periodicity for income is explain in the note.

• The existence of the internal control system has been validated by me and Deloitte.

• During my verifications, I did not encounter anything causing me to conclude that the annual financial statements are not compliant with the law and the Articles of Association.

Lausanne, on 13 October 2021

FIVB CONTROLLER
Olivier Zysset
Certified Swiss Accountant
Licensed Audit Expert

6. Conclusion
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Introduction

Execution of the 
audit

Results from our 
audit

Financial 
accounting and 
reporting findings

Internal control

Conclusion

Introduction To the Board of Administration, 

We have completed our audit of the financial statements of the International Federation of Volleyball for the 
year ended December 31st, 2020. The audit was performed in accordance with our engagement letter of 
October 30th, 2020.

The detailed report to the Board of Administration contains our major findings regarding the accounting, the 
internal control system, and the execution and results of our audit (article 728b paragraph 1 Swiss Code of 
Obligations (CO)).

The collaboration and communication with the FIVB finance team was constructive and transparent. 

We note that the finalization of the audit had some challenges during the interim and final weeks of the audit 
due to conflicting priorities with the special projects linked to the establishment of the new subsidiary. In 
addition, a large portion of the audit was performed remotely du the COVID-19 pandemy and the related 
restrictions.

We would like to thank Management and the staff of FIVB for the support provided to us during our audit and 
this special situation.

Yours faithfully,

Deloitte SA

Alexandre Ribordy
Licensed Auditor

Annik Jaton Hüni
Licensed Audit Expert
Auditor in Charge

Lausanne, October 18, 2021
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Execution of the audit

Execution of the 
audit

Results from our 
audit

Financial 
accounting and 
reporting findings

Internal control

Conclusion

Introduction

Term of the audit Audit procedures

The audit was performed in accordance with our 
engagement letter of October 30th, 2020

We conducted our audit in accordance with Swiss 
law and Swiss Auditing Standards, which require 
that an audit be planned and performed to obtain 
reasonable assurance whether the financial 
statements are free from material misstatement 
and whether an internal control system exists. We 
report to you on those matters in accordance with 
article 728b CO and SAS 260.

KEY DATES
30 Oct 2020
Engagement letter issuance

31 Dec 2020
Year ended

October 25, 2021
Board of Administration
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Audit procedures – FY2020
Timing of the audit procedures

Execution of the 
audit

Results from our 
audit

Financial 
accounting and 
reporting findings

Internal control

Conclusion

Introduction

Interim audit 
Dec 2020

• Understanding of and 
testing the existence of 
the internal control system

• Audit testing for Expenses 
and Revenue

• Meetings with the person 
responsible for IT and for 
Development Fund

• Interim status call with 
Finance Director and 
Finance Manager

Financial audit –
financial statements 
and our reports
May – October 2021

• Complete audit procedures 
on the liability to the 
subsidiary

• Verification of the financial 
statements in accordance 
with Swiss law

• Preparation of our reports

• Call with General Director, 
Controller and Finance 
Director on May 12, 2021

Planning
Oct 28, 2020

• Planning Meeting with 
Finance Director and 
Finance Manager

Final audit 
Feb. – Mar, and April 2021 
(finalization) 

• Audit testing of the 
balance sheet and income 
statements

• Follow up on interim 
recommendations
(see page 15)

• Closing calls with Finance 
Director 
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Management override of controls
Key audit risks (1/3)

Execution of the 
audit

Results from our 
audit

Financial 
accounting and 
reporting findings

Internal control

Conclusion

Introduction

*audit risks presumed according to Swiss Auditing Standards

We present below the audit work performed to address the audit risks identified above. We also note 
that all other main items in the balance sheet and the income statement have also been subject to 
specific audit procedures.

Audit risk Our answer

Management override of controls* is the risk that 
management could manipulate the financial statements 
through invalid postings of journals or use of bias in 
financial estimates.

Internal controls are safeguards put in place in part to 
protect financial resources from fraud and abuse by 
employees. Executive management is responsible for 
ensuring the internal controls are known and implemented 
by employees.

Management override of internal controls is the 
intervention by managers in handling financial information 
and making decisions outside of standard internal control 
policy. 

Management override of internal controls may result in or 
be associated with a major violation of an accounting 
policy. 

During our interim and final audit, we have updated our 
understanding of FIVB’s policies in this regard and how 
they are applied as well as performing the following audit 
tests, keeping in mind the risk of management override: 

• understanding and evaluating the financial reporting 
process and controls over journal entries;

• review and testing of a sample of journal entries; 

• audit of key judgements and estimates made by 
management; and 

• consideration of any material proposed changes in 
presentation or accounting policies

• fraud discussions with management and members of the 
finance team.
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Management override of controls (continued)
Key audit risks (2/3)

Execution of the 
audit

Results from our 
audit

Financial 
accounting and 
reporting findings

Internal control

Conclusion

Introduction

Audit risk Our answer

Management override of controls (continued)

We have followed up on specific transactions identified and 
discussed in 2018 and 2019. We have reviewed the 
application of the related accounting policies reviewed:

1. Review of the significant provisions and liabilities with a 
management estimate, specifically review of the 
provision for doubtful debtors and the liabilities in other 
creditors to cover a litigation.

2. Project Microsoft: The partnership with Microsoft was 
signed in 2017 and the main costs were incurred in 2018. 
Part of those costs are capitalized creating an intangible 
asset related to a new platform. Other related costs to 
this project were expensed in 2018. In 2019, a dispute 
arose with a supplier of IT services to the Association. 
FIVB contends that the mandate given to the company 
was not respected on this date in violation of the 
agreement signed between the parties. This led the FIVB 
to suspend its payments to the company and commenced 
legal proceedings. In view of the above, a conciliation 
between the two parties was still underway at the 
beginning of 2021 and an agreement has been found 
during 2021.

We have specifically reviewed the contracts, related 
accounting policies and recording for the mentioned 
transactions.

1. Following our review of the provisions and liabilities, we 
noted that those are prudent. The current provision for 
doubtful debtors includes an estimated hidden reserve 
of CHF 749k. 
Regarding the liabilities in other creditors to cover a 
litigation, part of the liability was released for CHF 2 
million and recorded in extraordinary results following a 
first decision by the court which indicated the amount 
due by the FIVB for this litigation.

2. We concur with management’s conclusion that the 
outcome of the proceedings with Microsoft is now 
known at the date of this report and that the FIVB has 
properly recorded sufficient liabilities to cover the final 
amount due. The association kept a hidden reserve of 
CHF 1 million to cover any other risks. Concurrently, 
the related financial elements are properly accounted 
for with the exception of a non-material reclassification 
of CHF 754k from liabilities to intangible assets to 
present an impairment for the IT platform (see 
uncorrected misstatements in page 9). The IT platform 
was at the beginning of the project capitalized as 
assets on the Balance Sheet and amortized over 4 
years.
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Management override of controls (continued)
Key audit risks (3/3)

Execution of the 
audit

Results from our 
audit

Financial 
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Internal control

Conclusion

Introduction

Audit risk Our answer

Management override of controls (continued)

3. At year end FY2020, the subsidiary VW Volleyball World SA 
(“VW”) of the FIVB was created. Following its creation, 
several contracts were put in place between the 
shareholders and between FIVB and the new subsidiary.

The main contracts structuring the creation of the new 
entity and its relationship with FIVB were the shareholder 
agreement, the license agreement and the service 
agreement.

Specifically, the license agreement effective on January 1, 
2021, indicates that the future revenue contracts with 
clients in relation to the operations of the new entity VW 
will be directly signed by VW. For the existing contracts, 
there were split in two:

• Assigned: contract will be assigned/amended to be with VW

• Retained: contract will be retained by FIVB and FIVB will be 
the intermediary to collect the revenue and then transfer it to 
VW.

Among other smaller retained contracts, the license 
contract for the Championship Men in Russia in 2022 is part 
of the retained contracts. As such, FIVB collects the 
revenues and will then transfer them to VW deducted of the 
costs already incurred for such contract and event. As a 
result of the license agreement between FIVB and VW, the 
revenues received until December 31, 2020 deducted from 
the cost of the contracts and events incurred for the 
identified retained contracts represent a liability of the FIVB 
toward its subsidiary.

3. We have specifically reviewed the contracts, related 
to the creation of the new subsidiary to assess their 
impact on the financial statements of the FIVB at
December 31, 2020.

We concur that the related financial elements are 
properly accounted for and presented in the financial 
statements. A long-term liability to the subsidiary on 
the face of the balance sheet is shown separately for 
an amount of CHF 29.8 millions. 
As a consequences of the impact of the entry into 
force of the licence agreement and the needs to 
recognize its liability toward VW, FIVB recorded an 
extraordinary expenses of CHF 5.7 millions.

Based on the above procedures, we have not identified 
any issues arising from management override of 
controls.
For the proposed non-material reclassification for the 
impairment of the IT platform, see page 9
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Audit differences (1/2)

Execution of the 
audit

Results from our 
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reporting findings

Internal control

Conclusion

Introduction

Summary of uncorrected audit differences

As part of our audit, we have identified the following uncorrected differences:

As part of our audit, we did not identify any major anomalies related to accounting and the presentation of 
the financial statements. All the elements are correctly presented in the financial statements. Below we 
present the differences identified during our audit which are not material to the financial statements.

Description
Type of
adjustments

Assets
Dr. (Cr.)

Liabilities
Dr. (Cr.)

Equity
Dr. (Cr.)

P&L
Dr. (Cr.)

Following a settlement agreement with Microsoft, a part of
the liabilities used to cover the risk related to settlement
agreement should be reclassified to cover the impairment
of the IT License related to this case.

Factual (754,086) 754,086
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Audit differences (2/2)

Execution of the 
audit

Results from our 
audit

Financial 
accounting and 
reporting findings

Internal control

Conclusion

Introduction

Summary of corrected audit differences

As part of our audit, we identified the following corrected differences:

As part of our audit, we did not identify any major anomalies related to accounting and the presentation of 
the financial statements. All the elements are correctly presented in the financial statements. Below we 
present the differences identified during our audit which are not material to the financial statements.

Description
Type of
adjustments

Assets
Dr. (Cr.)

Liabilities Dr.
(Cr.)

Equity
Dr. (Cr.)

P&L
Dr. (Cr.)

Reclassification and presentation of the amount due to the new subsidiary
regarding World Championship 2022 following the shareholder agreement
signed between FIVB, Vivaldi Holding Sàrl (CVC Capital partners) and VW
Volleyball World SA and the related license agreement between FIVB and VW.
As a result, CHF 21,214,656 recorded in 2019 and 2020 under deferred income
related to the WCH 2022 contract and CHF 7’071’552 recorded in 2020 under
provision have been presented now separately under Liabilities to subsidiary as
non current liabilities. This represents a reclassification in the liabilities section
and has no impact on the other captions.

Factual

21,214,656
7,071,552

(28,286,208)

Reclassification and presentation of the amount due to the new subsidiary
regarding World Championship 2022 following the related license agreement
between FIVB and VW related to other retained contracts. This includes other
contract that were recognized as deferred income and the deduction of costs for
the contracts and events already paid by the FIVB.

Factual
2,826,119

(2,826,119)
1,297,038 (1,297,038)

As the contract and the income of the World Championship 2022 are now with
the VW and the recognition modalities have changed, the recognition of the
development fund have also be modified. To reflect this change, the initial
accounting entry into Accrued assets of CHF 1'368'900 and credit Credit 67020
FIVB National Federation support must be reversed.

Factual
(1,368.900) 1,368,900

Foreign exchange rate used was not updated to the latest available exchange
rate. This was corrected during the audit.

Factual (261,659) 261,659
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Independence

We confirm that we meet the licensing and independence requirements as stipulated by Swiss law. 
Specifically we are independent according to the independence guidelines of EXPERTsuisse: the Swiss Expert 
Association for Audit, Tax and Fiduciary.

Quality of application of Swiss law

We did not note any non-compliance with applicable regulations and Swiss law based on our audit procedures. 
However, an audit does not include a systematic search for fraud or violation of legal or other regulations 
(including, but not limited to, direct taxes, VAT, social security, environmental laws, etc.) except as relevant to 
the statutory financial statements taken as a whole.

Financial Market Infrastructure Act, FMIA 

As part of our ordinary audit, in accordance with Art. 116 FMIA (in conjunction with Art. 113f. FMIO) we have 
examined whether FIVB complied with the provisions of the FMIA on derivatives trading in the financial year 
2020. Based on our audit activities, we concluded FIVB complied with the requirements of the Financial Market 
Infrastructure Act.

Extraordinary and material transactions with related parties

The following are considered as related parties of the association: the confederations and national federations 
member of the FIVB, and the members of the Board of Administration, and the subsidiary.
Based on our understanding of the organization and our observations through our audit procedures, we 
identified the extraordinary and material transactions related to the creation a liability toward the subsidiary to 
meet the new contractual obligation of the licenser agreement between the two parties. No other unusual or 
complex related party transactions were identified.

Fraud and suspicion of fraud

In the course of our audit procedures, we have not identified any instances or increased suspicion of fraud.

Results from our audit

Execution of the 
audit

Results from our 
audit

Financial 
accounting and 
reporting findings

Internal control

Conclusion

Introduction
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Comments on financial statements

Execution of the 
audit

Results from our 
audit

Financial 
accounting and 
reporting 
findings

Internal control

Conclusion

Introduction

Going concern
During audit work performed and discussions with 
management, we did not note any issues with 
regards to the going concern assumption used in 
the preparation of the statutory financial 
statements of FIVB. In light of the COVID-19 
outbreak and global stock market decline, 
management evaluated the potential impacts on 
the financial statements as of 31 December 2020 
and related disclosures.

Management considers that the going concern 
basis is appropriate for the preparation of the 
financial statements.

We have considered the impact of the current 
market conditions and the appropriateness of 
management’s use of the going concern 
assumption in the preparation of the financial 
statements. Following the events that occurred 
regarding the outbreak of the COVID-19 and its 
impact on the global world economy, a focus was 
made by the audit team the potential impact on 
FIVB operations. We concluded the continued 
adoption of the going concern basis be appropriate.

Principle of 
consistency
Through our audit 
procedures we have 
noted no limitations to 
the principles of:

• Consistency;

• Valuation;

• Presentation; 

• Recording; or

• Cut-off.

Material events 
after the balance 
sheet date
The license agreements 
signed with the 
subsidiary is considered 
as an adjusting event 
for the year ended 
December 31, 2020 and 
this has been reflected 
correctly in the financial 
statements. This 
subsequent event has 
been properly disclosed 
in the notes. 
Based on our procedures 
and discussion with 
management, no other 
subsequent events have 
come to our attention 
that would have a 
material impact on the 
statutory financial 
statements.
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Maintenance of records that, in reasonable details, 
accurately and fairly reflects the transactions and 
dispositions of the assets of the entity.

Transactions are recorded to allow accurate preparation of 
financial statements in accordance with reporting 
framework, and that income and expenditure of the entity 
are appropriately authorised by management.

Unapproved or uncorrected economic transactions of the 
entity that could lead to a material misstatement in the 
financial statements.

Internal Control System

The ultimate responsibility for the risk assessment is with the Board of Administration. In addition, the Board 
of Administration is ultimately responsible for setting up, documenting and implementing a system of internal 
control over financial reporting (ICFR) that considers the size, complexity and risks of the FIVB.

Internal control over financial reporting is a process designed by, or under the supervision of, the company's 
principal executive and principal financial officers, or persons performing similar functions, and effected by 
the Board of Administration, management and other personnel to provide reasonable assurance regarding the 
reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in 
accordance with Swiss law. 

Because of the inherent limitations of internal control over financial reporting, including the 
possibility of collusion or improper management override of controls, material misstatements due 
to error or fraud may not be prevented or detected on a timely basis. Also, projections of any 
evaluation of the effectiveness of the internal control over financial reporting to future periods are 
subject to the risk that the controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or 
that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.

Management and the 
controller performs an 
assessment of the risks 

and reviews the relevance 
of the measures 

undertaken to reduce 
them.

This analysis is included 
with controller report 

submitted to the Board of 
Administration.

Rules and 
procedures

Reasonable 
assurance

Prevention
or timely 
detection

Execution of the 
audit

Results from our 
audit

Financial 
accounting and 
reporting findings

Internal control

Conclusion

Introduction
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Fédération Internationale de Volleyball

Internal control system

In the course of our audit, examination of processes and internal controls documentations include the following 
procedures:

1. Design of the controls – the auditor should acquire a knowledge of the internal control relevant to the 
audit, so as to adapt his detailed tests and guide his audit procedures to sections for which risks have been 
identified.

2. Existence of the controls – confirmation by the auditor on the existence of an ICS, in accordance with 
article 728 and Swiss Auditing Standard 890.

3. Operating effectiveness – this approach enables the external auditor to reduce the quantity of samples 
for the testing, especially in business cycles with many transactions with small amounts being recorded. In 
the course of our audit strategy of FIVB, we decided not to test operating effectiveness due to the small 
size of the organization and some of the controls lacking formalization.

Management Letter

We confirm that an internal control system exists, which has been designed for the preparation of financial 
statements according to the instructions of the Board of Administration. In accordance with our normal 
practice, we draw the attention of management to certain matters which we identified during the performance 
of our audit of the statutory financial statements of the FIVB for the year ended December 31, 2020. This 
management letter has the purpose to indicate potential areas of improvements.

In the next page, we present a summary of the recommendations discussed and communicated to 
management.

Execution of the 
audit

Results from our 
audit

Financial 
accounting and 
reporting findings

Internal control

Conclusion

Introduction
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Management Letter
Fédération Internationale de Volleyball

Execution of the 
audit

Results from our 
audit

Financial 
accounting and 
reporting findings

Internal control

Conclusion

Introduction
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Conclusion

Execution of the 
audit

Results from our 
audit

Financial 
accounting and 
reporting findings

Internal control

Conclusion

Introduction

Conclusion on the financial statements

Following the reception of the signed management representation letter and approval of the financial 
statements by the Board of Administration, we will issue an unqualified audit opinion to the World Congress. 
We will issue an audit opinion confirming that the financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2020, 
comply with Swiss law and the article of incorporation.

Finally, we will also issue a recommendation to approve the annual accounts for the year end December 31, 
2020.

Conclusion on the internal controls system

In accordance with article 728a para. 1 item 3 CO and Swiss Auditing Standard 890, we confirm that an 
internal control system exists, which has been designed for the preparation of financial statements according 
to the instructions of the Board of Administration
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This publication has been written in general terms and we recommend that you obtain professional advice before acting or refraining from 
action on any of the contents of this publication. Deloitte AG accepts no liability for any loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining 
from action as a result of any material in this publication.

Deloitte SA is an affiliate of Deloitte NSE LLP, a member firm of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, a UK private company limited by 
guarantee (“DTTL”). DTTL and each of its member firms are legally separate and independent entities. DTTL and Deloitte NSE LLP do not 
provide services to clients. Please see www.deloitte.com/ch/about to learn more about our global network of member firms.

Deloitte SA is an audit firm recognised and supervised by the Federal Audit Oversight Authority (FAOA) and the Swiss Financial Market 
Supervisory Authority (FINMA).

© 2021 Deloitte SA. All rights reserved.
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BALANCE SHEET

AS OF DECEMBER 31ST 2021 2021 2020 2020

(in USD) (in CHF) (in USD) (in CHF)

0.9111 0.8839

ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS

Cash and equivalents 29'224'736 26'626'657 13'639'652 12'056'088

Liquidity 2'294'411 2'090'438 5'958'334 5'266'571

Portfolio cash 16'619'862 15'142'356 3'351'103 2'962'040

Short Term investment 10'310'464 9'393'864 4'330'216 3'827'478

Trade receivables 7'314'175 6'663'944 1'286'350 1'137'005

Trade receivables - third parties 6'278'420 5'720'269 1'400'720 1'238'096

Trade receivables - related parties 1'323'097 1'205'474 2'355'742 2'082'240

Receivables Group companies 1'202'452 1'095'554 0 0

Provision for doubtful debtors -1'489'795 -1'357'352 -2'470'111 -2'183'331

Other current receivables 2'131'752 1'942'239 704'410 622'628

Other Debtors 378'563 344'909 385'950 341'141

Witholding tax 86'446 78'761 59'225 52'349

VAT 1'666'743 1'518'570 259'235 229'138

Accrued income and prepaid expenses 5'317'260 4'844'555 7'624'741 6'739'509

Accrued income 1'459'542 1'329'789 2'286'503 2'021'040

Prepaid expenses 3'857'717 3'514'766 5'338'238 4'718'469

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 43'987'923 40'077'396 23'255'153 20'555'230

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Financial assets 172'161'307 156'856'166 105'887'718 93'594'154

Securities  163'570'628 149'029'199 104'756'368 92'594'154

Long Term Group Loan 10'050'452 9'156'967 0 0

Postposition of receivables -2'195'149 -2'000'000 0 0

Participation VW 735'375 670'000 1'131'350 1'000'000

Tangible fixed assets 15'911'981 14'497'406 17'888'469 15'811'618

Operating fixed assets 169'372 154'315 302'566 267'438

Property 15'742'609 14'343'091 17'585'905 15'544'181

Intangible assets 195'579 178'192 853'132 754'083

IT Licence 195'579 178'192 853'132 754'083

Promotional Devices 0 0 0 0

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 188'268'867 171'531'764 124'629'319 110'159'855

TOTAL ASSETS 232'256'789 211'609'161 147'884'472 130'715'085

LIABILITIES

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Trade creditors 43'740'549 39'852'014 7'753'431 6'853'258

Trade creditors - third parties 2'460'730 2'241'971 3'408'663 3'012'917

Trade creditors - related parties 2'965'550 2'701'913 4'344'769 3'840'341

Payable Group Companies 38'314'269 34'908'131 0 0

Other creditors 2'638'075 2'403'550 5'352'803 4'731'343

Other creditors 2'638'075 2'403'550 5'352'803 4'731'343

Deferred income and accrued expenses 13'290'331 12'108'821 2'793'015 2'468'746

Deferred income 10'850'488 9'885'880 3'718 3'286

Accrued expenses 2'439'843 2'222'941 2'789'297 2'465'460

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 59'668'955 54'364'385 15'899'250 14'053'347



NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

Provision for litigations 384'151 350'000 395'972 350'000

Provision general 717'014 653'272 1'136'909 1'004'914

         Liabilities to the subsidiary 0 0 33'731'518 29'815'289

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 1'101'165 1'003'272 35'264'400 31'170'203

EQUITY

Capital at the beginning of the period 93'833'317 85'491'535 133'358'845 117'875'883

Exchnage difference 271'782 - -2'113'133 -

Final result for the period 77'381'569 70'749'969 -34'524'889 -32'384'348

TOTAL EQUITY 171'486'669 156'241'504 96'720'822 85'491'535

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 232'256'789 211'609'161 147'884'472 130'715'085

PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT

FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 1ST TO DECEMBER 31ST 2021 2021 2020 2020

(in USD) (in CHF) (in USD) (in CHF)

0.9143 0.9380

REVENUES 28'236'936 25'817'031 15'646'938 14'676'828

Net proceeds from sales 11'889'021 10'870'132 15'195'706 14'253'572

Yearly subscriptions, broadcast and various rights 8'727'055 7'979'147 12'286'075 11'524'338

Transfer fees 3'161'966 2'890'986 2'909'631 2'729'234

IOC funds 12'487'324 11'417'160 0 0

IOC funds 12'487'324 11'417'160 0 0

Other income 3'860'591 3'529'738 451'232 423'256

Other income 3'860'591 3'529'738 451'232 423'256

EXPENDITURE -28'157'488 -25'744'391 -8'836'624 -8'288'753

International competitions -15'954'008 -14'586'749 -2'452'044 -2'300'017

Olympic Games -1'372'355 -1'254'744 -99'862 -93'671

FIVB Programs -903'347 -825'930 -26'565 -24'918

Confederations allocations 0 0 -19'190 -18'000

Development -7'167'421 -6'553'173 -3'909'865 -3'667'453

Transfer refunds -2'760'358 -2'523'795 -2'329'098 -2'184'694

OPERATING RESULT 79'448 72'640 6'810'314 6'388'075

Salaries and social charges -7'287'180 -6'662'668 -8'629'894 -8'094'841

Administrative costs -5'938'064 -5'429'171 -9'397'012 -8'814'397

Other operating costs -2'121'619 -1'939'796 -4'620'304 -4'333'845

Depreciation and amortization -2'089'396 -1'910'335 -2'054'343 -1'926'974

Other (income) / charges, net 0 0 20'154 18'904

OPERATIONAL RESULT -17'356'810 -15'869'331 -17'871'085 -16'763'078

Financial result, net 102'714'408 93'911'783 -12'640'402 -11'856'697

Extraordinary Income 23'295'344 21'298'933 3'525'566 3'306'981

Extraordinary Costs -31'271'374 -28'591'417 -7'538'968 -7'071'552

FINAL RESULT OF THE PERIOD 77'381'569 70'749'969 -34'524'889 -32'384'346
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Main facts Revenus 
2020 : CHF 14’676’828
2021 : CHF 25’817’031

Total asset
2020 CHF 130’715’086
2021 CHF 211’609’161

Total portfolio 
2020 : CHF   99’383’672 
2021 : CHF 173’565’419

Number of employees
2020 : 62 
2021 : 35 

Operating result
2020 : CHF 6’388’074
2021 : CHF       72’640

Result of the period
2020 : CHF – 32’384’348
2021 : CHF    70’749’969

4

Portfolio performance 
in USD

2020 :    - 0.33 %
2021 :   + 1.71 %

Return on Investment VW Ltd 2021 

Value of the participation sold : USD 297’000
Purchase Price : USD 100’000’000
ROI : USD   99’703’000



Main facts
PANDEMIC

The year 2021 was marked by the pandemic.

During 2021, some competitions were held. The Olympic Games, reported in
2020, was made in 2021.

However, the revenues have been affected by this virus.

This year 2021 must be considered as “exceptional” as the impact on the
financial statements is considerable.

All the measures, that could be taken, were taken to limit the impact of world
health crisis.

The main measures taken were, as in 2021 :

• Cancellation of competitions, postponement or modification of the
competition concept

• The partial unemployment of employees

• Reduction of overhead costs

The financial statement closed with an operating gain.

Organizational processes, during this period of telework, had to be rethought.
Physical signatures and validation were nevertheless maintained for
significant aspect of the life of the FIVB.

PARTNERSHIP

The partnership with CVC was contracted in the beginning of 2021.

Indeed, during the year 2020 and 2021, the preparation of the
documentation as well as the audits and due diligence have
succeeded to materialize the data necessary for the partnership. The
Finance Department was consulted in the production of elements
necessary for the construction of the various projects necessary for
the completion of the partnership.

The impact of the negotiation on the 2020 annual financial statements
is two points :

• Creation of Volleyball World SA with a share capital held by FIVB
on 31 December 2020 of CHF 1,000,000.

• Redefining revenues in relation to future competition contracts in
relation to the partnership

The negotiations closed in 2021 with the purchase of 33% of the share
capital of Volleyball World SA by CVC Capital for US 100’000’000
(KCHF 91’000).

5



Partnership between VW Ltd, FIVB and CVC
Step 2 – modification

FIVB = Commercial & 
Institutional

EBITDA Multiple 11x 
included  WCHSRU22 

2021 : 
FIVB cashed 
T$ 100’000 

for 33% VW Ltd
67% held by FIVB

2020 : modification of 
accrual – commercial 
revenues transferred 

to VW Ltd in 2021 

Result effect in the 
period 

T$ – 30’700
6

EBITDA for commercial 
activities T$ 27’000 

Valuation of 
commercial activities 

T$ 300’000 

2019 : FS with part of 
WCHSRU22 

Step 1 - valuation Step 3 – next

2022/23 : 
FIVB 67% of the VW 

Ltd – part of dividend
included WCHSRU22.
Budgeted T$ 30’000
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1. Roles of the Controller

As Controller for the FIVB and on the basis of the mandate entrusted to me, I have verified the bookkeeping and organization of the accounting system of the Federation for the period from 1 January
2020 to 31 December 2021.

Mandate according to the constitution

The role of the Controller is to ensure strict compliance with the accounting controls and administrative and financial procedures and that all the financial transactions are authorised by the President or
in accordance with signatures roles.

Work carried out

During the period under review, the following work was carried out:

• Review of and assistance with drawing up the annual financial statements

• Monitoring the management of the securities portfolio

• Attendance at the meetings of the Finance Committee

• Various controls on the development funds

• Verifications of invoices

• Sample contracts review

• Analysis of the organisation of the Finance Department

• Various work requested by the President or the General Director

• Various discussions with the President

Comments

All the work was carried out in collaboration with the Finance Department, the General Director and the President.

8



2. Analysis of the Profit and Loss statement
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2. Analysis of the Profit and Loss statement

Revenues

Revenues : Yearly subscriptions, brodcast and various rights, transfer fees and IOC funds

Comments: 
During the pandemic, most of the competitions were stopped. The Olympic Games was made in 2021.

In 2021, for the first time, in the FIVB, the Olympic Games and the underage are the only revenus of the FIVB. All the other events was transferred in VW Ltd. 

10



2. Analysis of the Profit and Loss statement

Operating income

Revenues : Yearly subscriptions, brodcast and various rights, transfer fees and IOC funds

Expenses : International competitions, Olympic Games, FIVB programs, Confederations allocations, development and transfer refunds

Comments: 
Development and support activities for athletes and federations have, as far as possible, continued their efforts.

Due to the creation of VW Ltd, most of the competitions are managed in 2021 by this company, participation of the FIVB.  

11



2. Analysis of the Profit and Loss statement

Operational result

Operating result

Expenses : Salaries and social charges, administratives costs, depreciation and amortization

Comments: 
Operating expenses decreased by 33.94% compared to the previous year. 

This decrease can be explained by minus KCHF 1’432 on personal costs, minus KCHF 1’953 in administrative costs and minus KCHF 2’394 in other operating costs.

12



2. Analysis of the Profit and Loss statement

Salaries and social charges

Salaries, social charges and other cost of employees.

Comments:

The number of employees are decreased during the year. 35 employees work to the FIVB as of 31.12.2021.

Salaries and social charges decreased during this period. The Swiss authorities have paid a part of salaries during 2020 and 2021 due to the COVID.

In 2021, an important part of the employee was transferred to the new company VW Ltd.

This employee transfer was completed in March 2021, which is why the cost reduction is not linear in 2021. 13



2. Analysis of the Profit and Loss statement

Net result

Operational result

Financial result and Extraordinary result

Comments :

This year's gain is explained by financial aspect.

The financial result is a gain of TCHF 2’564 portfolio and exchange rate.

Gain sale part of participation VW Ltd represent TCHF 91’347. (TUSD 100’000).

The dollar was in favor of the FIVB .

Net extraordinary income and expenses are due to the split of the activities between FIVB/VW. During this transition period, some revenues and expenses was reinvoicing for respecting the agreement
between this two companies.
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3. Analysis of the Balance sheet
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3. Analysis of the Balance Sheet statement

Working capital

Comments: 

The working capital represent the assets and the liabilities at middle term (1year).

How you can see, the health of the FIVB is excellent. 16



3. Analysis of the Balance Sheet statement

Investements

Comments: 

Investments continue in several sector of the FIVB. We need to continue to improved the capacity of the FIVB to be in a high level of the sports federations. 

We inform you that all the amounts of the fixed assets are booked at the purchase price minus the depreciations.

Participation is the 67% of the capital of VolleyWorld Ltd created in December 2021 by FIVB.

A loan is open between FIVB and VW Ltd TCHF  7’156 net.

This is a fact that the property is underestimated in the economic value, in reason of the amortizations imputed in the financial statements.
17



3. Analysis of the Balance Sheet statement

Financial assets

Comments: 
I note that the investment strategy of the FIVB is based on a very low level of risk. The banks define this level as follows:

Conservative : Long-term increase in the real value of the principle by seeking a progressive increase in value within the limits of fluctuation of values. Cash and short-term instruments and fixed-income
investments represent a large portion of investments made. Equity investments and alternative investments are in a minority.

In terms of risk, there are 5 levels of risk, which are : fixed income – conservative – balanced – dynamic – Swiss domestic asset management.

A mandate of TCHF 7’000 with 100% Swiss Market Index (Shares of big swiss companies) is managed by BCV.

We must try to reduce the level of cash, if we think that we can have good investments opportunities.

The performance of the portfolio in 2021 (in USD) is 1.71% (-0.33% in 2020).

We work actually with Pictet who manage the Global Custody of 3 banks Pictet, Lombard Odier (LODH) and BCV (regional bank guarantee by the canton of Vaud). 18



3. Analysis of the Balance Sheet statement
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Currency

Comments:

2021 was in favor of the FIVB in term of exchange rate. 2022 beginn well but this situation can change very quickly in reason of many world economic facts that have actually.



3. Analysis of the Balance Sheet statement

20

Index

Comments:

The Pictet LPP 25 is a fund in CHF. This pension plan fund is composed of 75% bonds and 25% shares.

If we challenge our portfolio in 2021, we are in line with this result.



3. Analysis of the Balance Sheet statement

Equity

Comments:

I note that the equity of the FIVB are in a very good level. This equity are represented in the asset by the portfolio. That means that our equities are liquid.

Equities are bigger (economically speaking), if we take into account, the hidden reserve that exists on the building of the FIVB. The sale price of this asset can be evaluated between TCHF 15'000 and
TCHF 20'000 more that the accounting value at the end of this year.
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4. Internal organization
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4. Organisation Chart
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4. Internal organization
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4. Internal organization
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4. Internal organization
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5. Financial risks perspectives
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5. Financial risks perspectives

FIVB RISKS – Metodology

Severty

Probability

Frequent "A" 100%

Probable "B" 30%

Occasional "C" 10%

Remote "D" 3%
Improbable 

"E" 1%

Eliminated "F"

P

r

o

b

a

b

i

l

i

t

y Eliminated

Once by month

Once evry quartal

Once evry year

Once evry two years

Once evry four years

Catastrophic "1" TCHF 50'000

Critical "2" TCHF 20'000

Marginal "3" TCHF 7'500

Negligible "4" TCHF 5'000

S

e

v

e

r

i

t

y

impact the life of FIVB

Impact directly the going concern of FIVB

Impact the current year

Impact can be financed by EBTDA
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5. Financial risks perspectives

FIVB RISKS – Global Analysis
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Risks probability

Frequent Probable Occasional Remote improbable
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5. Financial risks perspectives

NEW FIVB RISKS – World crisis

Context

A world crisis means that a part or the world are in war, or some part of the world are closed or not in off secure in case of 

political situation. 

Risks

Obligation of change the host of the event.

Loss of the preliminary investment for the competition.

Team qualification for the event.

Decrease image of the FIVB.

Followed
Engagement and contract form

Legal mention

Insurance for exploitation losses
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5. Financial risks perspectives

NEW FIVB RISKS –Pandemic (health risks)

Context

FIVB activities are organized around the world. Health risks can stop sports activities or significantly reduce opportunities

to create events.

Risks

Cessation of sports activities.

Event Revenue Reduction.

Change in administrative procedures.

Unable to promote volleyball.

Followed

Rules and contracts of events.

Contract linked with revenus.

Cash flow monitoring.

Opportunities to reduce costs over a short or long period of time.
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5. Financial risks perspectives

FIVB RISKS – Following budget and reporting

Context

The budget and cost tracking process is carried out in collaboration between the departments and the finance 

department. The necessary information is evaluated taking into account the information available when the budgets are 

drawn up. The monitoring of revenues and expenses is based on these elements.

Risks

Extrapolation of the future always difficult.

Information available not completely reliable.

Change in the structure of the FIVB.

Followed

Multilevel budget review.

Review of annual budgets.

Quarterly review of receipts and expenses.

Cash flow monitoring.
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5. Financial risks perspectives

FIVB RISKS - Organization 

Context 
Changes in activities can lead to changes in the structure of the FIVB. The responsibilities given to employees (signature, 
commitments, etc.) must be up to date. 

Risks 
Signature of non-compliant contracts. 
Engagement by unauthorized collaborators. 
Tracking budgets and reporting non-compliant. 
Loss of productivity. 

Followed 
Authorization of signatures by the Board of Directors. 
Organizational chart. 
Double signature at all level.
Inter-departmental collaboration.
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5. Financial risks perspectives

FIVB RISKS - Financial Statement 

Context 
The financial statements must enable stakeholders to make a correct financial assessment of the FIVB. This representation 
must also be legally correct in relation to the Swiss Code of Obligations. In addition, the presentation of financial 
statements must comply with legal and statutory deadlines. 

Risks 
Financial statements not in accordance with the law. 
Failure to meet deadlines 
Auditor's report with important errors. 
Impact on the image of the FIVB. 

Followed 
Continuing education within the finance department. 
Control by the Controller of the FIVB 
Verification by the external auditor.
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FIVB RISKS - Corruption, Money Laundering, Embargo and Wrong Payments

Context
The amounts paid annually are very important within the FIVB. It is important that the organization can ensure that the 
payments made are legally and economically justified payments. Geopolitical changes are also to be followed in the 
context of embargoes.

Risks
Payments of amounts not justified by a real economic fact.
Payment on an erroneous bank account.
Payment of an amount to persons representing risks in terms of money laundering 
or in connection with an embargo.
Impact on the image of the FIVB.

Followed
Important collaboration with the bank and financial team.
Verification when changing a bank account of a supplier or service provider.
Rules for signing contracts and tenders.
Verification of contracts during major payments.
Justification of the development funds granted.

5. Financial risks perspectives
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FIVB RISKS - International Tax respect

Context
As the FIVB is present on all Continents, it must respect all the rules in force that may affect competitions and signed 
contracts.

Risks
Penalties in countries where the rules are not respected.
Suspension of competitions.
Impact on the image of the FIVB.

Followed
Contracting process.
Sharing knowledge and experience.
Collaboration between Legal and Finance teams.

5. Financial risks perspectives
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5. Financial risks perspectives

FIVB RISKS - Financial Investments and Currency Risk

Context
The securities portfolio of the FIVB must be able to guarantee development and global economic changes. As such, it is 
important that investments can support FIVB but without excessive risk taking.

Risks
Volatility of the markets.
World crisis.
Liquidity needs.

Followed
Work with several banks.
Portfolio monitoring by an external person.
Define an investment strategy.
Currency distribution
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5. Risks perspectives

Control risks

The risk of controlwas during this two last years very high.

The financial statements closing process is described. There is used for the closing of the annual accounts 2021 It is a useful and effective tool.

The controls put in place at the FIVB limit the possibility of using funds in non authorized manner.

It’s a fact that we use at the FIVB the principle of 4 eyes. Before a payment, all the appropriate signatures and reconciliations are made.

The FIVB must at all levels implement the principle of double signature, as required by the principle of good governance.

A major effort must be made to monitor the allocation of funds for development. We must ensure that :
a) The legal basis exists (contract);
b) Ensure that funds are properly used;
c) There is no prohibition on the payment of funds in the country (embargo);
d) The project is in line with the aim and strategy of the FIVB

It’s also important to describe what we except of return about allocation of funds.

FIVB must also clarifying the organization after the split and the creation of Volleyball World Ltd.
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Control risks

SIGNATURES VALIDETED BY THE BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

5. Risks perspectives
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6. Conclusion
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Internal control

The organization has 

appropriate internal controls 

and a suitable risk 

management system.

Annual financial statement

The annual financial statement provides a true view, 

in accordance with Swiss law, of the financial 

position, results of operations and cash flows.

Annual financial statement

Any investments made by the FIVB 

are sustainable and in accordance 

with investment regulations.

External audit et FIVB Controller

The annual financial statement is 

audited by independent and 

professionally qualified auditors.

6. Conclusion
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• All new contracts were approved by the President or management of the FIVB.

• Respect of the periodicity for income is explain in the note.

• Existence of the internal control system has been validated by me and Deloitte.

• During my verifications, I did not encounter anything causing me to conclude that the annual financial statements are not compliant with the law and the Articles of Association.

Lausanne, on 08.06.2022

FIVB CONTROLLER
Olivier Zysset
Certified Swiss Accountant
Licensed Audit Expert

6. Conclusion
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To  : FIVB Board of Administration and FIVB Congress 

From  : Internal Auditors 

- Majoré Louis TIMBA 

- Terry SASSER 

Subject  : INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT FOR THE TWO FISCAL YEARS 2020 and 2021 

Date  : June 15th, 2022 

 

1 – SCOPE OF REVIEW 

a) We have been elected as FIVB Internal Auditors, for four (04) years, during the 37th FIVB Congress held 

February 5th-7th 2021, on visioconference. 

 

b) Our mandate is undertaken in accordance with Article 3.6.2.2 of the FIVB Constitution, which states : 

3.6.2.2 The internal auditors shall report to the Board of Administration and the Congress on the auditing 

of:  

i) the profit and loss statement and balance sheet of the two previous fiscal years; 

ii) the revenue and expenditure results of the two previous fiscal years;  

iii) the budget; and  

iv) any other financial matter that they consider necessary. 

 The two previous fiscal years concerned are 2020 and 2021. 

c) Due to various contingencies, our assignment was undertaken remotely. Therefore, we heavily relied on 

the FIVB Controller’s Reports and on the FIVB External Auditors’ (Deloitte) Reports. 

 

d) Our findings arise from reviewing and/or examining the following source documents : 

 The FIVB Constitution; 

 The FIVB Business Reports for 2020 and 2021; 

 The FIVB Controller’s Reports for 2020 and 2021; 

 The Deloite (External Auditors) Reports for 2020 and 2021; 

 The 2022 FIVB updated budget; 

 The 2023 and 2024 budgets. 

 

2 – FINDINGS, OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Both fiscal years 2020 and 2021 were impacted by the Covid-19 Pandemic and the Partnership negotiations 

between the FIVB and the CVC Capital Partners. 

a) Covid-19 Pandemic 

 Year 2020 was heavily impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic, leading to the cancellation or 

postponement of most important competitions like the Volleyball Nations League, the Olympic 

Games and multiple Beach-Volleyball Tournaments; 

 The competitions postponed and some scheduled were held in 2021, but under very strict sanitary 

conditions; 

 The FIVB received a swiss government support for the salaries (in order to alleviate the Covid-19 

impact), of CHF 1 550 815 in 2020 and CHF 266 000 in 2021. 
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b) Partnership with CVC; the negotiations led to : 

 The creation of VolleyBall World SA (VW SA) on December 23rd 2020, with a share capital of CHF 

1 000 000; 

 The purchase by CVC of 33% of the capital of VW SA for USD 100 Million; 

 The signature of a shareholder agreement between the two entities on June 30th 2021, with 

effective date starting January 1st 2021; by this agreement, only commercial rights of the FIVB 

competitions were transferred to VW SA. The FIVB keeps control of the sports aspects. 

 

2.1 – YEAR ENDED 31st DECEMBER 2020 

a) Profit and Loss Statement 

PROFIT  AND  LOSS  STATEMENT 

FOR  THE  PERIOD JANUARY 1st  TO DECEMBER 31st 2020 2019 

  (in CHF) (in CHF) 

REVENUES 14'676'828 61'022'914 
      

  Net proceeds from sales 14'253'572 55'579'051 

    Yearly subscriptions, broadcast and various rights 11'524'338 52'531'429 

    Transfer fees 2'729'234 3'047'622 
      

  IOCfunds 0 3'633'239 

    IOC funds 0 3'633'239 
      

  Other income 423'256 1'810'624 

    Other income 423'256 1'810'624 
      

EXPENDITURE (8'288'754) (32'783'903) 

    International competitions (2'300'017) (27'816'233) 

    Olympic Games (93'671) (78'627) 

    FIVB Programs (24'918) (907'453) 

    Confederations allocations (18'000) (72'000) 

    Development (3'667'453) (1'853'576) 

   Transfer refunds (2'184'694) (2'056'014) 
      

OPERATING  RESULT 6'388'074 28'239'011 
      

    Salaries and social charges (8'094'841) (9'957'246) 

    Administrative costs (8'814'397) (14'770'592) 

    Other operating costs (4'333'845) (5'748'540) 

    Depreciation and amortization (1'926'974) (2'005'170) 

    Other (income) I charges, net 18'904 (91'954) 
      

OPERATIONAL RESULT (16'763'079) (4'334'491) 
      

    Financial result, net (11'856'697)  8'273'888 

    Extraordinary result, net (3'764'571) 0 
      

FINAL RESULT OF THE PERIOD (32'384'348) 3'939'397 
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One will note : 

 A sharp drop in the revenues (-76%) from 2019 to 2020, mostly due to the cancellation or 

postponement of some events; 

 A similar drop in the Expenditure (-75%), allowing a still positive Operating Result; only the 

Development Expenses registered an increase of almost 100%, showing a strong will to continue 

assisting National Federations even during hard times; 

 A decrease in the so called “fixed costs” of about 29%; 

 A negative final result of the period of CHF 32 Millions, worsened by an extraordinary expense 

related to the VW SA shareholders agreement (MWCH 2022). 

 

b) Balance Sheet 

 

BALANCE SHEET 
AS OF DECEMBER 31st 2020 2019 

      

ASSETS     
      

  CURRENT ASSETS     
      

    Cash and Equivalents 12 056 089 19 839 776 

      Liquidity 5 266 571 16 390 249 

      Portfolio cash 2 962 040 631 559 

      Short Term investment 3 827 478 2 817 968 
      

    Trade Receivables 1 137 005 17 365 651 

      Trade receivables - third parties 1 238 096 11 363 042 

      Trade receivables - related parties 2 082 240 6 489 839 

      Provision for doubtful debtors (2 183 331) (487 230) 
      

    Other Current Receivables 622 628 336 712 

      Other Debtors   341 141 160 013 

      Wilholding tax 52 349 73 818 

      VAT 229 138 102 881 
      

    Accrued income and prepaid expense 6 739 509 5 280 387 

      Accrued income 2 021 040 2 590 605 

      Prepaid expenses 4 718 469 2 689 782 
      

  TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 20 555 230 42 822 527 
      

  NON-CURRENT ASSETS     
      

    Financial assets 92 594 154 105 682 529 

      Securities (Global Custody) 92 594 154 105 682 529 
      

    Tangible fixed assets 15 811 618 17 118 242 

      Operating fixed assets 267 438 401 280 

      Property 15 544 181 16 716 962 
      

    Intangible assets 754 083 1 346 949 

      IT Licence 754 083 1 346 949 

      Promotional Devices 0 0 
      

    Participation 1 000 000 0 

      Participation VW 1 000 000 0 
      

  TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 110 159 855 124 147 720 
      

TOTAL ASSETS 130 715 085 166 970 247 
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BALANCE SHEET 
AS OF DECEMBER 31st 2020 2019 

      

LIABILITIES     
      

  CURRENT  LIABILITIES     
      

    Trade creditors 6 853 258 3 545 129 

      Trade creditors - third parties 3 012 917 3 203 421 

      Trade creditors - related parties 3 840 341 341 708 
      

    Other creditors 4 731 343 7 010 627 

      Other creditors 4 731 343 7 010 627 
      

    Deferred income and accrued expenses 2 468 746 37 883 302 

      Deferred income 3 286 33 648 637 

      Accrued expenses 2 465 460 4 234 665 
      

TOTAL CURRENT  LIABILITIES 14 053 347 48 439 059 
      

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES     
      

      Provision for litigations 350 000 360 

      Provision general 1 004 914 654 946 

      Liabilities to the subsidiary 29 815 289 0 
      

TOTAL  NON-CURRENT  LIABILITIES 31 170 203 655 306 
      

EQUITY     
      

      Capital at the beginning of the period 117 875 883 113 936 486 

      Final result for the period (32 384 348) 3 939 397 
      

TOTAL  EQUITY 85 491 535 117 875 883 
      

TOTAL  LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 130 715 085 166 970 247 

The main comments are : 

 The total balance sheet is reduced, due to the loss incurred in 2020; 

 The securities are still the main item in the assets; 

 The FIVB participation to VW SA equity appears in the Assets; 

 The working capital is positive, despite the difficulties faced during the year; 

 Liabilities of about 30 Millions CHF are recorded, following the License Agreement signed between 

the FIVB (Licensor) and VW SA (Licensee). 

 

c) Staffing 

 

The number of full time equivalent employees at the end of year 2020 was 62 (67 in 2019). 

 

d) Budgets 

The 2020 budget was adopted by the 36th FIVB Congress held in Cancun, Mexico, November 15th – 16th 

2018, that is almost one year before the Covid-19 Pandemic. Not knowing for how long the Pandemic was 

going to last, it was impossible to revised the said budget. 

Any comparison between the realized and the 2020 budget adopted then would be meaningless. 
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2.2 – YEAR ENDED 31st DECEMBER 2021 

a) Profit and Loss Statement 

PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT 
      

FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY 1ST TO DECEMBER 31ST 2 021 2 020 

  (in CHF) (in CHF) 
      

REVENUES 25 817 031 14 676 828 
      

Net proceeds from sales 10 870 132 14 253 572 

Yearly subscriptions, broadcast and various rights 7 979 147 11 524 338 

Transfer fees 2 890 986 2 729 234 
      

IOC funds 11 417 160 0 

IOC funds 11 417 160 0 
      

Other income 3 529 738 423 256 

Other income 3 529 738 423 256 
      

EXPENDITURE (25 744 391) (8 288 753) 

International competitions (14 586 749) (2 300 017) 

Olympic Games (1 254 744) (93 671) 

FIVB Programs (825 930) (24 918) 

Confederations allocations 0 (18 000) 

Development (6 553 173) (3 667 453) 

Transfer refunds (2 523 795) (2 184 694) 
      

OPERATING RESULT 72 640 6 388 075 
      

Salaries and social charges (6 662 668) (8 094 841) 

Administrative costs (5 429 171) (8 814 397) 

Other operating costs (1 939 796) (4 333 845) 

Depreciation and amortization (1 910 335) (1 926 974) 

Other (income) / charges, net 0 18 904 
      

OPERATIONAL RESULT (15 869 331) (16 763 078) 
      

Financial result, net 93 911 783 (11 856 697) 

Extraordinary Income 21 298 933 3 306 981 

Extraordinary Costs (28 591 417) (7 071 552) 
   

FINAL RESULT OF THE PERIOD 70 749 969 (32 384 346) 

 

Here are some comments: 

 

 The increase in revenues is mostly coming from the IOC funds; only the Olympic Games and the 

Underage competitions generated revenues for FIVB, the others competitions were transferred 

to VW SA; 

 With the restart of some competitions in 2021, the Expenditure increased sharply; 

 Development expenses increased again by 79%; 

 The so-called “fixed costs” were reduced by 31%, due to the transfer of some costs to VW SA; 

 The final result is a profit of 71 Millions CHF, thanks to the 33% shares of VW SA bought by CVC 

Capital Partners for 100 Millions USD. 
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b) Balance Sheet 

 

BALANCE SHEET 
      

AS OF DECEMBER 31ST 2 021 2 020 

  (in CHF) (in CHF) 
      

ASSETS     
      

CURRENT ASSETS     
      

Cash and equivalents 26 626 657 12 056 088 

Liquidity 2 090 438 5 266 571 

Portfolio cash 15 142 356 2 962 040 

Short Term investment 9 393 864 3 827 478 
      

Trade receivables 6 663 944 1 137 005 

Trade receivables - third parties 5 720 269 1 238 096 

Trade receivables - related parties 1 205 474 2 082 240 

Receivables Group companies 1 095 554 0 

Provision for doubtful debtors (1 357 352) (2 183 331) 
      

Other current receivables 1 942 239 622 628 

Other Debtors 344 909 341 141 

Witholding tax 78 761 52 349 

VAT 1 518 570 229 138 
      

Accrued income and prepaid expenses 4 844 555 6 739 509 

Accrued income 1 329 789 2 021 040 

Prepaid expenses 3 514 766 4 718 469 
      

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 40 077 396 20 555 230 
      

NON-CURRENT ASSETS     
      

Financial assets 156 856 166 93 594 154 

Securities  149 029 199 92 594 154 

Long Term Group Loan 9 156 967 0 

Postposition of receivables (2 000 000) 0 

Participation VW 670 000 1 000 000 
      

Tangible fixed assets 14 497 406 15 811 618 

Operating fixed assets 154 315 267 438 

Property 14 343 091 15 544 181 
      

Intangible assets 178 192 754 083 

IT Licence 178 192 754 083 

Promotional Devices 0 0 
      

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 171 531 764 110 159 855 
      

TOTAL ASSETS 211 609 161 130 715 085 
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BALANCE SHEET 
      

AS OF DECEMBER 31ST 2 021 2 020 

  (in CHF) (in CHF) 
      

LIABILITIES     
      

CURRENT LIABILITIES     
      

Trade creditors 39 852 014 6 853 258 

Trade creditors - third parties 2 241 971 3 012 917 

Trade creditors - related parties 2 701 913 3 840 341 

Payable Group Companies 34 908 131   
      

Other creditors 2 403 550 4 731 343 

Other creditors 2 403 550 4 731 343 
      

Deferred income and accrued expenses 12 108 821 2 468 746 

Deferred income 9 885 880 3 286 

Accrued expenses 2 222 941 2 465 460 
      

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 54 364 385 14 053 347 
      

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES     
      

Provision for litigations 350 000 350 000 

Provision general 653 272 1 004 914 

         Liabilities to the subsidiary 0 29 815 289 

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 1 003 272 31 170 203 
      

EQUITY     
      

Capital at the beginning of the period 85 491 535 117 875 883 

Final result for the period 70 749 969 (32 384 348) 
      

TOTAL EQUITY 156 241 504 85 491 535 
      

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 211 609 161 130 715 085 

 

The main comments are : 

 The total balance sheet increases sharply, with the 100 Million USD received from CVC; 

 The securities are still the main item in the assets; 

 The FIVB participation to VW SA equity (67%) appears in the Assets; 

 The equity almost doubles. 

 

c) Staffing 

 

The number of full time equivalent employees at the end of year 2021 was 35 (62 in 2020). The decrease 

of staff from 62 to 35 is because FIVB staff who was working in commercial areas was transferred to VW. 

 

d) Budgets 

The 2021 budget was adopted by the 37th FIVB Congress held, February 5th – 7th 2021, that is at a time 

when negotiations were still going on between the FIVB and CVC. 

The agreement reached between the two entities did completely change the financial structure of the 

FIVB. Therefore, any comparison between the realized and the 2021 budget adopted then would be 

meaningless. 

The 2022, 2023 and 2024 budgets (on a cash basis) take into consideration this new structure. 
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  Budget in CHF ‐ Cash Basis Paris 2024 

#   2022 2023 2024 

1 REVENUE 22’010’185 27’966’460 44’558’238 

2 Volleyball World ‐ Distribution   6’002’090 18’228’000 

3   Dividend   6’002’090 18’228’000 

4 Volleyball World ‐ Reimbursement 6’694’635 7’310’813 7’153’442 

5   Licensing Agreement 2’139’000 2’139’000 2’139’000 

6   RCF Guarantee expense 150’000 150’000 150’000 

7   IT Fee 294’000 294’000 294’000 

8   Facility Fee 250’800 316’800 382’800 

9   Event Reinvoicing 3’860’835 4’411’013 4’187’642 

10 IOC Funds 7’440’000 7’440’000 12’000’000 

11   Olympic Games ‐ Tokyo 2020 7’440’000 7’440’000   

12   Olympic Games ‐ Paris 2024 ‐ ‐ 12’000’000 

13   Olympic Games ‐ Los Angeles 2028       

14   Olympic Games ‐ Brisbane 2032       

15   Youth Olympic Games       

16 Income from Portfolio 4’650’000 4’088’008 3’951’247 

17 Revenue from Transfers 3’000’000 3’000’000 3’000’000 

18 Contributions and Other Rights 225’550 125’550 225’550 

19   Other Income ‐ Legal 90’000 90’000 90’000 

20   Development Income ‐ Olympic Solidarity 21’150 21’150 21’150 

21   Congress Income 100’000 ‐ 100’000 

22   Rent ‐ Annex House 14’400 14’400 14’400 

23 EXPENSES (21’796’880) (20’743’896) (22’715’681) 

24 Event Cost (4’439’966) (6’339’300) (6’880’085) 

25 VW Events (3’860’835) (4’411’013) (4’187’642) 

26   Beach Volleyball (1’750’435) (2’585’813) (2’712’442) 

27     Referee & Technical Delegate (1’731’185) (2’557’688) (2’700’567) 

28       VW Beach Pro Tour (1’613’685) (2’388’963) (2’700’567) 

29       Beach Volleyball World Championship (117’500) (117’500) ‐ 

30       Olympic Games Qualification Tournament ‐ (51’225) ‐ 

31     Other event costs (19’250) (28’125) (11’875) 

32       VW Beach Pro Tour (9’500) (11’875) (11’875) 

33       Beach Volleyball World Championship (9’750) (9’750) ‐ 

34       Olympic Games Qualification Tournament ‐ (6’500) ‐ 

35   Volleyball (2’110’400) (1’825’200) (1’475’200) 

36     Referee & Technical Delegate (1’430’400) (1’225’200) (905’200) 

37       Volleyball Nations League ‐ Men (370’000) (370’000) (370’000) 

38       Volleyball Nations League ‐ Women (370’000) (370’000) (370’000) 

39       World Championship ‐ Senior Men (260’000) ‐ ‐ 

40       World Championship ‐ Senior Women (260’000) ‐ ‐ 

41       Volleyball Challenge Cup ‐ Men (35’200) (35’200) (35’200) 

42       Volleyball Challenge Cup ‐ Women (35’200) (30’000) (30’000) 

43       Club World Championship ‐ Men (50’000) (50’000) (50’000) 

44       Club World Championship ‐ Women (50’000) (50’000) (50’000) 

45       Olympic Games QT ‐ Men ‐ (160’000) ‐ 

46       Olympic Games QT ‐ Women ‐ (160’000) ‐ 

47     Other event costs (680’000) (600’000) (570’000) 

48       Volleyball Nations League ‐ Men (260’000) (260’000) (260’000) 

49       Volleyball Nations League ‐ Women (260’000) (260’000) (260’000) 

50       World Championship ‐ Senior Men (65’000) (15’000) (15’000) 

51       World Championship ‐ Senior Women (65’000) (15’000) (15’000) 
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  Budget in CHF ‐ Cash Basis Paris 2024 

#   2022 2023 2024 

52       Volleyball Challenge Cup ‐ Men (5’000) (5’000) (5’000) 

53       Volleyball Challenge Cup ‐ Women (5’000) (5’000) (5’000) 

54       Club World Championship ‐ Men (5’000) (5’000) (5’000) 

55       Club World Championship ‐ Women (5’000) (5’000) (5’000) 

56       Olympic Games QT ‐ Men (5’000) (15’000) ‐ 

57       Olympic Games QT ‐ Women (5’000) (15’000) ‐ 

58 FIVB Events (579’131) (1’928’287) (2’692’444) 

59   Beach Volleyball (259’131) (291’287) (1’000’444) 

60     VW Beach Volleyball Pro Tour ‐ Futures (54’375) (62’531) (70’688) 

61     Beach Volleyball WCh ‐ Underage (79’756) (79’756) (79’756) 

62     Olympic Games (50’000) (53’000) (760’000) 

63     Youth Olympic Games ‐ ‐ ‐ 

64     Other expenses (75’000) (96’000) (90’000) 

65   Volleyball (320’000) (1’637’000) (1’692’000) 

66     World Championship ‐ Underage ‐ (1’365’000) ‐ 

67     Olympic Games (65’000) (65’000) (1’500’000) 

68     Other Volleyball Expenses (255’000) (207’000) (192’000) 

69 Administrative Expenses (17’356’914) (14’404’596) (15’835’596) 

70   Management expenses (5’225’000) (3’925’000) (5’225’000) 

71     Management allocations (1’640’000) (1’640’000) (1’640’000) 

72     Mandate fees (855’000) (855’000) (855’000) 

73     Liaison Offices (360’000) (360’000) (360’000) 

74     Travelling expenses (300’000) (300’000) (300’000) 

75     Insurances and guarantees (80’000) (80’000) (80’000) 

76     BJD travel Insurance (150’000) (150’000) (150’000) 

77     Congress (1’300’000) ‐ (1’300’000) 

78     EC & BOA meetings (250’000) (250’000) (250’000) 

79     Commission expenses (meetings) (290’000) (290’000) (290’000) 

80   Administrative (5’265’200) (5’265’200) (5’265’200) 

81     Salaries and Social Charges (4’500’000) (4’500’000) (4’500’000) 

82     Rental, Heating, Electricity (220’000) (220’000) (220’000) 

83     Maintenance offices (150’000) (150’000) (150’000) 

84     Office supplies (25’000) (25’000) (25’000) 

85     Food and Beverage (50’000) (50’000) (50’000) 

86     Office equipment rental (100’000) (100’000) (100’000) 

87     Office furniture and equipment (10’000) (10’000) (10’000) 

88     Other expenses ‐ ‐ ‐ 

89     Car expenditures (10’200) (10’200) (10’200) 

90     Telecommunications (120’000) (120’000) (120’000) 

91     Postage (80’000) (80’000) (80’000) 

92   IT (1’128’096) (1’128’096) (1’128’096) 

93     Hardware (129’240) (129’240) (129’240) 

94     Software (230’166) (230’166) (230’166) 

95     Cloud Services (180’936) (180’936) (180’936) 

96     Professional Services (369’194) (369’194) (369’194) 

97     Unify Communiction Project (43’080) (43’080) (43’080) 

98     Web Services (175’480) (175’480) (175’480) 

99   Legal (435’000) (420’000) (420’000) 

100     External counsel (405’000) (390’000) (390’000) 

101     Legal matters (30’000) (30’000) (30’000) 

102   Transfer reimbursements (2’250’000) (2’250’000) (2’250’000) 
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103   Homologation       

104   Medical (509’818) (332’500) (332’500) 

105     External medical advisors ‐ ‐ ‐ 

106     Anti‐Doping Tests (317’500) (317’500) (317’500) 

107     Anti‐Doping Operational + Education (192’318) (15’000) (15’000) 

108   Finance (1’891’000) (461’000) (461’000) 

109     Bank Charges (156’000) (156’000) (156’000) 

110     VAT linked to IOC Fund (1’400’000) ‐ ‐ 

111     Portfolio Advisory (84’000) (84’000) (84’000) 

112     Auditing & Accounting (251’000) (221’000) (221’000) 

113 Corporate Communication (652’800) (622’800) (753’800) 

114 OPERATIONAL RESULT 213’305 7’222’564 21’842’557 

115 FINANCING ‐ 10’000’000 ‐ 

116 Repayment of Loan from VW   10’000’000   

117 INVESTMENTS (22’693’000) (22’693’000) (22’693’000) 

118   Prize Money & Bonus Pool (16’155’000) (16’155’000) (16’155’000) 

119     Prize Money (14’880’000) (14’880’000) (14’880’000) 

120     BVB: Bonus pool (BPT‐Challenge) (1’125’000) (1’125’000) (1’125’000) 

121     BVB: Prize Money Support (BPT‐Future) (150’000) (150’000) (150’000) 

122   Development & Volleyball Empowerment (6’538’000) (6’538’000) (6’538’000) 

123     Zonal Associations (740’000) (740’000) (740’000) 

124     Development Centres (68’000) (68’000) (68’000) 

125     Volleyball Empowerment (4’900’000) (4’900’000) (4’900’000) 

126       Targeted support (3’000’000) (3’000’000) (3’000’000) 

127       Application‐based support (1’600’000) (1’600’000) (1’600’000) 

128       Independant Contractors (300’000) (300’000) (300’000) 

129       Others ‐ ‐ ‐ 

130     Players Fund (300’000) (300’000) (300’000) 

131     TaD Expenses (100’000) (100’000) (100’000) 

132     Education (430’000) (430’000) (430’000) 

133     Research & Studies ‐ ‐ ‐ 

134 NET RESULT (22’479’695) (5’470’436) (850’443) 

 

 The VW SA activities and those of the FIVB are clearly separated; 

 The FIVB Revenues will mainly come from the dividends distributed by VW SA (expected to start 

making profits as of 2022, with dividends distribution as of 2023), reimbursements from VW SA, 

IOC Funds, Income from Portfolio and Others; 

 An important part of the traditional FIVB Costs have been transferred to VW SA; 

 The Operational Result is positive, but will not still be enough to cover the Investments (Prize 

Money & Bonus, Development and Volleyball Empowerment), during the three years 2022, 2023 

and 2024. 

 

 

 

 

 





 
BBIIEENNNNIIAALL  AACCCCOOUUNNTTSS  RREEPPOORRTT  
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▪ Budgets 2023 -2024  
 



Budget in CHF ‐ Cash Basis

# 2023 2024

1 REVENUE 27’966’460          44’558’238          

2 Volleyball World ‐ Distribution 6’002’090            18’228’000          
3 Dividend 6’002’090            18’228’000          

4 Volleyball World ‐ Reimbursement 7’310’813            7’153’442            

5 Licensing Agreement 2’139’000            2’139’000            

6 RCF Guarantee expense 150’000               150’000               

7 IT Fee 294’000               294’000               

8 Facility Fee 316’800               382’800               

9 Event Reinvoicing  4’411’013            4’187’642            

10 IOC Funds 7’440’000            12’000’000          

11 Olympic Games ‐ Tokyo 2020 7’440’000           

12 Olympic Games ‐ Paris 2024 ‐                        12’000’000          

13 Olympic Games ‐ Los Angeles 2028

14 Olympic Games ‐ Brisbane 2032

15 Youth Olympic Games

16 Income from Portfolio 4’088’008            3’951’247            

17 Revenue from Transfers 3’000’000            3’000’000            

18 Contributions and Other Rights 125’550               225’550               

19 Other Income ‐ Legal 90’000                  90’000                 

20 Development Income ‐ Olympic Solidarity 21’150                  21’150                 

21 Congress Income  ‐                        100’000               

22 Rent ‐ Annex House 14’400                  14’400                 

23 EXPENSES (20’743’896)        (22’715’681)         

24 Event Cost (6’339’300)           (6’880’085)           

25 VW Events (4’411’013)           (4’187’642)           

26 Beach Volleyball (2’585’813)           (2’712’442)           

27 Referee & Technical Delegate (2’557’688)           (2’700’567)           

28 VW Beach Pro Tour (2’388’963)           (2’700’567)           

29 Beach Volleyball World Championship (117’500)              ‐                       

30 Olympic Games Qualification Tournament  (51’225)                ‐                       

31 Other event costs (28’125)                (11’875)               

32 VW Beach Pro Tour (11’875)                (11’875)                

33 Beach Volleyball World Championship (9’750)                  ‐                       

34 Olympic Games Qualification Tournament  (6’500)                  ‐                       

35 Volleyball  (1’825’200)           (1’475’200)           

36 Referee & Technical Delegate (1’225’200)           (905’200)             

37 Volleyball Nations League ‐ Men (370’000)              (370’000)             

38 Volleyball Nations League ‐ Women (370’000)              (370’000)             

39 World Championship ‐ Senior Men ‐                        ‐                       

40 World Championship ‐ Senior Women ‐                        ‐                       

41 Volleyball Challenge Cup ‐ Men (35’200)                (35’200)                

42 Volleyball Challenge Cup ‐ Women (30’000)                (30’000)                

43 Club World Championship ‐ Men (50’000)                (50’000)                

44 Club World Championship ‐ Women (50’000)                (50’000)                

45 Olympic Games QT ‐ Men (160’000)              ‐                       

46 Olympic Games QT ‐ Women (160’000)              ‐                       

47 Other event costs (600’000)              (570’000)             

48 Volleyball Nations League ‐ Men (260’000)              (260’000)             

49 Volleyball Nations League ‐ Women (260’000)              (260’000)             

50 World Championship ‐ Senior Men (15’000)                (15’000)                

51 World Championship ‐ Senior Women (15’000)                (15’000)                

52 Volleyball Challenge Cup ‐ Men (5’000)                  (5’000)                  

53 Volleyball Challenge Cup ‐ Women (5’000)                  (5’000)                  

54 Club World Championship ‐ Men (5’000)                  (5’000)                  

55 Club World Championship ‐ Women (5’000)                  (5’000)                  

56 Olympic Games QT ‐ Men (15’000)                ‐                       

57 Olympic Games QT ‐ Women (15’000)                ‐                       
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# 2023 2024

58 FIVB Events (1’928’287)           (2’692’444)           

59 Beach Volleyball (291’287)              (1’000’444)           

60 VW Beach Volleyball Pro Tour ‐ Futures (62’531)       (70’688)       

61 Beach Volleyball WCh ‐ Underage (79’756)                (79’756)                

62 Olympic Games (53’000)                (760’000)             

63 Youth Olympic Games ‐                        ‐                       

64 Other expenses (96’000)                (90’000)                

65 Volleyball (1’637’000)           (1’692’000)           

66 World Championship ‐ Underage (1’365’000)           ‐                       

67 Olympic Games (65’000)                (1’500’000)           

68 Other Volleyball Expenses (207’000)              (192’000)             

69 Administrative Expenses (14’404’596)        (15’835’596)         

70 Management expenses (3’925’000)           (5’225’000)           

71 Management allocations (1’640’000)           (1’640’000)           

72 Mandate fees (855’000)              (855’000)             

73 Liaison Offices (360’000)              (360’000)             

74 Travelling expenses (300’000)              (300’000)             

75 Insurances and guarantees (80’000)                (80’000)                

76 BJD travel Insurance (150’000)              (150’000)             

77 Congress ‐                        (1’300’000)           

78 EC & BOA meetings (250’000)              (250’000)             

79 Commission expenses (meetings) (290’000)              (290’000)             

80 Administrative (5’265’200)           (5’265’200)           

81 Salaries and Social Charges (4’500’000)           (4’500’000)           

82 Rental, Heating, Electricity (220’000)              (220’000)             

83 Maintenance offices (150’000)              (150’000)             

84 Office supplies (25’000)                (25’000)                

85 Food and Beverage (50’000)                (50’000)                

86 Office equipment rental (100’000)              (100’000)             

87 Office furniture and equipment (10’000)                (10’000)                

88 Other expenses ‐                        ‐                       

89 Car expenditures (10’200)                (10’200)                

90 Telecommunications (120’000)              (120’000)             

91 Postage (80’000)                (80’000)                

92 IT  (1’128’096)           (1’128’096)           

93 Hardware (129’240)              (129’240)             

94 Software (230’166)              (230’166)             

95 Cloud Services (180’936)              (180’936)             

96 Professional Services (369’194)              (369’194)             

97 Unify Communiction Project (43’080)                (43’080)                

98 Web Services (175’480)              (175’480)             

99 Legal (420’000)              (420’000)             

100 External counsel (390’000)              (390’000)             

101 Legal matters (30’000)                (30’000)                

102 Transfer reimbursements  (2’250’000)           (2’250’000)           

103 Homologation

104 Medical  (332’500)              (332’500)             

105 External medical advisors ‐                        ‐                       

106 Anti‐Doping Tests (317’500)              (317’500)             

107 Anti‐Doping Operational + Education (15’000)                (15’000)                

108 Finance (461’000)              (461’000)             

109 Bank Charges (156’000)              (156’000)             

110 VAT linked to IOC Fund ‐                        ‐                       

111 Portfolio Advisory (84’000)                (84’000)                

112 Auditing & Accounting (221’000)              (221’000)             

113 Corporate Communication (622’800)              (753’800)             

114 OPERATIONAL RESULT 7’222’564            21’842’557          
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# 2023 2024

115 FINANCING 10’000’000          ‐                       

116 Repayment of Loan from VW 10’000’000         

117 INVESTMENTS (22’693’000)        (22’693’000)         

118 Prize Money & Bonus Pool (16’155’000)        (16’155’000)         

119 Prize Money  (14’880’000)         (14’880’000)         

120 BVB: Bonus pool (BPT‐Challenge) (1’125’000)           (1’125’000)           

121 BVB: Prize Money Support (BPT‐Future) (150’000)              (150’000)             

122 Development & Volleyball Empowerment (6’538’000)           (6’538’000)           

123 Zonal Associations (740’000)              (740’000)             

124 Development Centres (68’000)                (68’000)               

125 Volleyball Empowerment (4’900’000)           (4’900’000)           

126 Targeted support (3’000’000)           (3’000’000)           

127 Application‐based support (1’600’000)           (1’600’000)           

128 Independant Contractors (300’000)              (300’000)             

129 Others ‐                        ‐                       

130 Players Fund (300’000)              (300’000)             

131 TaD Expenses (100’000)              (100’000)             

132 Education  (430’000)              (430’000)             

133 Research & Studies ‐                        ‐                       

134 NET RESULT (5’470’436)           (850’443)             
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15. Appointment of external auditors for 
the period 2022‐2026 

   



   

 

16. Amendments to the FIVB Constitution 
and  Rules  of  Procedure  of  the  FIVB 
Congress 
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➢ FIVB CONSTITUTION 
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“Gender in Minority” Provisions (Article 2.1.5, 2.3.6.2.1a and 2.4.1.4 

of the FIVB Constitution) 

 
The current wording of the FIVB Constitution has multiple provisions related to the concept of 
gender in minority. The FIVB has made great strides to present itself as a gender equal sport 
on the court as women’s volleyball is as popular (if not more) and commercially successful as 
men’s volleyball. Off the court, after the 2020 elections, the FIVB now has seven women sitting 
on its Board of Administration, including two Confederation Presidents, compared to three 
women in the previous Board of Administration. However, there is still a lot of work to be done 
to truly achieve gender balance. 
 
The proposal would be that the FIVB should take measures to achieve this balance off the 
court as well in a phased manner. As a starting point, the FIVB would propose to require each 
Confederation to include one woman in its constitutional quota positions in addition to the two 
gender-in-minority seats already defined in the Constitution and the one appointed seat. This 
would be the first step as part of a larger plan to increase female representation within FIVB 
Governing and Supporting Institutions.  
 
Proposed Regulatory Change: 
 
2.1.5 Minority gender participationGender Balance 

The FIVB shall endeavour to be gender balanced both on and off the field of play and take 

measures to accomplish this goal. The FIVB shall constitute its Board of Administration and 

Executive Committee with ensuring members of both genders (male and female) with at least 

two members being of the gender in minoritythat its total membership shall consist of 

representation of at least twenty percent (20%) of each gender. 

 

2.3.6.2 Election of the Board of Administration 

2.3.6.2.1 Subject to the specific provisions for the election of the President (see 

paragraph d. below), the members of the Board of Administration shall 

be elected for a four (4)-year term, starting immediately after the closure 

of the Congress held during the year of the Summer Olympic Games, as 

follows: 

a) twenty-four (24) members, including a minimum of one member 

from each gender from each Confederation, who are elected by 

the Congress from candidates selected by the General Assembly 

of the respective Confederation in accordance with the quota 

provided for in Article 2.4.1.4; 

[…] 

 

2.4.1.4 A total of twenty-four (24) members shall be elected by the Congress in accordance 

with the following quotas: 
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 Africa   3 members (at least 1 gender-in-minority) 

 Asia   6 members (at least 1 gender-in-minority) 

 Europe   8 members (at least 1 gender-in-minority) 

 NORCECA  4 members (at least 1 gender-in-minority) 

South America  3 members (at least 1 gender-in-minority)  

 

National Federations (Article 2.2.5 of the FIVB Constitution) 

The provision is provided to foresee the possibility of the FIVB assisting in resolving an NF 
governance dispute within a National Federation to avoid that such dispute hinders the day-
to-day activities of volleyball in a territory and punishes athletes and other volleyball 
stakeholders.  
 
Proposed Regulatory Change: 

2.2.5 Legal status 
 
The NFs have to arrange their legal status in their country in such a way that their constitution 
and regulations are not in conflict with the FIVB Constitution and Regulations. In the event of 
a governance dispute within an NF, the FIVB may assist with the administration and/or 
governance of the NF to ensure the continuation of Volleyball activities in accordance with the 
FIVB Constitution, Regulations, Official Rules and decisions for the duration of the governance 
dispute, while also respecting the general principle of the NFs’ autonomy.  
 

FIVB Congress (Articles 2.3.1.1, 2.3.7.1 and 2.3.7.2 (new)) 

 
The COVID-19 pandemic has created unparalleled circumstances as it relates to the conduct 
of in-person meetings. It has also revealed that the FIVB regulatory framework should be 
adjusted to provide for some greater flexibility in relation to its provisions regarding the meeting 
of the FIVB Congress. This flexibility is in line with changes made by Swiss law after the start 
of the pandemic that foresee the possibility of online general assemblies. 
 
The FIVB Legal Commission is proposing a change that would include a just cause provision 
in the articles related to the conduct of the FIVB Congress as well as foresee the possibility of 
conducting a Congress online. 
 
Proposed Regulatory Change: 
 
2.3.1.1 The Congress is the supreme authority of the FIVB. It shall meet at least every two 

(2) years, in the year of the Summer Olympic Games and in the year of the World 
Championships. The year of the Congress may exceptionally be adjusted by the FIVB 
Board of Administration only in the event of just cause, i.e. an unforeseeable event 
creating significant risks to the smooth running of the Congress or the safety of its 
participants. 

 
 
[…] 
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2.3.7.1 The Congress shall determine the dates and the place of its next assembly or 

delegate this authority to the Board of Administration. In the event that any changes 
need to be made to the date or place of the next assembly within the same year after 
the Congress’ decision or no applications are received to host the next assembly by 
the time of the Congress, the authority to determine the dates and place of the next 
assembly shall be delegated to the Board of Administration. In any event, the dates 
and the place must be communicated in a notice to the affiliated NFs at least eight (8) 
months in advance of such Congress. 

 
2.3.7.2 The Congress may be conducted in person, by video conference, telephone 

conference or by other means of communication. In the event that a Congress is not 
held in person, the dates of such Congress shall be communicated in a notice to the 
affiliated NFs at least four (4) months in advance of such Congress. When a Congress 
is held by telephone conference, video conference or by another means of 
communication, voting by correspondence and/or online is permitted. 

 
2.3.7.32 An extraordinary Congress is held pursuant to a decision of the Board of 

Administration or at the request of at least thirty (30) NFs including no less than five 
(5) NFs from each Confederation. 

 
2.3.7.43 On the recommendation of the Board of Administration, the Congress may grant 

honorary titles, corresponding to positions previously held, to persons who have 
rendered outstanding services to the FIVB. 

 
2.3.7.54 The Rules of Procedure of the Congress shall be drafted by the Board of 

Administration and approved by the Congress. 
 
 

Election of the FIVB President (Article 2.3.6.1.2) 

 
The provision provides that candidates from FIVB President must present their candidature 
through the respective Confederation. As all members of the FIVB Board of Administration are 
eligible to run for the position of FIVB President and given that not all members of the FIVB 
Board of Administration obtain their position on the Board through the Confederation, the 
proposal is to adjust the language of this provision to allow for the candidate to submit their 
own candidature directly to the FIVB. 
 
Proposed Regulatory Change: 
 
2.3.6.1.2 The following persons are eligible to become President: 

a) the outgoing President; and 
b) persons elected as members of the FIVB Board of Administration at the 

time that the candidatures are submitted to the FIVB. 
 
Candidatures for the position of the President shall be submitted to the FIVB 
Secretariat by the candidate through the respective Confederation no later than 
four (4) months prior to the opening of the FIVB Congress. 
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Term Limits for FIVB Board of Administration (Article 2.4.1) 

 
The FIVB has been taking steps over recent years to institute the best practices in terms of 
good governance. At the present time, only the FIVB President is subject to term limits. The 
proposal would be to subject the remaining Board members to a limit of three four-year terms. 
Such term limits would only apply prospectively starting in 2024 with the new Board of 
Administration members. 
 
Proposed Regulatory Change: 
 
2.4.1 Composition and quorumterm 
 

2.4.1.1 The Board of Administration shall be composed of at least thirty-two (32) 
members and up to thirty-six (36) members, comprising the President, the five 
(5) Confederation Presidents, twenty-four (24) members defined in Article 
2.3.6.2.1.a above and two (2) members of the gender in minority elected by the 
FIVB Congress. Additionally, the FIVB President shall have the right to appoint 
up to four (4) additional members.  

 
All members of the Board of Administration, except for the FIVB President and 
the Confederation Presidents, shall serve a term of four (4) years starting from 
the closure of the Congress held during the year of the Summer Olympic Games 
until the start of the Congress held in the year of the subsequent Summer 
Olympic Games and may serve for a total of three (3) terms, whether 
consecutive or not. The FIVB President shall be subject to the specific term limit 
defined in Article 2.3.6.1.1 above for the duration of his/her presidency, and any 
terms served as FIVB President shall be excluded from the calculation of terms 
of members of the FIVB Board of Administration for purposes of the term limit 
defined herein. The Confederation Presidents shall be subject to the specific 
term limits defined in the respective Statutes and Regulations of their 
Confederation.  
 
All candidates must satisfy the following conditions based on the position for 
which they shall be elected or appointed: 
 
a) Candidatures for the position of the FIVB Board of Administration 

member to be elected by the FIVB Congress, and Confederation 
Presidents, shall be submitted to the FIVB Secretariat through the 
respective Confederation no later than six (6) months prior to the 
opening of the FIVB Congress. Each Confederation is entitled to 
submit to the FIVB Secretariat one (1) candidate for the gender in 
minority. All candidates for election, except for the FIVB President, 
shall come from different NFs. 
 

b)c)  Candidatures for the appointed members of the FIVB Board of 
Administration, if appointed, shall be submitted directly to the FIVB 
Secretariat by the FIVB President no later than two (2) months prior to 
their appointment. 

 
cb) All members, including the FIVB President, Confederation Presidents, 

gender-in-minority members, members based on the constitutional 
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quota and appointed members, of the FIVB Board of Administration must 
comply with all prerequisites established in the FIVB Constitution and 
FIVB Regulations and are subject to an integrity check and scrutiny by 
the FIVB Ethics Panel. 

c) Candidatures for the appointed members of the FIVB Board of 
Administration, if appointed, shall be submitted directly to the FIVB 
Secretariat by the FIVB President no later than two (2) months prior to their 
appointment. 

 

Athlete Appointed Member to the FIVB Board of Administration 

(Article 2.4.1.5.a)) 

 
In 2021, the FIVB implemented a change to allow for the FIVB President to appoint an athlete 
to the FIVB Board of Administration. After the approval of this provision, the FIVB President 
took the decision to allow the FIVB Athletes Commission to decide on which athlete would be 
appointed rather than make an appointment himself. Additionally, multiple delegates at the 
FIVB Congress in 2021 approved the appointment of the athlete but suggested that the 
member should come from the Athletes Commission. 
 
The proposal would be to change this provision to incorporate the Athletes Commission in the 
appointment process 
 
 
Proposed Regulatory Change: 
 
2.4.1.5 The President may appoint up to four (4) additional members to the FIVB Board of 

Administration as follows: 
 

a) At least one (1) appointed member must be an athlete, who has participated in an 
FIVB, Confederation or national volleyball competition within the last eight (8) 
years, from the Athletes Commission chosen by the Athletes’ Commission 
amongst its members (including external experts), 

 
[…]  

 

Presidential Succession (Article 2.6.1.3) 

 
When reviewing the FIVB Constitution, the Legal Commission noted a couple of 
inconsistencies related to the current provision related to the succession of the FIVB President. 
On the one hand, the current provision allows for the FIVB President to be replaced for the 
“remainder of his/her term” but, on the other hand, it states that the next FIVB Congress would 
become an elective Congress to elect a new President. 
 
Moreover, converting the next Congress into an elective Congress may be problematic 
depending on the timing of the incapacity as all of the deadlines related to the elections and 
the integrity check should be respected as well. 
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Consequently, the proposal is that the order of succession should apply until an extraordinary 
general assembly is called to conduct the election of a new President within six months of the 
incapacity. 
 
Proposed Regulatory Change: 
 
2.6.1.3 Should the President be definitively unable, for any reason whatsoever to hold office, 

he shall be replaced, for the remainder of his/her term, in accordance with the order of 
succession established in Article 2.6.1.2, until a new President is elected at the next 
Congress, whether elective or notat an extraordinary Congress solely for the purpose 
of electing a new President called within six (6) months of the replacement of the 
President. This new President is elected for a term of eight (8) years and may be re-
elected once for a term of four (4) years. 
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FIVB RULES OF PROCEDURE 
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Accreditation of Delegates (Articles 1.1.1, 1.2.1, 1.3.1, 1.7.2) 

In light of recent changes to the Rules of Procedure of the FIVB Congress, some minor updates 
are requested to certain provisions related to the accreditation of delegates to align the Rules 
of Procedure of the FIVB Congress with the FIVB Constitution, provide clarification and/or align 
with recent changes.  
 
For the first proposed change is to allow the FIVB to consider force majeure before imposing 
a ban on financial or technical support in the event that an NF does not attend the FIVB 
Congress.  
 
The second proposed change addresses the issue that in the past, members of the next Board 
of Administration were mostly known before the FIVB Congress because they were elected at 
the Confederation General Assembly. In 2018, all of the members of the next Board of 
Administration (except Confederation Presidents) are elected by the FIVB Congress with most 
subject to a selection process by the Confederation General Assembly beforehand. 
 
For the third proposed change, it is simply a clarification regarding who has the authority to 
sign a credential letter on behalf of an NF. 
 
For the fourth proposed change, this provision has incorporated the language of Article 2.3.3.2 
of the Constitution regarding the duties of the Credentials Verification Commission.  
 
Proposed Regulatory Change: 

1.1.1 Entitled National Federations (NFs)  

Only affiliated National Federations (NFs) that have fulfilled their financial 

commitments, have the right and obligation to accredit delegates to the FIVB Congress. 

Subject to force majeure, NFs which that are not present or represented at a World 

Congress will receive no financial or technical support of any kind from the FIVB for the 

next two-year (2) period. They will regain FIVB support by attending the following 

Congress. 

1.2.1 Choice of Delegates 

NF’s delegates shall 

a) either be members of the board of the NF or hold an official position in the NF, 

except as provided in Article 2.3.1.3 of the FIVB Constitution and 1.3.3 of these 

Rules;  

b) be nationals or permanent residents of the country concerned, except as provided 

in Article 2.3.1.3 and 1.3.3 of these Rules; and  

c) not be members of the current or candidates for the next FIVB Board of 

Administration.  

1.3.1 Credential Letter 
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Delegates are given accreditation on the basis of a credential letter issued by their NF, 

typewritten on the letterhead paper of the NF, stamped with the seal and signed by the 

President and Secretary General or another authorised memberlegal representative of 

the NF. 

1.7.2 Duties 

The Commission examines the conditions and requirements of validity of both the 

credentials and powers of representation and determines the acceptability of such 

documents.The Commission is responsible for verifying the authenticity of the 

credential letters and proxies presented by the Congress delegates and ensures that 

the statutory conditions to participate in the debates and vote in Congress have been 

satisfied. 

 

Congress Agenda (Article 2.1.1 and 2.1.4) 

In light of recent changes to the Rules of Procedure of the FIVB Congress, some minor updates 
are requested to the provision covering the required items in the agenda for the FIVB 
Congress. 
 
Additionally, a change is being proposed to additions to the agenda to align the wording with 
Article 2.3.4.2 of the FIVB Constitution. 
 
Proposed Regulatory Change: 

2.1.1 Items to be included  
In addition to and including the items referred to in Article 2.3.4.1 of the FIVB 
Constitution, the agenda for a Congress should include the following items approved 
by the Board of Administration:  
1. report of the Credentials Verification Commission and statement of quorum;  
2. approval of the minutes of the preceding Congress;  
3. affiliations, resignations, suspensions and expulsions of NFs;  
4. the FIVB President’s report;  
5. the financial report;  
6. the consolidated biennial accounts (of the last 2 years);  
7. the external and internal auditors’ reports;  
8. adoption of the budget;  
9. appointment of internal auditors, external auditors and members of the Ethics 

Panel as required;  
10. amendments to the FIVB Constitution as required;  
11. amendments in the Official Rules of Volleyball, Beach Volleyball, Park 

VolleySnow Volleyball, etc. as required (during or with the approval of a 
Congress held in an Olympic year);  

12. proposals presented by the Confederations and/or affiliated NFs;  
13. proposals presented by the Board of Administration;  
14. Councils and Commissions’ proposals, as approved by the Board of 

Administration, projects and programmes;  
15. Confederations’ projects and programmes of activities for the next two (2) years;  
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16. election of the FIVB President as required;  
17. election of the gender-in-minority Board of Administration members as required 

and defined in the FIVB Constitution;  
18. other business; and  
19. date and place of the next Congress. 

 
2.1.4 Proposal support 

Only those proposals timely submitted by at least five (5) affiliated NFs or previously 

approved by the Board of Administration will be discussed by the Congress. In case of 

an emergency and on the recommendation of the Board of Administration or the 

Executive Committee, items not on the agenda may be debated, provided that the 

Congress agrees to their addition to the agenda by a two-thirds (2/3) majority of the 

NFs accredited and with a right to vote in the CongressAt a Congress, only those items 

on the agenda may be discussed. Upon proposal of the President, the Executive 

Committee or the Board of Administration, items not included on the agenda may be 

debated, provided that the Congress agrees to their addition to the agenda by a two-

thirds (2/3) majority of the NFs accredited and with a right to vote in the Congress. 

Proposals must be drafted in one of the working languages of the FIVB. 

 

Distribution of the list of candidates (Articles 5.1.3.a and 6.2.b) and 

documents to be presented by the Councils, Commissions and 

Confederations (Article 7.2 and 8.1) 

The purpose of these provisions is to align all of the deadlines in the Rules of Procedure of the 
FIVB Congress. The idea is that all proposals should be submitted to the FIVB Secretariat at 
least three months before the FIVB Congress, which would then subsequently be submitted to 
the Board for approval prior to their inclusion in the working file, and the working file would be 
sent to the delegates one month before the FIVB Congress. 
 
Proposed Regulatory Change: 

5.1.3 Duties 

The Advisory Electoral Committee shall be assisted by the FIVB Secretariat, and it shall 

have the following duties: 

Prior to the Congress: 

a) To distribute to all NFs, through the FIVB Secretariat, the list of eligible candidates 

for FIVB President (in alphabetical order) at least thirty (30)one (1) month days prior 

to the opening of the Congress; 

[…] 

 

6.2 ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL 
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Members of the FIVB Secretariat and the administrative personnel nominated by the 

Organising Committee of the Congress carry out the following functions: 

Before the Congress: 

a) To receive the candidatures for all candidatures for election to FIVB positions and to 

submit these candidatures to the Ethics Panel for its scrutiny and determination 

regarding eligibility; 

b) To distribute to all NFs the list of eligible candidates for FIVB President (in 

alphabetical order) at least thirty (30) daysone (1) month prior to the opening of the 

Congress; 

 
[…] 

 
7.2 DOCUMENTS TO BE PRESENTED BY THE COUNCILS, COMMISSIONS AND 

CONFEDERATIONS  
 

7.2.1 Required documents  
 
The Confederations and FIVB Councils and Commissions must send the following 
documents to the FIVB Secretariat, no later than six three (36) months prior to the 
Congress:  
a) detailed activity programmes for the two (2) following fiscal years;  
b) proposals to the Congress, which must have been previously approved by the 

Board of Administrationwill be submitted to the Board of Administration for 
approval prior to its submission to the FIVB Congress. 

  
7.2.2 Board of Administration's approval  
 
These documents must be sent to the NFs at least three one (13) months prior to the 
Congress, after approval by the Board of Administration. 

 

8.1 PROCEDURE  

8.1.1 Formalities  

In order to be legally submitted to the Congress, a proposal must be presented in writing 

and fulfill the following conditions:  

a) proposals from one of the FIVB Institutions must be in one (1) of the working 

languages of the FIVB (English and French) and be previously approved by the 

Board of Administration;  

b) proposals from one (1) of the Confederations or NFs must be written in one (1) 

of the working languages and sent to the FIVB Secretariat no later than six three 

(63) months prior to the Congress. These proposals require the previous 

approval of the Board of Administration before they are submitted to the FIVB 

Congress. 
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Electronic Voting (Articles 5.2.4 (new), 11.2.4, 11.2.6 and 11.2.7)  

The 2021 FIVB Congress resulted in the FIVB’s first experience with electronic voting for use 
during elections. Based on this experience, the FIVB Legal Commission would like to update 
some of the provisions related to elections in order to take into account electronic voting. 
 
Proposed Regulatory Change: 

5.2.4 Electronic Voting 

In the event that an electronic voting system is used, the scrutineers will be responsible 

for monitoring the voting process and verifying the validity of the voting process as well 

as the final result. The scrutineers may be a third party notary or recognised audit 

company if electronic voting is used. 

11.2.4 Distribution of ballots 

The Congress delegates will be provided with a ballot paper listing all candidates in 

alphabetical order regardless of their gender. Ballots are verified by the scrutineers. In 

the event of electronic voting, the ballots may be provided online through a secure 

online voting platform. 

 […] 

11.2.6 Voting 

For the election of the President, the Congress delegates vote for the candidate of their 

choice by marking an “X” in the box or, in the event of electronic voting, clicking the box 

beside the candidate’s name. 

For the election of the two (2) gender-in-minority members of the Board of 

Administration, the Congress delegates can vote up to two (2) candidates of their 

choice by marking an “X” in the box or, in the event of electronic voting, clicking the box 

beside each candidate’s name. 

For the election of the members of the Board of Administration based on Article 2.4.1.4 

of the FIVB Constitution, the Congress delegates can vote for the candidates of their 

choice up to the number of quota places of the respective confederation, including at 

least one candidate from each gender, by marking an “X” in the box or, in the event of 

electronic voting, clicking the box beside each candidate’s name. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

 

17. Appointment of Members of the FIVB 
Ethics Panel 
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ETHICS PANEL 

Title Name First Name Function Country 

Dr. PUELLO José Joaquin Chairperson DOM 

Mr. De FREITAS Luiz Augusto Teixeira Vice-Chairperson BRA 

Mr. TOHYAMA Tomohiro Member JPN 

Mr. CALLICOTT Richard Member ENG 
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Dr. JOSÉ JOAQUIN PUELLO 
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Mr. LUIZ AUGUSTO TEIXEIRA DE FREITAS 
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LUIZ AUGUSTO TEIXEIRA DE FREITAS 

Luiz Augusto Teixeira de Freitas is one of the founding partners of TFRA Advogados, 

since 1992.  

He is experienced in tax law, particularly restructuring planning and international fiscal 

law. He has also worked in the area of Corporate law. 

He graduated in Law from the University of Rio de Janeiro (UERJ) in 1986. 

Member of the Brazilian Bar Association since 1986 and the Portuguese Bar Association 

since 1992. 

Assistant in Brazil to Professor Alberto Xavier (1984-1991) at Wald and Associates 

Advogados and then at Barros, Sobral e Xavier Advogados in Rio de Janeiro.  

In House Lawyer at Monteiro Aranha Group from 1986-1888. 

Foreign intern lawyer at Skadden Arps, New York, in 1989 and at Grant, Hermann, 

Schwartz & Klinger (New York) in 1990. 

Since 1992 he has engaged in important work on issues related with Madeira 

International Business Center (CINM), belonging to the boards of several companies on 

the Forbes 500 list operating in the CINM. 

Board Member and controlling shareholder of On Corporate Group, with its holding 

company based in Malta and subsidiaries in Portugal, Angola and Mozambique. 

Founding Patron of Museo Reina Sofia, Spain.  

He is fluent in Portuguese, English, Spanish and Italian. 
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Mr. TOMOHIRO TOHYAMA 
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Mr. RICHARD CALLICOTT 
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